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Colored and Black Silk
Sale ever undertaken in
our business experience.
2500 yards of Colored
Dress Silks at only 59c
per yard, is one of the
wonderful bargains.
Black Rhadames and
Black and Colored Silks
at 89c per yard are also
less than we ever sold

RINES BROTHERS
feb6

sul t

Pine Tree Lodge No. 11, K. of P.
Every member is reguested to be present TONIGHT. Business and action on the report of committee

on

Frozen to Death.
Feb. 5.—Daniel Harrington of Carmel, left bis father’s house in that town last
Monday evening, to go to hia own home. Not

Bangor,

arriving there, search was made, and he was
today in the woods, frozen to doatli. He
leaves a wife and five children.
Mniue Agriculturists.
Augusta, Feb. 5.—A meeting was held at
the Representatives’ Hall this evening, under
the auspices of the Maine Board of Agriculfonnd

by-laws.

HOWARD WINSLOW, C. C.
H. A. MCDONALD, K, of R. and S.
febSsnlt

DR. E. B. REED.
Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician located
at No. 692 Congress Street, Portland, Maine.
Dr. Reed treats old Chronic and Complicated diseases, also he treats Female Debility, Blood Poison,
Kidney Complaints, Liver Complaints, all Throat
Troubles, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Dyspepsia, all
Lung Complaints, Heart Diseases, Cancers and Tu-

mors, all kinds of humors that flesh is heir to. He
also treats Fits and Spasms of all kinds such as
EnileDSv and all Nervous diseases leading to lnsartlty. Consultation free. Hours from 9 a. m. to 12
m., from 1 p. m. to 9 p. m.
janl6sndtf

subject of “Commercial Fertilizers”
discussed, and Hon. Z. A. Gilbert deliverquite a lengthy address.

was

ed

dludge Appleton’s Condition.

Bangor,

Feb. 6.—Ex-Chisf Justice Appleton is comfortable today, but there is really no
essential change in his condition.
Personal.
Washinoton, Feb, 5.—Among the ladies at
the Hamilton House, who received Tuesday
Mrs.

Reod,

Mrs. Boutelle and

Mexican Pensions.
Petitions from many citizens in Maine for
the passage of the Mexican war pension bill
with Senate amendments, have been presented
to the Honse by ail the Maine Representatives.
BANGOR.

Rev. Dr. George W. Field of Bangor, contributes to “Every Other Saturday” a sermon
on “The Power and Majesty of God,” and in
another column of the same publication is an
interesting sketch of Dr. Field.
George W. Snow, Eeq., of Bangor, will soon
issue an historical poem entitled “The Martyrdom of Jacques De Molay, the Last Grand
Master of the Ancient Order of Knights Tem-

plar.”
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numerous converts.
CHINA.

in district No. 4, China,
was entirely destroyed by
fire Tuesday night.
The house cost $925, and was insured for $500.
The cause]! of the fire is unknown. The district will rebuild the coming summer.
The school house

FALMOUTH.

The leading 5 cent Cigar of Sew England. Ask your dealer for this brand.
M. A. JEWELL & CO., Successors to
0. W. SIMONTON & CO., Agents, 444 to
448 Fore St.
8ntf

legislative

Notice.
Augusta, February 4,1886.

Notice that hearing will be had before the Judiciary Committee at their committee room, as follows:
On a bill to amend the Act establishing a Municipal
Court in the town of Westbrook, on February 11,
at 2 p.

m.

C. E. LITTLEFIELD,
Secretary Judiciary Committee.

feb5
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WEATHER

INDICATIONS.
Washington,

The indications for New England to-da§ are
colder, fair weather in the northern and central portions; colder, clearing weather, preceded by light snows in the extreme southern
portions; northeast to northwest winds, and

higher barometer.
Cautionary signals

Eaatport

to .Jacksonville, except at Portland and Cedar Keys.
from

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
[11.27 P. M.]
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WASHINGTON.
The Appropriation Bill.
Washington, Feb. 6.—The legislative, executive and judicial appropriation bill reported
to the House to-day recommends the apropriation of $21,213,701, which is
$1,088,40*
less
than
estimated
and
$272,902 less
than the appropriation for the present year.
The bill reduces the salaries of 150 special examiners in the pension bureau from $1600 to
$1400 annually; the office of the superintendent of foreign mails is abolished, and the supervision of the foreign mail service is placed

with the Second Assistant Postmaster General
Hirer* and Harbor*.
The river and harbor committee today decided to report amendments to the river and
harbor bill, eliminating the item which proposed to make Capt. Eads the consulting engineer
for the Mississippi River Commission, and to
place him in charge of the improvement of
Galveston harbor. These amendments will reduce the appropriation proposed for Galveston
harbor Irum 8750,000 to $500,000, and will provide that no part of this 8am shall be expended until the harbor commission provided for
in the bill examines the harbor and makes its
report to the Secretary of War.
Fact* and Rumor*.

It is proposed to purchase the square opposite the post office department, at a cost not to
exceed $640,000, as a site for the city post
office and extension to (the post office department.
George E. Lemon, a pension attorney of this
city was before the House committee on payment of pensions, bounty and back pay today
and in answer to inquiries of members said he
paid Col. Ingersoll $2500 and Judge Wilson
$1000 to secure the passage of the law enacted
at the last session of Congress relative to the
increase of attorney fees in pension cases.
Lemon further said that the payment of these
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act.

The Republican Senators met in cancas
after adjournment of the Senate this afternoon and discussed for an hoar the condition
of business of the session. They decided to
oontinae the di6cassion of the anti-silver coinage bill for the present.

ALABAMA CLAIMS.
Judmculs Announced

FARMINGDALE.

The project of setting off part of Farmingdale to Gardiner has been allowed to drop.
Most of the inhabitants along the river|road
wanted to go back to Gardiner, but the remainder of the town was equally unanimous in not
wanting them to, and as there was no prospect
of annexing the remainder of the town to Hailowell and West Gardiner, the movers concluded to give it up.
FARMINGTON.

AccordiDg to the Farmington Chronicle, Mr.
Thomas Lambert of that town is constantly
Bereceiving visitations from sneak thieves.
sides the loss of a $1,000 bond (previously mentioned in the Pre-b’ special despatch from
Mr.

Lambert has lost window

curtains, gentlemen’s socks, ladies’ hose,prints
and cotton cloth in the piece, and other articles. It looks 'ike a serieaof persecutions. It
is also stated that the guilty party is known,
and interesting developments are hinted at.
HALLO WELL.

The February number of “The Classical,”
the monthly paper published by the students
of the Hallowell Classical Academy, has just
been issued.
As usual it is bright and interesting. Among its announcements is one in
the effect that arrangements have been made
whereby students who wish t9 give their entire
time to the study ot music can be accommodated at the school.
NEW PORTLAND.
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Onr correspondent writes: There has been
a deep religious interest in the First
Congregational church in Falmouth, in connection with
the labors of Rev. E. A. Whittier, who has
been assisting the pastor.
More than twenty
persons have risen for prayers, and a large
number of these have given evidence of conversion. The meetings will continue under
the leadership of the pastor, and it is hoped
many more may be reached and brought to
Christ.

FarmingtoD),

Feb. G.

Yesterday.

Feb. 6.—In the Court of
Commissioners of Alabama Claims, yesterday,
judgments were rendered as follows, with interest at 4 per cent, from the dates named:
No. 170C, Charles Hopkins, $300, June 6,1863.
1959, Mary J. Vandusen, administratrix, $4936,
Aug. 11,1864.
2713, Alexander Black, administrator. $43; Elizabeth Tinkham, executrix, $18;Wm. Hicbborn, $8;
Alvah P. Blancli&id, $40; Daniel S. Goodell, $182;
Henry H. Grant, administrator, $353; Benj. S.
Merithew $60; Jas. McGilvery, administrator,
$49; Andrew S. Pendleton, $26; Jas. G. Storrow,
administrator, S90; Amanda J, Small, administratrix, $138; Abigail H. Berry, administratrix, $60;
Lewis M. Partridge, $92; Hiram Carlisle, $260;
Albert G, Eaton, $15; Benj. E. Hoyt, $762; John
M. Cann, $468; Wm. H. Folger, administrator, $50;
Geo. W. Harrington, $306; Willard Mndgett, $532
Henry A. Hicbborn, $24; Alexander Staples, administrator, $40; Alexander Staples, administrator, $82; Annie B. Lafalley, administratrix, $261;
Wm. H. KlnBman, administrator, $125; Willard 1.
Treat, $20; Luther A. Wright and Austin F. Whitcomb, $29; Sarah L. Williams, administratrix,
$134; Beta H. Warner, surviving partner, $22; Sarah A. Carleton, administratrix, $75; Henry S. Staples, $122; Henry S. Staples, liquidating partner,
S154t Nathan W. bridge and 'rhos. H. Lord, firm
of Bridge & Lord, $971; all from Dec. 27,1803.
2719 Benj.F. Hojt, $71; Henry H. Grant, ad.
ministrator, $28; Nathan W. Bridge and Xhos. H.
Lord £392; Benj. S. Merithew, $23; Alien B.
Piero’eT$27; Daniel S. Goodell, $63, July 11,1805,

Washington,

The Foril-Murphy Murder Trial.
New Orleans, Feb. 5—In the Ford-Murphy
murder trial today, Judge Ford made a statement to the jury denying all knowledge of the
muider, except from hearsay. Pat Ford alar
mads a statement acknowledging that hi
He said the meeting
alone killed Murphy.
with the latter was accidental, that he did noi
shoot him after he fell, and that no one els<
fired at Murphy. The difficulty between him
and Murphy arose from an insulting remart
made by Murphy as he (Ford) and his cousii
John Murphy were crossing the street.

j To Amend tlie Law Relating to Contagious Diseases,
!

Bill Reported to Establish a Reformatory for Women.
Details of the Work Done Yesterday in
Both Branches.
(Special to tlie Press.)
Augusta, Fob. 5.
Mr. Lebroke spoke again at some length in
support of the fertilizer station bill, pursuing
the same line of argument that he did yesterday. He clinched his position with authori-

WELLS.

Work has commenced at tho Wells corn factory. They have a large crew making cans,
and the prospect is that they will pack more

The company are to have
Weils and vicinity for this
year's packing. The beans raised for the past
fifteen years for packing, in the towns of Otisfield, Casco, Poland and Oxford, have proved
Mr. Windsor W. Chnte,
a large paying crop.
of Otisfield, who furnishes the seed for the
raiBed
Go
bushels from one-half
Wells factory,
acre planted last season, receiving $130 for the

than laBt season.
beans raised at

nt tl.r.

IN GENERAL.

The Oxford county newspapers have made a
canvass of public opiniW in the canntv in regard to the question of removing the county
seat from Paris to Norway. The canvass shows
that thu weight of Bentiment is against the removal at present, bnt there is a general impression that the change will Tcome later. The
cost of erecting suitable buildings at Norway
is estimated at 840,000.
Mr, Hendrick* Ku Houle lo New Orleans.
Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 5.—Hon. Thomas A.
Hendricks and party reached Atlanta this
morning and breakfasted at the Kimball
House. A large crowd was congregated about
The Mayor introduced Mr. Henthe hotel.
dricks, who addressed the people from the balHe referred to the recent political concony.
test as the greatest the country has ever seen,
and said it had resnlted in his judgment most
gloriously. He believed the change wonld be
for the benefit of the colored people as well as
for the whites.
After the speaking the ladies
were driven around the city and the gentlemen
proceeded to the ball of the House of Representatives, where a reception was held and several hundred persons were presented to the
Vice President elect. The party left for Birmingham at 10 o’clock, and will proceed from
there to the New Orleans exposition. Much
enthusiasm was manifested over Mr. Hendricks.
Birmingham, Feb. 5.—Vice President elect
Hendricks and party arrived here at 8 o’clock
this evening.
A great crowd had assembled
at the depot, and the distinguished visitor was
welcomed by all the Demociatic organizations
of the city, and amid the whistling of Bteam
engines, salvos of artillery and cheers of the
mnltitnde the party were escorted to the Opera
House, where Mr. Hendricks was introduced
by Mayor Lano to an audience that packed the
boose in every part.
Mr. Hendricks wa;
greeted with long continued cheers. He spoke
nearly an hour, reviewing the incidents of the
campaign and referring lo the platform of the
Democratic party as indicating the policy ol
tho coming administration.
He spoke of hie
visit to Mr. Cleveland, and said the Presidentelect impressed him as an earnest, sagacious
and honest man who would act honestly ane
fairly toward all the people.

by the committee to J.
of Mechanic Falls, who appeared in
behalf of the Denison Paper Company, to
urge the passage of a bill to authorize that
company to issue bonds to the amount of $100,M.

Libby

000.

Legislative inexpedient
to establish

was

voted

on

the bill

Industrial

he did

yesterday.

The amendments

The ten-hour law bill will be considerably
pruned by the committee before it is reported.
A bill was introduced by Mr. McGillicuddy
of Lewiston, in the House, to amend the savings bank law so that the amount of national
bank stock owned by savingB banks shall be
held by way of investment more than onetenth of the capital stock of any one national
stock.
The bill reported to the House amending
the law relating to State prison makes section
4 of chap. 140 of the statutes read as follows:
"The supervision of the State prison is vested
in the Governor and Council, but its govern-

prison and jail inspectors,
depat; warden, ono clerk,

one
one

warden, one
commissar;,

guards, and snck number of overseers and
aids as the inspectors determine to be necessary.
Mr. Parsons of Kennebunk introduced a bill
in the House to amend the law relating to contagious diseases. This bill makes it the duty
of the health committee, on complaint of an;
ten

citizen or on information that a nuisance or
cause of danger to the health of any inhabitant exists in an; part of their town, to immediately make thorough inspection of all such
sources of filth, nuisance or cause of danger to
health, and for that purpose they are authorized to enter into any building, cellar, vessel,
wharf, lane, alley, court and enclosure, or
other place in their towns, and when such filth
nuisance dangerous to health is found, to
take such action in the premises as is by law
required. For their services they shall be entitled to 81.60 each day for every day so emor

ployed.
The bill reported in the House to establish
the Maine Reformatory Institution for Women
provides that the Governor and Council provide lot, buildings and all snitabla accommodations for such an institution, and when it is
established the Governor shall issue public
proclamation of the fact. The supervision and
government of the institution is to be vested
in a board of managers consisting of five, who
shall be women, and who a:e not to receive
any compensation for their services, exoepting
their actual traveling expenses. The reform-

atory is to be used exclusively for women, and
to this end all female prisoners in the State
prison and in jails shall, upon the order of the
Governor, ba transferred to the reformatory to
serve out the remainder of their several sentences unless the said remaining sentence be
less than three months and more than ten
years, provided that no one under sentence of
death, or who is known to ba insane, or suffering from

severe

and incurable

illness,

shall be

null

PACO.

severe storm the house of C.
O. Groves was burned. By great exertions the
barn was saved. Loss $1,000; no insurance.

der consideration.
A hearing was given

than

offered by Judge Tapley, the friends of the
bill claim, kills it completely.

uuu

WINTBEOP.

to
contingent expenses. The members
serve without pay, except for traveling and
other necessary expenses while employed on
the business of the board. The bill is still un-

ties. Mr. Marble was unable to renly on account of a sore throat, and the matter went
over until to-morrow, when, it is understood,
be will make a more savage attack on the bill

Eolice

During the late

preservation of health and authority to make
sanitary investigations. The bill asks for an
appropriation of $3,000 a year to defray expenses of clerk hire, office rent and to meet

bureau of statistics.
Joshua Nye appeared before the oommittee
and requested a time to be fixed for a hearing
on the bill for the registration of
physicians.
The committee on education this evening
voted to recommend an appropriation of $3000
for furnishing
a
new
building for the

so transferred.
A few days ago the cry was raised at North
The bill in the hands of the judiciary comNew Portland that a bear was cn the river, in
sight of aad half a mile above the bridge. mittee, amending the statutes relating to
There was a general turnout, and a rush
record of qualification of justices of ths peace,
pell-mell on both sides of the stream of from
fifty to one hundred o! the brave, with gucB, makes chap. 2, sections 40 and 41, read as
axes, pitchforks, sled stakes.audieveiy imaginfollows:
able weapon that might be made usef nl in dsSect. 40. The Secretary of State shall, on the
spatcbing poor bruin. “Brooklyn” side was first days of June and December, forward to the
led by a bloodthirsty butcher, who kept his
registers of probate courts, judges of municipal and
men well in hand.
courts, clerks of United States courts, and
The bear, on hearing the
United States pension agents iu the State, a list of
tumult, with a loping gait sought the shelter aii
justices of the peace, justices of the peace and
of a clump of wood near the bank. It was a
uuuailCD (IUUUU, tVUUSC
quorum,
jumivue,
race of tut a few minutes for th's fearless parcommissions are then in forco, and the evidence of
ty to surround the cover. Th«y advanced,
whoso qualifications has been filed in his office withclosing up in good order, when tho cry was in the six months next preceding the time of forwarding such lists, which shall contain the name
raised, "Look out, here he comes on his hind
legs; run here with a gun.” The supposed ] and residence of every such officer, the date of his
commission, and the couuty or counties for which
bear, thinking he had carried the joke as far ! he
is commissioned, and he shall send at the same
aB was safe for his pelt,
continning to advance, time two
copies of such lists to each of the clerks
threw np his arms and called out, “Don’tfire;
of the State courts.
I am all the bear there is.” It proved that
Sect. 41. The clerks of the State courts shall
one of ths most harmless citizens, dressed in a
make a memorandum on such lists of the fact and
suit of black, was operating a fishing hole on
date of their reception, and either of sueh lists eo
the river in a stooping posture, and when he
attested, or theicertificate of such clerk under the
seal of his court shall be legal but not eonclusiye
heard the cry of bear and saw the excitement,
evidence o£ the appointment and qualification of
thinking there was an opportunity.for fan,
such offioers, and at the expiration of each decade
went on his hands and feet to the cover.
of years It shall be the duty of the clerk then in
BOCKFOBT.
office to have one set of such lists received during
Capt. Piper and crew, three in number, of the decade bound in a substantial manner.
the schooner Lizzie M. Nells, arrived home on
The Maine Central Institute at Pittsfield,
the 30th.
They abandoned the schooner on having complied with all tha requirements of
the 28th, Cape Cod light bearing SW, about
an act passed by the Legislature of 1870, by
eight miles distant. They were taken off by
which a fund of $10,000 was piacad to thoir
the steamer Saxon and landed at Woods’ Holl.
The schooner had lost sail, and was supposed
credit in the Stats treasury, will receive the
to be on fire.
The same day the schooner was
same.
taken in tow by the steamer Pottsville, an d
The Legislature w ill probably give the Govtowed into New Bedford: reported loss of foreernor and Council authority to appoint among
sail and jib, cargo in good condition, except a
few barrels damaged on deck. She was owned
the Penobscot tribe of red men cne of their
by Capt. Albert Neils.
own number as a special constable.

The funeral of tbo late Andrew J. Small,
oditor and proprietor of the Biddeford Times,
occurred at the Congregational church on
Main street, in Saco, at 2 o’clock Wednesday
afternoon, and was preceded by a service of
prayer at the house on Middle street, which
was attended only by the
relatives and immediate friends ot the deceased, and by the employes of the Timos. There was a large number of people at the church, and among them
were many of the leading business men of both
cities and city officials.
The funeral was in
charge of Mystic Tie Lodge, Knights of Pythiof
to
as
which tho deceased belonged,
Saco,
and it? members attended the funeral in a
body, wearing the emblems of mourning of
the order on their left breasts. This lodge furnished escort to the cortege, and four of its
members acted as a body guard.

cholera, small pox, fevers and other diseases.
It was the opinion of sanatarians that the
cholera would visit this country the coming
summer. The board should have general oversight of the enforcement of the laws for the

are

upper

part of the old steam mill building on a long
lease.
It is being fitted up for occupancy.
They expect to begin their labors in about a
month, and are eanguine in their hopes of

making

mayl3

! Hearing on Bill for a State Board

ture. The

afternoon, were
Mrs. Dingley.

qualities.

same
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The leaders among the Democratic members
will make an effort to have the gubernatorial
election changed to the day of tha Presidential
election, notwithstanding the unfavorable report of the committee which considered the
matter.
COMMITTEE HEARINGS.

The committee

on

agriculture voted to report

$27,400

for tho benefit of
appropriation
the Agricultural College, the amount asked
for by tho trustees. $15,000 is for the new
building for departments of natural history
an

of

aud agriculture.
Tho committee on insurance voted to report
a general law, by a vote of 7 to 2, authorizing
mutual relief insurance associations to do
business iu this State on deposit of $50,000.
By this law ten or more persons in any town
can form themselves into an association to do
a life bnsiness by making such deposit, which
shall constitute their capital stock. The law
will not affect existing associations made up of
mutual aid societies of different orders, like
those of the Knights of Pythias, Odd Fellows,
Masons, etc., hut applies to associations which
desire to do a lifo bnsiness. The bill for the

Co-operative Insurance Company was tabled.
Geo. D. Bisbee and George C. Wing appeared
in its favor.
Tho fish and game committeo gave a hearing
on several petitions relating to changes in the
Tho principal hearing was on
game laws.
abridging the close-time for deer by dropping
the month of September. This was what parties from the Raugeley Lake region wanted,
eats of hotels and guides on account of visiting
sportsmen than for the protection of the deer.
The opposing parties were principally from

Washington county, who expressed themselves
as satisfied with tho law as it is so far as the
The comclose-time provision is concerned.
mittee have agreed upon a bill relating to the
close-time for lobsters which satisfies the opponents of the present law and the canners.
The committee on legal affairs voted adversely on petition relating to fee for recording chattel mortgages, and on electing a city marshal
of Augusta by a plurality vote.
The judiciary committee have voted to report a bill establishing a Superior Court iu
ArooBtook countv, with two terms during tho
at Houlton and two at Caribou.
The committee gavo a hearing to Judge
Kuowlton of Lewiston, ou the bill to compel
The hill provides for
registration of voters.
the appointment of a board of registration to
consist of three members and a clerk, to bo se-

year

equally from the two political parties
The
throwing the largest number of votes.
Jndge took the ground that it would be a safeguard against fraudulent votes. The bill wai
lected

tabled.
A hearing was given on the hill providing
a State
board ol
for tho establishment of
health. Dr. Gerrisb of Portland appeared in
behalf of tho Maine Medical Society. He
urged the passage o£ sach a bill by the legisla
tnre iu an able and interesting argument, anc
showed that with proper precautions much
might be done to lessen the number of death!
from certain
of diseases such
classes
ai

a

School

ought

Girls;

for

for introduction of
temperance text books into common schools;
ought to pass on bill providing fer establishment of teachers’ conventions; leave to withdraw on petition to change the style of spellto

petition

on

pasB

ing.
notes.

A

large delegation

has

reached here from
Bangor, Portland and elsewhere to attend the
reception tomorrow night. Among the number
is Hon. Hannibal Hamlin.

NEW

Mr. Cleveland in New York.

New York, Feb. 5.—The hallways and lobbies of,the Victoria hotel where President-eleot
Cleveland is stopping were alive with visitors
today. Among the callers on Mr. Cleveland
were Wm. H. Barnum, H. O. Thompson, Senators George of Mississippi, Vance of North
Carolina, Jones of Lonisiana,Gorman of Maryland, Gen. Hancock, Gen. Franklin of Connecticut, Gen. Frye and others. Mr. Cleveland returns to Albany Saturday afternoon.

After lunch this afternoon President-elect
Cleveland began again to reoeive callers.
There was one person who attracted mnch attention during the afternoon.
His name was
Eugene C. Austin and he is at home in WyHe
wanted
to
advise
with the
oming county.
President-elect as to the composition of IPs
cabinet and State matters in general. He ie
said to have come from his home in response
io a message purporting to have been sent
him by Cleveland, bnt in fact sent by Borne
practical joker who knew the alleged weakness of the visiting gentleman.
Upon a list
of callers for Mr. Cleveland, Austin's name
was not written bat instead and to indicate
that he had called the word “crank” was
written. Among the names that were sent to
the President-elect, but read just inside the
door by Col. Lamont were these: Senator
Markham, Gen. Sbaler, Senator Doolittle,
Gen. Ewing, K. B. Minturn, Maj. G. W. McLean, Silas W. Burt, Gswald Ottendorfer,
Senator Lamar,Senator Williamsof Kentucky,
Francis Lynde Stetson, Gen. Clingman of
North Carolina, Manton Marble, Henry O.
Kent of New Hampshire, Hon. Joseph Pulitzer, Hon. Waldo Hutchins of New York, Congressman Deaster of Wisconsin, Chief Justice
Daly of New York, Cbas. H. Taylor of Boston,
Gen. McClellan of New York, ex-Gov. Reuben
E. Fenton, Admiral Elroy, U. S. N., Congressman Frederick of
Iowa, Congressman
Robert Laury and C. C. Watson of Indiana,
B. B. Smalley of Vermont.
About 7 o’clock
Mr. Cleveland drove to the Brevoort House to
dine with Col. Paige.
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MAINE LEGISLATURE.
(Specially reported for
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Press.)
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SENATE.

Augusta, Feb. 5.
The resolve in favor of the Bath Military
and Naval Orphan Asylum came up on its
first reading and

wor

tabled

motion of

nn

Mr

Simonton of Knox.
PETITIONS PRESENTED,

For scientific
public schools.

temperance

instruction

in

Favorable reports were made on bill an act
to make valid the doings of the town of Scarboro,and relating to bridge overDanstan river;
to incorporate the Boston & Maine Express
Company; to restore the salary of the county
attorney of Somerset county; relating to compensation of county commissioners of Penobscot connty.
ORDERS ADOPTED.

An order of inquiry was passed relating to
repealing so much of sec. 73, chap. 82 of R. S.,
as provides for the costs of rofereeB.
PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED.
An act to authorize the Lewiston Steam Mill
Company to increase its capital stock; an act entitled an act to restore the salary of the County
Attorney of Somerset connty; an act to amend sec.
17, chap. 40 of the Revised Statutes relating to
migratory fish; an act amendatory to an act relating to the schools in the city of Portland, approved
March 18, 1881; to incorporate the Portsmouth

Steam Ferry Company.

ENACTED.

BE

An act to amend an act to incorporate the Passadumkeag Log liriviDg Company; an act additional
to chap. 75 of the private and special laws of
1806;
an act creating tho South Paris Village
Corporation; an act to change the time of holding the
terms of

tho Supreme Judicial Court in Oiford

an act additional to and amendatory of an
incorporate the Cedar Brook and Swift Cambridge River Improvement Compauy; an act to
change the name of Annie Dyer; an act additional
to and amendatory of chap. 376 of the private and
special laws of 1877; on act to incorporate the
Bryant’s Pond and Dover Telegraph Company.

county;
act to

Mr. Lebroke continued bis remarks on bill
an act to establish an agricultural experimental
station in support of the measure. He referred
to certain examinations of fertilizers that had
been made te prove his claims presented yesterday and to strengthen his position.
Mr. Marble asked the indulgence of the
Senate to allow him an account of the soreness of his throat to postpone the remarks he
had intended to offer in opposition to the bill
until to-morrow’s session and no objection was
made.
Mr. Tapley offered an amendment to strike
out certain sections of the bill which would
leave it as the law now is, that fertilizers shall
be branded with their percentages of contents.
The bill and amendment were then tabled.
HOUSE.
Report of judiciary committee that legislation was inexpedient on order relating to submitting to

by

people a resolve for
amending the constitution by examining the
time for hold'ng the gubernatorial election,
changing it from September to November, was
tabled on motion of Mr. Moore (Dem ) of
Thomastou.as be desired with others to be
beard

a

vote

tbe

the matter.
Tho resolve in favor of the temporary home
for women and children in Deering wa3 taken
from the (able and passed to bo engrossed, Mr.
on

Cousins of Konnebunkport
his objection to it.
PETITIONS AND

having withdrawn

REMONSTRANCES

PRESENTED.

For

adjustment of railroad freight tariff
charged by railroads.
Remonstrance

from

citizens

of

Auburn

against the petition of the Lewiston and Auburn Horse Railroad Company for authority to
use

steam cars.

Against throwing sawdust in the Kennebec

river.
For charter for ferry between Ferry Village
and Portland as will allow comrades to attend
post meetings of tho (}. A. R. in Portland.
For repeal of law which gives protection to
seals in Casco bay.
Ftr repeal of law which prohibits tbe exportation of woodcock.
To fix tho salaries oi the judges of tho municipal courts in Saco and Biddaford.
Au act to amend

chap. 14 of R S., relating
contagions diseases; an act to amend sec.
102, chap. 47 of pnbiic laws relating to amount
of national bruk notes owned by savings
banks; an act additional to and amendatory of
Chap. 107 of R S., relating to taking of depositions; an act to incorporate the Central Washington Agricultural Society at Machias.
to

RKPORT3 OF COMMITTEES.

Adverse reports we^o noado on bill relating
to truant children; increase of salary of
secretary of board of agriculture. Favorable reports
were made on bill an act
lo incorporate trustees of the 1st, 10th and 29.h Regime-util Association; to confirm acd make valid the organization of tbe Monsop R. It. Co., and to authorize extension of the same, extsnding poweiB of
school district No. 11 in the towu of Bridgton;
to amend sec. 4, chap. 104 of It. S. relating to
tbe State prison; resolve in favor ot appropriatiDg S300 for Mattanawcook Academy; bill
extending the time of Cape Elizabeth It. R.
Co. four years to build their road; an act to incorporate the Ossipee Telegraph & Telephone
Company; to establish the Maine Reformatory
Institution for Women; to incorporate Maine
Life and Accident Insurance Co.; to incorporate the Provident Aid Society.
ORDERS ADOPTED.

Orders of inquiry were adopted relatiug to
granting aia to Honlton Academy for the purpose of establishing a normal department in
said school; reducing tho rate of
interest required bv law to redeem real estate sold for
also
whether
or
not
it
iB
taxes;
expedient that
all homesteads which are ocoupied by the
owners as their bona fide places of dwelling
when advertised to bo sold for taxes, shall not
bo bid off by the city or town in which the
same are located, and
therealter be redeemable at a rate of interest not exceeding 6 per
cent.

Off

the navy and all questions touching its line and
staff corps, and ail ranks and forces together with
questions of pay and promotion.
A resolution seeking information from the secretary of the interior as to the exact condition of affairs between the Union Pacific and the United

TCVARAIBBin

An act to provide for notice of spacial legislation
fer the protection of fish; resolve ii favor of
the
Temporary Home for Women and Children; an act
to legalize the official acts and doiugs of the selectmen of the town ot Deering; an act to
incorporate
the Sandy River Improvement Co.; in act to supply
the city of Bath with pure water; tc incorporate the
Ossipee Telegraph and Telephone Co. (under suspension of rules).
PASSED TO BE ENACTED.
An act to restore and increase tb* salary of the
county attorney of Piscataquis; to increase capital
stock of the Merchants Marine
Railway Co.; relating to compensation of comraisii oners of Piscataquis county; relating to drainr and common sowers in the town of Brewer.
A

Terrible Tragedy.
Seattle, W. T.,:i'eb, I.—Steamer Evangel
brings intelligence of a terrible tragedy which
occurred on Shaws’ Islanl, San Juan county,
last Monday. James Barker had gone for a
hunt on the island, and nit returning after a
lapse of 10 days Sheriff Kelly of San Juan
county organized a part; to search for him.
They arrived at the'cabn of one Hugh Parks
an eccentric individual vko refused them admission. Being suspicims they formed an ambush and watobed the *abin, and after some
time Parks was seen dragging tne body of a
dead man which was ifterward found to be
that of the missing Birker.
Parks again secured himself in the >abin, and for three days
the cabin was closely watched, net a sign of
life within being maiifested. At last Wilbnr
Wilson, of the sherff’a party Volunteered to
enter the cabin, am as he stepped into the
doorway Parks sh<t him dead. The sheriff
and his men then sit fire to the bnilding, burning it to the groum. Park’s body was found
in the rains. It ^thought he was crazy.
Dr. John Rowig, who in 1863 established
North American Aiademy of Homoeopathy in

Mr.

the

Allentown, Pa,, diedyestorday morning aged 81. It
was the first Homeopathic school In America.

was

Ingalls

passed.

gave notice that tomorrow he would
move to amend one of the Senate rules
by striking
out the words “No amendment which proposes general legislation Bhall be received to any general appropriation bill” and amending the rules so as to
make it read “No amendment not germane or relevant tO tllA
(IlfttfAr nrintoirn*rl in
eral appropriation Dills shall be received.”
Reading the report on the bill consumed the time
till two, and was unfinished at that hour, when It
was displaced by the bill for the redemption of the
trade dollar and suspension of coinage of the standard dollar. Upon this Mr. Bowen took the floor.
He opposed the Senate committee’s amendment to
the House bill and hoped the House bill providing
merely for the redemption of the trade dollar
would be passed by the Senate, and that the Senate
provision to suspend the coinage of|etandard dollars
would not he passed.
Mr. Bayard followed. He strongly opposed the
redemption of the trade dollar at its laee value.
Indeed he objected to the word “Redemption” in
connection with it. Trade dollars were in the same
category as silver bars. It was absolutely in the
face of reason and of history, and in denial of actual experience to allege that the trade dollar had
ever been in circulation in the United States as
money. Mr. Bayard advocated the suspension of
the silver coinage act. He wonld favor a more
prompt suspension than that provided by the Senate committee’s amendment under consideration,
but if the present measure was the best that could
now be had he would support it.
There were laws
of commerce that could not be set aside at the behest of legislators. To be sure the supreme court
had said that Congress could destroy every pecuniary obligation expressed in lawful money of tho
United States. Mr. Bayard added that in' dealing
with the subject of money no experiment sbonld be
tried, but juBt and admitted laws of business should
he reeognizsd. Those whould suffer most by the
silver mouo-metalism were the laborers. Mr. Bayaid did not wish to comment further upon that
most remarkable and start)ing decision of the Supreme Court, but there was one thing that Congress and the Supreme Court and alb the armios
that could be raised oould not do, and that was to
create or maintain a value against the belief of the
person to whom it was tendered.
Mr. Bayard believed that ail the currency necessarv for the United States at the present time was here.
anu

rrnn

Adjourned.

HOUSE.
Mr. Randall from the committee on rules, reportted an amendment to section ten, of tho objection
rule, so as to provide that objections shall not be
called for until a ten minute debate has proceeded.
Mr. Reed of Maine, disclaimed having taken any
part in the formation of the amendment or the

original

rule.
Mr. McMillan of Tennessee, suggested that that
well for both amendment and rule.
Mr. Reed said that be knew that the gentleman
from Tennessee intended only impertinence.
That
was his only object; but he, (Mr.
Reed), did not intend to reply in that vein, because there were serious questions involved in the method of
proceeding
in the question to which the gentleman from Tennessee would address
himself, provided he was capable of comprehending the importance of them. He
then went on to attack the system of rules under
which tho House worked, which had tied the hands
of the House and made it impossible to transact
public business. This special rule, this hybrid affair, would not relieve the House. It was attempting to run Niagara through a quill.
Mr. McMillan said that in response to the charge

spoke

pertinence or impertinence of his remark he had
only this to say, that the House would bear him witness, that among all of its 325 members there was
not one who had less cause to criticize impertinence
on the part of others than the
Representative from

Maine. Who ever raised a debate here that his remarks were not in it, in season and out of season?
As to the magnificence of his intellect,
probably it
would be rashness on the part of any man to compare himself with what he, (Mr. Reed) thought he
was, (Laughter and applause). That gentleman had
spoken in a way that was critical about others on
more occasions here than he could
anywhere else
where tbe protection ol the rules did net not hang
around him.
Mr. Reed thought that in that last sentence the
gentleman his struck his natural level. The other
heights to which he had ascended had been furnished him by the gentlemen who surrounded him.
Mr. McMillan suggested that Mr. Reed
might improve his remarks by borrowing.
Mr. Randall, in reply to Mr. Reed’s attacks
upon
the rules, said that they had in almost throe entire
volumes come down from former generations.
Mr. Reed denied that the rules had come down
from former generations. A majority of the rules
were the same as they had been before Mr. Randall
took them in
in the 46th Congress, but the
whole system
ot operating business
had been
changed and uprooted, and the House was cribbed,
coffined and confined by the present system of rules
and the veto power was practically given to
every

charge

siDgle member.
The

BILLS INTRODUCED.

PARflKn TA

Washington, Feb. 5.
Mr. Cameron of Pennsylvania, offered a resolution which was agreed to directing the committee
on naval affairs to investigate the
organization of

States government

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

PASSED TO

FALL OF KHARTOUM.

YORK.

amendment to the rule

was

adopted.

Mr.Breckenridge of Arkansas,rising to a question
of privilege, sent to the clerk’s desk and had read
extracts from speeches made yesterday by Messrs.
Reed of Maine and Hiscock of New York,
reflecting
upon the committee on rivers and harbors.
At a
full meeting of the committee this morning he said
it had been unanimously adopted that those remarks should be denounced on the floor of the
House as a slander upon the committee.
The committee unanimously denounced the imputations
The committee had no deupon it as groundless.
sire to have the insolent remarks taken from the
record, but it was willing to let them stand as evidence of the kind of criticism that was directed
against the action of the committee. As a member
of Congress and a gentleman he resented the insults
which the gentlemen sought to heap upon their associates.
Mr. Reed said he felt somewhat pained to think
that the committee on rivers and harbors should,
not feel it had sufficient affairs on its bands already
but should undertake to indict fellow members gfor
words spoken in debate. He had felt that it was
enough that the gentlemen of the committee sat
with closed doors and that they absorbed a general
discussion without giving themselves supervisory
power over the utterances of gentlemen wno had
been obliged to condense important subjects into
five minutes.
He expressed his personal sorrow
that the gentleman from Arkansas (Breckenridge),
exemplified in bis attack the objectionable thing
which he thought he found in what he (Mr. Reed)
said. He heldj it to be low and groveling for a
member to Btand up and insinuate dishonorable motives as having characterized the action of any member. Were he asked to name members to wnom he
would attach a suspicion ;of impropriety he would
exhaust the long list before he had finished the fingers of one hand.
Mr. Breckenridge said that the disclaimer was entirely satisfactory and he had no word of criticism
10 mase

against

the

gentleman.

Mr. Reed said he had in substance expressed a belief that the gentlemen were more interested in the
expenditure of money in their seotion than in proper measures for navigation of the Mississippi river,
and that was a proper statement to be made.
Mr. Hunt of Louisiana.—W hat do you mean when
a
you say representatives are more influenced by
desire to secure the expenditure of money than by a
desire for the improvement of navigation of the
Mississippi river. What does that mean?
Mr. Reed.—The
gentleman can judge for him-

self.

Mr. Hunt.—I say it is improper, incorrect and absolutely untrue as shown by the record- an untrue
statement made in an improper spirit and uncharitable.
Mr. Reed—I simply allow the gentleman’s remarks to pass iu conjunction with his manner of

making them.

Mr. Hunt—It will pass and so will you.
Mr. Hiscock replied to the remarks iu which he
was criticised to the effect that the committee on
rivers, and harbors had not been sufficiently open
with the House.
He did not make any charge of
impropriety against the committe. He would throw
over it the mantle of. chairty for nothing but charity would cover its omissions. The matter was then

dropped.

The House then proceeded to business under the
rule.
Three minor bills passed the ordeal by escaping
10 objections and the House then went in to commit

new

tee on the river and harbor bill.
Mr. Spooner of Rhode Island, while favoring the
general principle of international improvements,
protested against the bill as discriminating against
the locality which he represented.
Mr. Spooner
managed by pro forma amendments, offered every
five minutes to make an hour’s speech, devoted especially to a comparison of the commerce of Texas
with that of Rhode Island.
Mr. Long of Massachusetts,oftered an,amendment
Uingham
appropriating $G,000 for

improvement'of

harbor. Mass. Adopted.
Mr. Stone of Massachusetts, under instruction
from the committee on rivers and harbors, offered
as a substitute for tho paragraph appropriating for
the harbor of refuge at Sandy Ray,
Maes., an
amendment appropriating $100,000 for improvement of a national harbor of refuge of the flrst
class at Sandy Ray, Mass., provided that no part of
this appropriation be expended until a new board of
engineers shall decide the point of tho best location
on the coast for such a harbor.
Pending action tho committee rose.
Mr. Holman of Indiana, from the committee on
appropriations reported the legislative, executive
and special appropriation bill and it was referred
to tha committee of the whole.
The House then took a recess until 10 o’clock tomorrow.

El Mahdi Secures the City

Through

Treachery of Native Troops.
Seven Thousand Sen Desert Gen. Gor*

don.
And After Severe

Fighting

He Is

Obliged to Surrender.
Rumors that 2,000 Men were Killed,

Including Gen. Gordon.

assist in the relief of Metemneh. The objective point of all Gen. Wolseley’s movements is
nowMetemneh.
Liberal and Conservative papers generally
express the opinion that the sole responsibility
for the fall of Khartoum rests with the ministry
who refnsed to allow a relief expedition to
start in time.
The Conservatives intend to raise the question of confidence in the ministry as soon as
Parliament reassembles.
Orders have been despatched to Woolwich
dock yard to immediately prepare and send a
month’s ratioos and 8000 men for the Khartoum expedition.
Cairo, Feb. 5.—Rumore havo reached here
that 2000 men were massacred at Khartoum.
News of the disaster has cast a gloom over the
The Engentire European colony in Egypt.
lish garrison now consists of 12,000 men at Alexandria, 3,850 at Cairo and 150 marines at
Suez. There are no forces at Port Said except

gunboat.
London, Feb. 5.—The foreign press express
unanimous regret and sympathy over the disaster that betel Gen. Gordon, and unite in
blaming the dallying policy of the ministry for
the pending misfortune to the nation.
The comments of the morning papers on the
disaster at Khartoum are doleful but patriotic.
Tho Standard says that all party spirit should
be dropped, and that one supreme effoit must
one

Fears for the Safety of the British
Forces in Egypt.
London, Feb. 5.—Intelligence was received
this morning that Khartoum had been captured by the Arab rebels. The whereabonts
ot Gen. Gordon are unknown. He is probably
prisoner in the hands ot the victors. This
report was followed at I0.15a. m., by a dispatch from Gen.’ Wolseley confirming the
above and stating further that when Col. Wil-

a

son, who went from Metemneh to Khartoum,
reached the latter place, he found it in the
hands of the rebels. He returned to Metemneh
under a

heavy fire from both banks of the

river.
The Telegraph also theChronicle confirm the
report of the fall of Khartoum and say that the
city was secnred by treachery, also that Gen.
Gordon is probably a prisoner.
Some hopes
are, however, entertained that Gen. Gordon
may still be holding ont in the citadel.
The excitement in London to-day was at a
fever heat. Clubs and public resorts of every
description were thronged with crowds of people eager to catch the last syllable of Intelligence frem
the distant Egyptian
desert.

Through Fleet

street and the Strand it was almost impossible to make one’s way, so crowded were these thoroughfares with throngs of
cations and excited citizens.
Most people
took a gloomy view of the position of the
British troops in Sondan. The jnbilant gladness which has characterized England in regard to Egypt ever since the welcome news of
Gan. Stewart’s successful arrival In the neighborhood of Metemneh was received, has given
way to universal depression, and expressions
of dismay and foreboding come from almost
everybody. The war office was besieged with
army officers tendering their services for active
received from officers throughout the
couotry asking for assignments to the rescue
expedition, should the government conclude
to take such action.
The capture has created grave fears especially in army circles for the safety of General
A number of military
Stewart and his army.
officers of repute express the opinion that unless reinforcements are hurried forward to
Korti, the fall of Khartoum may lead to
disaster to the forces under Lord Wolseley and
General Earle.
were

[second despatch.]
London, Feb.5.—The
the

war

offioe has issued

following:

Telegrams from General Wolseley announce that
the fall of Khartoum took place on Jan. 2Gth. Ho
says Col. Wilson arrived at Khartoum oa January

2SLh and was greatly surprised to timi that the
lie imenemy were in possession of that place,
mediately started on his return down the river and
proceeded under a heavy Are from the rebels.
When some mile9 below Shublaka cataract, Col.
Wilson’s steamers were wrecked, but heard his
whole party managed to reaoh an island in safety
where they are secure.
A steamer has gone to
bring them back to the British camp near Hereinteh. Gen. Wolseley says that he had no information regarding the fate of Gen. Gordon and does
not know whether he is dead or alive.

[third despatch.]
London, Feb. 5.—Regarding the fall of
Khartoum a native reports that the Mahdi
had 00,000 men in the vicinity of Khartoum
and that he introduced a number of his emissaries into the city. These emissaries mingled
freely with the native troops under General
Gordon, and, by bribes, threats and working
on their religions feelings,
induced them to
mutiny. Haven thousand of tne garrison deserted to the rebels leaving Gen. Gordon only
2509 faithful soldiers
With this small force
he attempted to hold the city against the
Mahdi’s great army, but after severe fighting,
in which a large number of the rebels were
killed, ho was compelled to surrender. When
Sir Charles Wilson reached Khartcum he
found that the Mnbdt's forces occupied both
the town and the citadel.
He tried to land
and ascertain tho fato of Gon. Gordon, but
he
this stop
found impossible.
The enemy’s
guns were turned upon him in fall fores. He
was therefore compelled to turn his back upon
the fallen city aod return to Gubat without
uuuiug

uui vmtmiBr udu. exutuuu wua

ubiu

or

alive.
The new3 of the downfall of Khartoum has
created grave apprehensions m England in regard to the whole Egyptian problem among
the members of the English cabinet. Mr. Gladstone and Earl Granville started for London
A cabinet
as soon as the news reached them.
council will he held this evening. The military authorities are of the opinion that Gen.
Gordon sent the greater part of his troops
down tho Niie to meet Gen. Stewart’s force
and so depleted the garrison in the town and
citadel of Khartonm that an attack by the
ODemy from Omdurman was rendered much
easier. The greatest activity prevails at the
war department.
Many of the officials remained on duty last night.
Loid Wolseley telegraphs that he doss not
consider the British position at Gnbat in any
immediate danger.

be made to save Gen. Gordon in the presence
of this crisis, which can be likened to nothing
in history nave the beginning of the Sepoy rebellion in India.
Gladstone arrived in London yesterday. His
health is good.
The War Office was thronged throughout the
day yesterday, with foreign ministers, members of the House of Commons, and other public officials. Orders have been sent to Portsmouth to hold the various transports there in
readiness for immediate service.
At various political aDd other meetings held
throngbout the kingdom the speakers expressed sympathy with Gen. Gordon and a hope
that the government would adopt vigorous and
decisive measures.
Newspaper offices everywhere are besieged with anxious inquirers.
Massowah, Feb. 5.—It is reported from
Ghira on the Settit river that the garrison has
made a successful sortie upon the Takrsori
tribe under Sheikh
Saleh, aided by three
Abyssinian chiefs and their followers. A great
battle was fought in the Gollabal country with
After several struggles the Bogguros were utterly defeated and routed, losing six thousand
men and four Emirs, one of whom was the
nephew of the Mahdi.

MASSACRE ON THE N1L.E.

belt._

RECORD OF FIRES.

1

I.omn by the Haiti ay Smcl Fire.
New Yobk, Feb. 5.—The damage done by
il
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A constant
fall of Kb at team is increasing.
stream of anxious inquirers, including
Sir
Win. Vernon Harcourt,George Otto Trevelyan
is
and other ministers,
pouring into the war
A great sensation was caused in the
office.
Irish garrisons at Dublin when the report was
read.
It is understood that the fall of Khartonm
will not check the advance of Gen. Wolseley,
whose main body will probably march across
the desert at once and besiege Kbaitoum at
the earliest possible moment.
Col. Wilson had three steamers, two of
which were wracked in the Nile exactly half
The
way between Khartoum and Metemneb.
third steamer, bearing Col. Wortloy, and his
party, enmo on and brought the news to the
British camp near Metemneh.
Pakis, Feb. 5.—The news of the Khartoum
catastrophe has created an immense sensation
in this city.
London, Feb. 5.—It is stated this evening
that Commander Cameron, the African traveler, has offered to start at once for Soudan to
assist tho British in their campaign against
tho rebels. Orders have been sent to Portsmouth Haven to begin immediately the fitting
of troop ships.
FIFTH DESPATCH.

London,

Feb. 5.—A council was held at the
War Office this evening, at which it was decided to advise tho government to despatch
30,000 troops to Suakim immediately. Gen.
'Stephenson telegraphs that 5,000 men will bo
needed to clear the road to Berber, as the
news of the fall of Khartoum will induce the
central tribes to join Osman Digna. Gen. Ste
phenson also advises that tbe present strength
of the troops in Upper and Lower Egypt be
maintained, and that reinforcements be drawn
from England and India.
Gen. Wolseley has
renewed his demand for an expedition to Suakim, to consist of 3,000 men, under Gen.

Graaves.

Tho Cabinet

ministers

had

an

informal'

definite action.
Nothing will be decided npoo till the Cabinet
It
is reported that Gen.
Council tomorrow.
Wolseley commenced to advance from Korti
today, for the relief of the troops near Metemneh, and that ho sont orders to Gen. Earle to
hasten his advance against Berber, in order to

meeting tonight, but took

no

_

.1

1

Park place
The costly

Eight Ktorei Burned.
Augusta, G»., Feb. 5.—A destructive Are
occurred at Lawrence, S C., this morning.
Eight stores with their stocks of merchandise
consumed.
A itliuneaotn Town Nearly Dedreyed.
St. Paul, Mian., Feb. 5.—The village of
Battle Lake, Minn., with a population of 500,
was almost entirely
destroyed by fire this

were

morning.

U. S. SENATORSHIPS.
Springfield, 111., Feb. 5.—The Republican
senatorial caucus met this evening and nominated Senator Logan for re-election by accla-

mation.
The first ballet in the Democratic senatorial
caucus resulted:
Morrison, 07; Harrison, 19;
Black. 3; Scholfield, 1. Morrison’s nomination
was then made nnanimons. It will require 103
votes In legislative session to elect.

THE OLD WORLD.

foot to Gnbat. Two messengers were then desoatched to Korti, via Aba Klea and Gakdnl.
They reached their destination in safety, owing to the fact that the news of Khartoum’s
fall had not reached tho desert. Intelligence
of the disaster, however, has since spread far
and wide, and some of the tribes that havo
hitherto professed friendship for England have
declared (or the Mahdi.
The Arabs still hold
Metemueh. The garrison there received the
news of the fall of Khartoum with repeated
salvos of artillery.
When Col. Wilson’s flotilla approached
Khartoum, it was compelled to run the gauntlet of a heavy fire from both banks. Tho
rebels had four Krupp guns on the river banks
at Halfujeb, to bombard the steamers. When
the British force reached Omdurman, numbers
of the rebels continued the fnsilade.
Things looked worse when it was diseovtred
that the enemy was in possession of the island
of Tatli, jutt outside the city.
The English,
however, still pushed ahead, but were dismayed to find that the garrisom commenced firing
No flags were flying from the
npou them.
public buildings, and the town appeared to be
in undisputed possession of the enemy. The
palace seemed to have been gutted.
Finding it impossible to land in the face of
overwhelming numbers the British retired.
Humors concerning the fate of Gen. Gordon
are many and varied, bat all
agree that the
Mahdi captured Khartonm by treachery. The
most reliable reports point to one Faraz Pasha
as the traitor.
It is said that he being left in
charge of the ramparts opened the gates Jan.
26th and admitted the enemy.
Some rnmora
state that the Mahdi, together with a few Lein
a
is
vantines,
cooped up
church; others Bay
that Gen. Gordon has been seen wearing the
The majority agree howMahdi’s uuitorra.
ever that God. Gordon has been killed.
Cairo, Feb. 5.—The first news of the fall of
Khartoum received here was from London.
The official despatches have no' been published. Tidings of the capture have created the
utmost consternation among the inhabitants.
a

A.

amounts
presses of Major & Knapp, lithographers, are
more or less badly damaged, and tbe total loss
of the firm is a little less than 8150,000; insured for 890,000.
The damage to tbe costly
goods of Fritohie, importers of drugs and oils,
is 825,000; fully insured.
Damage to John
Wlggard’s stock of crockery Is 830,000; fully
insured.
Edward Miller & Co. loee 830,000;
insured for 820.0C0.

fourth despatch.

London, Feb. 5.—The first news of the fall
of Khartonm received by Gen. Wolseley was
brought by a messenger, who lelt tho island
where Col. Wilson was stranded, and came on

uv.ii

A.

on Barclay street and
to 850,000; fully insured.

Meeting of she Irinh National League.
Dublin, Feb. 6.--A meeting of the Irish National
League was held yesterday. Thomas Power O’Connor, addressing the meeting, said that when the

proper time arrived Sir. Parnell would make an appeal to the people to nay the Irish members of Parliament for their services, and that the result would
astonish the world. O’Connor made no reference to
the recent explosion in London or to the shooting
of Rossa.
Italy’** Interest iu Egypt.

Rome, Feb. 5,—The Porte has asked the Italian
to explain the presence of a fleet of ill
vessels in the Red Sea, and says he hopes that Italy
will do nothing that will interfere with the amicable
relations existing between the two countries. It is
stated in diplomatic circles that in consequence of

government

Italy, England and Italy have agreed that the latter
country shall participate in the formation of a regular government in Soudan. It is expected that
Italy will occupy Massowah and Suakim.
Suspected Dynamiter*.
London, Feb. 5.—The mysterious prisoner who
was arrested Tuesday evening in Whitechapel with
Cunningham’s missing brown box in his possession*
was to-day arraigned and formally charged with
complicity in causing the explosion at the Tower.
The prisoner gave his name as Harry Burton. He
ha* managed to baffle all efforts of the police to
take his photograph. The police say they have no
doubt that Burton was Cunningham’s accomplice
in causing the Tower explosion. His arrest was

accomplished through the aid
removed Cunningham’s brown

of the cabman who
trunk of American
manufacture from the Prescott street lodgings,
where a brown box of similar shape and size was
substituted for it.
The conduct of the police convinces the public
that Burton at the time of his capture was engaged
in farthering other dynamite plots, of the series of
whioh the explosion at the House of Commons and
the Tower were bat the beginning. His arrest is
oelieved to have averted great disasters.

for
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station in January:
Moan Barometer... • •.29,991
Highest barometer, 3rd.30.773
Lowest barometer, 12th. 29.163
Monthly range of barometer. 1.610

Temp.24.3
Highest Temperature. 1st...62.3
Meaa

■

Temperature, 28th. 3.2
Monthly Kange Temp.55.6
Greatest daily range of temp., 11th.28.4
Least dally range of temp., 24th. 6.2
Mean daily range of temperature.17.2
Lowest

Mean ddUy dew point..15.7
Mean daily relative humidity. 69.8
Prevailing direction of wind,.W
Total movement of wind, miles*.. 7,227
Highest velocity of wind and direction, 40
miles, SE,.
Number of foggy days. 0

Number of clear days.11
Number of fair days.11
9
Number of cloudy days...
Number of days on which rain or snow fell..10
of
on
at
end
Depth of unmelted snow
ground
month..
...«••...18 inches
8th
Dates of auroras,.
14th
Dates of solar halos..
and
27th
Dates of lunar halos.1st
Total snow fall during month.24.5 inches.
Dates of frosts, every day except 1st 2d, 3rd, 4th,
5th, 6th, 7th, 9th, and ...
Comparative mean temperature— 1872, 22.0;
1873, 194.; 1874,24.5 1875, 16.6; 1876, 27.0;
1877,19.2; 1878,26.4; 1879, 22.7; 1880,32.3;
1881, 22.1; 1882, 24.6; 1883,21.4, 1884, 22.4.
1885, 24.3.
Comparative precipitations—1872, 0.77 inches;
1873, 4.42 inches; 1874,3.13 inches; 1876,2.58
inches; 1876, 2.38 inches:’ 1877, 2.65 inches:
1878, 3.83 inches; 1879, 2.30 inches; 1880, 5.36
inches; 1881,4.30 inches; 1882, 4.39 inches; 1883,
2.63 inches; 1884, 4.64 inches; 1866, 3.02.
Zodiacal lengths observed, the 4th, 8th, 13th, 14th,
17th, 18th, 19th, 31st.
Uovvdoiu College.
The Bowdoin Orient contains s communioa"
tion proposing that an Alumni Memorial Day
be set apart to be observed in honor of Bowdoin’s illustrious graduates. Such a proposal

ought to meet with unanimous approval. The
class of 1825, with Longfellow and Hawthorne*
takes the lead in respect to illustrious graduates, but there are others also memorable. Jacob Abbott, whose life and fame were connected with Farmington, graduated in 1820; William Pitt Fessenden in 1823, and Franklin
All these names occur within
Pierce in 1824.
a

period
The

Details of the Fate of Col. Stewart and
Party Cast September.
Kobti, Feb. 5.—Hussein, the stoker, who escaped the massacro perpetrated by Suleiman
Wad Gamz upon Col. Stuart (not Gen. Stewart) and his party, says the murders were not
committsd in the vicinity of Berber, as has
been reported, but on the Nile, below Abu
Hamed.
He gives the following account of
the circumstances attending the assassinations:
Col Stewart's steamer, the Abbas, when it
left Khartoum had aboard beside Stewart, two
European consuls, Power and Herbin, Hassan
Bey, twelve Greeks and a number of natives.
Two other steamers accompanied the Abbas
from Khartoum to Berber.
The little fleet
shelled Berber, but with what result Hussein
does not state.
After this the Abbas and its
escort were joined by four naggers, and the
fleet so reinforced proceeded down the Nile to
Abu Hamed.
At the latter place Col. Stewart decided to dispense with the escort, and he
continued his journey below Aba Hamed with
the Abbas alone.
He had not gone far when
the steamer struck a rock two feet under the
The place was near an
surface of the water.
island called Wad Gamz, and tho craft remain
ed last upon tho rock.
Stewart and bis party
left the boat and went to the island.
Stewait
subsequently went back to the disabled steamer, spiked the guns and threw the ammunition
into the water.
He then returned to the island. The wreck had occurred with such suddenness that the party had been compelled to
desert the boat before they could arm themselves. The result was that when Col. Stewart got back to the island he found himself the
only man in his entire party who possessed any
weapon, aud he had nothing but a small rovoler in his

A

Meteorological Report

Sergeant Liebmann, of the Signal Son
vice, furnishes the following summary of
meteorological observations at the Portland

of Bix years.
Letter Carrier** Report,
is the letter carriers’ report

following

for January, 1885:
DELIVERED.

Letters.155,308
Cards. 35,824
Papers. 78,834
collected.
Letters.

118,787

Cards

28,979
Papers.
17,391
There were over 53,000 more letters delivered
daring this month than in January, 1834.)
music AND DEA.UA.
THE FOOL’S RaVEKGK.
Keene appeared before another good andleuco
at Portland Theatre last night, as Bertuccio, the
jester, in the "Fool’s Kovenge,” a part male famwill be more
ous by Edwin Booth. The play
familiar to musical people as having the same plot
Mr. Keene’s characas the opera of “Bigoletto.”
terization of the part was intense and admirably
sustained, and the oontinnal strain appeared to
weary neither him nor his voice. Possibly there is
no creation in the literature of the drama which
more completely demands for its successful
representation the sympathy of the actor who undertakes it, and from the first to the terrible close Mr.
Keeue was en rapport with his part, and seemed to
have no personality beyond that of the mocking,
bitter, rebellious creature whose sufferings he portrayed. His make-up is very much like that of
Edwin Booth. His shading of the character is very
in his acting,
more
color
delicate, there is
and thus the strong features of the work are
brought ont in greater relief.
Mr.
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Regiment Fils, Drum
City Hall on Thursday

and Bugle Corps’ concert in
evening, Feb. 12. The corps will arrive at 5 o’clock
on Thursday and make a parade through the principal streets. Among the many attractions will be
a correct representation of a battle in progress by
the corps.
Master Neddie Thayer, the "infant
drummer," only fonr years old, gives a dram solo
which cannot be excelled by many older drummers.
The "clarion quartette” and solos by the different
members of the corps makes one of the most attractive programmes of the season. The seats will
be for sale by Stockbridge on Monday, Feb. 9th.
THE

BAIKES FAMILY.

The Haines family gave their entertainment last
evening in the hall of the Y. M. C. A. for the benefit of that institution.
Every seat was occupied,
and the size of-the audience was limited only by the
seating capacity of the room. The programme wae
pleasing and well carried out, frequent encorea
being called for. Little Dusie posseesee great drauiawv I’unw
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NOTES.

The Colored Ideal Troubadours, including WalKing and Sam Lucas, will appear at City Hall,

lace

February 19.

The two Stoddard lectures in the Stockbridge
will be given March IS and April 8.
The Hungarian Court Band will appear In the
Stockbridge course March 25.
Master Charlie Lampson of Portland, the child
violinist, will play Dancla’s 5th air and variations,
a difficult composition, at the concert to be given by
the Foss street Methodist choir, Wednesday evening, February 11th. Master Lampson is only about
ten years of age, and his performance on the violin
must be regarded as wonderful for one so voung.
He is a pupil of Miss Annie L. Davis, the successful
violin teacnor of this city.—Biddefori Journal.
course

RAILWAY MATTERS.
The Railway Peel.
Little hope is entertained among railroad men
that the pool organization will be continued. The
December settlements of the trunk line east bound
pool have not been completed, and while none of
the eommissioners* drafts issued against the roads
which have exceeded their percentage, have been
“protested/1 there has been a “general suspension

payments’1 pending the

of

result of the presidents1
The refusal of the Chicago and Grand
Trunk to accept the last award on the arbitration of
Chicago east-bound percentages, and the notice of
withdrawal from the trunk line pool given by the
Grand Trunk proper, are interpreted by the other
companies as indicating the willingness of those
lines to terminate the presidents* agreement of last
November. Taking that view ot the case, neither
the Pennsylvania nor the New York Central is willing to continue the payment of the balances to deficient lines. They consider it absurd to attempt to
carry out the pools when the Lackawanna ana the
West Snore will not enter into all of them.
Minor Woles.

conference.

Sands, formerly traveling passenger agent
the Eastern Railroad, has been appointed traveling passenger agent of the Boston & Lowell railroad.
The Maine Central passenger cars are undergoing
their annual winter repairing and brushiog up.
There are seven of them now in the shops at Augusta, and when completed they will look as good as
new.
The fine new postal car which has just been
built, has gene into the paint shop, and will oomo
out iu a few weeks ready for business. It is 6 A feet
Mr. Ed

of

length, and is equipped with paper wheels. It is
thoroughly built in every respect. The interior Is

in

finished in ash.

THE ROLLERS

ON

DEERINGS VS. ALAMEDAS TONIGHT.
The Deerings will meet the Alamedas .In a

league

game at the Bijou tonight. They hope to hold them
in a little better form than they did the last time
they played them here, and they doubtless will,
Desmond will play in the goal, and probably all the
j
France and China.
I members of Ihe Deerings will be on hand. It is the
Pabis Feb. 5.—Admiral Courbet, commander of
only club the Deerings have not beaten so far, at
least once.
the Formosa expedition, telegraphs that he requires
reinforcements to enable him to capture the ChiVAH.UIAU AX iUb UldUUi
nese positions and to march upon Tamsui.
The attendance at the Bijou last evening was not
Cable Note*.
as large as was anticipated, but a very pleasant
An international postal congress was opened yesparty enjoyed themselves. Alter i) o'clock general
terday at Lisbon by Senor Barboza Bucage, Portuguese minister of foreign affairs, who welcomed the
skating was allowed. Many of the costumes were
foreign delegates. Almost all the countries in the
pretty and striking. A jockey suit among the gentlemen’s costumes attracted considerable attention.
postal union are represented in the congress.
The orders were furnished by Lowed, and were of
tasty design.
GENERAL NEWS.
uuaxxaiu

MASQUERADE AT PORTLAND RINK.
The losses at yesterday morning’s big lire in Woos
ter street, New Yorb, foot up a total of $595,000.
Tbe anniversary of the reform of the constitution
of 1857 was celebrated in tbe City of Mexico yesterday with unuBnal enthnsiasm, and the publio
and private buildings were decorated throughout
the city.

Mitchell & Kunzlor, proprietors of Hotel BrunsYork, made an assignment yesterday

wick, New
afternoon.

Governor Harrison of Connecticut has accepted
invitation to attend tho Washington monument
dedication exercises with his staff.
an

A joint committee of representatives of the New
York Chamber of Commeroe, board of trade, bar
association, hardware board of trade and national
bankruptcy convention voted yesterday to continue
their efforts to secure the passage of a bankruptcy
bill by ihe present Congress.

There will be a grand masquerade earniTal at
Portland Kink tonight. Special skating orders will
be issued to all who mask.
Patrons should secure
their tickets early today, as the best of care will be
taken to insure a good party. Grand march and unmask at 9.30, after which general skating will continue till 11 o’clock.
NOTES.

There will be a meeting of the Maine State Pole
League In Augusta today.
The Acmes challenge the Andersons to play a

game of

polo on

Anderson street.

One of the notes yesterday read that there would
be no extra charge for polo nights at the Bijou. This
The old price will be continued.
was a mistake.

will be a ladies’party at the Bijou next
No gentlemen will be allowed
the floor
music, unless with a lady.
The Valiambrostas of Manchester want to come to
Portland and try the Bijous now. They have five
of the old Manchester.
There

Tuesday evening.
on

dunug

John Sullivan a laborer, and bis wife were found
dead yesterday morning in their room in
Seymour.
Conu. They are supposed to have been suffocated
by escaping coal gas.
The Evangelist I). L. Moody, today celebrated his
48th birthday, and bis mother her 80th birthday at
their homestead in Northlield, Mass.
The New York athletic club opened its new bouse
lest night. The build is said to oe the finest of the
kind in the w.rld. A great crowd of people was
present.
Nathen F. Dixon of Westerly, R. I„ was yesterday elected to Congress for tho unoxpired term of
Jonathon Chase by a vote of 2,250 to 1,001 for
Hawkins, dem.
At Franklin, Texas, a mob of 200 men visited
the jail Wednesday evening, forced an entrance and
took out Ben flawing, a negro who was accused of
the murder of au old peddler and banged him to a

delightful concert was given at Masonic Halj
Wednesday evening to an appreciative and enthusiastic audience by the Weber Club and Schubert
Quartette Club of Portland, and Mrs. E. M. Jordan
of Yarmouth, with readings by David
Moulton.

tree.

of

The steamer Weilmington whioh sailed from San
Francisco for Victoria, C. B., 1L days ago with passengers and freight has not been heard from since.
She ought to have made tho voyage in four days.
Fears are entertained that she has gone to the bottom.
Tho funeral of tbe late Gen. J. W. Phelps occurred in Guilford, Vt., yesterday. In accordance
with bis wish, the body was l aken to his late [resilience after the service, where it will be kept ten
days before being buried.

NEBEKBAN NEWS.
Ynriueuth.
A

After the concert the Webers returned home
by
special tram on the Grand Trunk. The hall has
recently been enlarged, renovated and greatly imso that it now preeents a
very neat and
attractive appearance.

proved,

Joseph Odan a prominent and .wealthy stockman
Colorado, Texas, was shot and instantly killed
Wednesday night by Deputy Sheriff Parks. Adan
was partially intoxicated and
was causing a disturbance in a gambling room when Parks entered
and commanded Adan to keep still. A Can attacked
Parks with a kuiie when the latter sent a bullet
through the farmer’s head.
Frank Borbaur, son of a widow living on a farm
near Kadtcal, Kausas, on his return heme
yesterday
after a three day’s absence found his mother, broth
er and sister murdered, and to all appearance
they
had been dead a day or two. No clue has yet been
found to the murderers.

THE

PRESS.

FRIDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 6.
Wa do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are In
all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We oannot undertake to return or preserve common! oatlone that are not used.

The Democrats say that their committee
meeting list week was “peaceful and harmonious.” They still maintain their ancient
idea of peace and harmony.
The Harvard faculty are considering the
expediency of introducing arbitration into
the government and are conferring with
the students.
This plan is in operation
already in Amherst, Williams and Bowdoin,
and has met with gratifying success.
The Calais Times says “‘Si’ Brown represents all that Is courageous, all that is aggressive, and all that is manly in politics.”
“Si” Brown is the Hon. Simon S. Brown,
chairman of the Democratic State committee. Mr. Brown sheuld promptly frown upon snch familiarity in the use of his name.
Mrs. Dudley was a heroine but for a day.
He; name went from one city to another
and from one country to another, as that of
the woman whose coolness and courage had
struck to free England of a deadly enemy.
Now she is said to be insane and the case is
altered. The name of Ysenlt Dudley will
not shine forth in the pages of history.

speaker Haines of the Illinois house of
representatives has ordered the clerk of
Cook county to produce the ballots cast la
the sixth legislative district, and Judge
Blodgett of the United States court has issued

order enjoining him to let them
alone. Haines seems to be about to set
himself up as Dictator in Illinois.
an

Times, the Calais organ
of the harmonious Democracy, Mr. Robert
Burns, candidate for the Passamaquoddy
collcctorship, is a very bad man indeed,
hardly fit to be outside of the penitentiary.
He lias organized, the Times tells us, a
“junto of backbiters and a conspiracy of
liars,” which go about “like Thugs of India or Italian assassins,” stabbing men’s
reputation in the back. Mr. Burns would
seem to be a fit subject for the Calais Law
and Order League to tackle.
According

to the

The verdict in the Libby case is undoubtedly a just one. There was reasonable doubt
whether the sober and sedate mind necessary to form the deliberate intent which is an
essential teature of murder in the first degree existed, and the prisoner was entitled
to the benefit of that doubt. The claim
which the prisoner set up that the crime
was committed in a moment of delirium resulting from drink was not only not proved,
but very conclusively disproved. His madness had altogether too much method in it
to be genuine. Undoubtedly the crime had
its source in lust. Rum, however, was an
accessory.
Tbe bill appropriating $5000 yearly for establishing and conducting an agricultural
experiment station in Maine seems to have
stirred the Senate to its lowest depths.
Judging from the speeches of the honorable
Senators on the subject the dangers of passing and of rejecting the measure are both
appalling and calculated to quail the stouta.a
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the leader of the opposition, who opposed
the bill on the ground that it would impose
a grievous burden on the
people, “that oppression and unjust taxation cost Charles the
First his head and George the Third the
brightest jewel in his crown.” “Deterioration of the soil in Asia,” replies a friend of
the bill, who doss not intend to be outdone
in striking terror, “has depopulated that
country by millions; millions have died of
starvation because of the impoverishment of
the soil.” The friends of the bill undoubtedly have its enemies on the hip. It is better that one man should lose his head than
that millions should die of starvation, and
therefore on this argument alone the decision ought to be in favor of the appropriation.
But, seriously, all this sort of talk, and
there was considerable of it, was entirely
uncalled for, and the veriest buncombe. If
the bill passes there will be no revolution,
either by the bullet or by the ballot,
and if it is killed nobody will starve to death
this year or next or in years to come in consequence of it. When two or three practical
are
answered
there
questions
will be
no
difficulty in arriving at
a
correct
conclusion
in
to
regard
the matter. The first is, Are agricultural experiment stations of utility?
If
conducted by competent men and continued
long enough there seems to be no reasonable
doubt that they are. The second is Can
the people of the State afford to pay for
one? This is really the chief question for
the legislature to decide. Au agricultural
station is not Indispensable to the welfare
of anybody. Farmers have got along tolerably well without one up to this time and if
one is not established there will be no suffering in consequence. Still a station bids fair
to be of great assistance to the farmers, and it
would be well to look around and see if
there are not many less promising things
receiving appropriations before killing it
with the cry of economy.
The Fall of Khartoum.
Khartoum has iallen and Chinese Gordon
is either a prisoner in the hands of E1
Mahdi’s fanatical followers or has suffered
death at their hands. No particulars have
yet been received and the bare fact of the
capture of the city is all that is known.
The English now are undoubtedly in for a
long and costly war in the Soudan. A week
ago it looked as if the object of Gen. Wolselej’i expedition had been virtually accomplished, that his troops would soon be in the
beleagurered city, and that the only problem
to be solved was how to conduct Gen. Gordon and his garrison out of the Soudan.
How English pride will demand that the war
be continued until the False Prophet’s
forces are put to rout, Gen. Gordon rescued
or bis death avenged and the Soudan reduced to subjection. To withdraw from the
Soudan with anything less than these things
accomplished will destroy English prestige
in Egypt and humiliate her in the eyes of
continental powers. Eventually the Mahdi
will be a fngitive and his followers dispersed, but England’s task will not be accomplished without the expenditure of large
treasure and the sacrifice of many lives.
The Police Bill.
The strength of the opposition to the
Portland police bill seems to be largely concentrated against that feature of it which
allow* the patrolmen to be removed without
Under the present law they hold
a hearing.
office during good behavior and can be removed only with the consent of the aiderThe opposition say if
men after hearing.
the mayor is allowed to remove policemen at
will the inevitable result will be to nullify
the effort to take the police out of politics
which has been going on for some years and
has been partially successfnl at least, and
put matters back where they were years ago
when every change of administration was
the signal (or a clean
sweep of the police
force.
At first blush this appears plausible. But
It must be borne In mind that if this bill becomes a law the power of
appointment will
be taken to a large extent out of the hands
of the mayor and placed In the hands of a
commission. The commission is to examine the applicants and from the three who
pass the beat examination the mayor most
select. With a commission composed of honest and honorable men a mayor would find
It exceedingly difficult to pack a police force
with partisans. It would be possible, perhaps, but the process would be so long
and tedious that there is very little likelihood that any mayor would ever undertake
it, especially with public sentiment strongly

against him

as it would surely be when his
purpose became apparent as it would long
before the process could be completed. Besides the consent of a majority of the aidermen must be obtained to
every removal and

Maine Savings Bank, 108 middle
Street.
Annual Meeting of tills corporation will be
held at their Banking Boom,
THE
Wednesday,
the 11th
at 3
of

appointment.

o’clock p. m.
day
February next,
SAMUEL KOLFE,
ALPHEUS G. ROGERS,
President.
Secretary and Treas.
feb3
dtd

If there is any danger in this direction it
slight as to be hardly worth considering. On the other hand there are some
very substantial advantages in this particular provision of the bill.
Everybody knows
that a man may be inefficient and
yet it be
exceedingly difficult to show specifically in
what his inefficiency consists. But under
the present law this must be done before a
policeman can be removed for inefficiency.
It may be morally certain that a policeman is lacking in the energy necessary
to render him an efficient officer, and
yet utterly impossible to prove it by legal testimony. It may be clearly apparent to his superiors that he lacks tact and judgment
to a degree to render him inefficient and yet
impossible to show it by testimony. In these
assumed cases the inefficiency is not of a
culpable kind, but its effect is none the less
detrimental.
But the present law is condacive to culpable inefficiency. A policeman can now be a
good deal lazier and a good deal more inattentive to duty with impunity than he could
if he were liable to be summarily removed
by
his superiors. He realizes the
difficulty of
proving laziness by testimony and, if he is
so disposed can take
advantage of it. Furthermore it is easy to see that in cases where
evidence of his inefficiency or even of his
corrupt practices really exists the present
law tends to suppress it, inasmuch as the
witnesses become known and are thus exposed to persecution if they happen to be
violators of the law themselves, which is
frequently the case. It may be said that
testimony from such a class is worthless.
That is true, unless it can be corroborated,
but, as a rule, this Is the only class that are
knowing to corrupt practices on the part of
policemen and if we are going to furnish policemen the means of stopping their mouths
corrupt men can maintain themselves on the
force indefinitely.

Personal Paragraphs.

Italy

have sent

promised large profits.

It is said that the great ticket speculator
Joe Siegrist, is worth at least a hundred
thousand dollars. It is his boast that Adelina Patti has never sung in America that he
has not heard her. When Mapleson leaves
New York to go on a tour old Joe Siegrist is
a faithful attendant wherever be goes.
Concerning the mention of President Arthur and ex-Gov. Hoffman for the presidency of Union College the Albany Express
says: “No governor and no president could
suffer a loss of dignity by taking the place
once occupied by Elipbalet Nott.
On the
contrary, either would add both to his dignity and to his usefulness if he could succeed in filling the vacant shoes of that great
man and great educator.
Before tho United States Senate met
Tuesday morning, Mr. Eiddleberger’s desk
was the centre of attraction of visitors and
such Senators as were in the Chamber. A
beautiful floral harp rested upon it, the
tribute as is presumed, of Mr. Eiddleberger’s
Irish admirers. The harp was over two
feet high, the frame composed of tea roses,
hyacinths, heliotropes and mignonette, the
base of azalias, lilies and other rare exotics.
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smilax.
It is estimated that Tally a million of the
veterans of the late war still survive. There
are some six thousand Posts of the Grand
Army of the Bepuhlic, having a membership of nearly three hnndred thousand. In
Pennsylvania soldiers seem to stick closer
together than in any of the other states.
She has a larger number of Grand Army
Posts and more yearly reunions of regiments
than in any single state. It is estimated
that about seventy-five per cent, of the old
soldiers in Pennsylvania are members of the
Grand Army.
A cynical writer in Every Other Saturday
declares the American people to be incapable of appreciating a newspaper of a high
literary standard, and adds that any editor
who attempts to publish a decent paper on
the theory of elevating these poor degraded
wretches soon “loses the opportunity to
reach those whose tastes he seeks to elevate.” He also virtually declares that there
is no Americau people in the strict interpretation of the term, but seems to infer
that we are a hopeless jumble of
emigrants
from all nations, held together by no common bond, for whom a
newspaper must be
multi-colored in order to suit.
Years ago a son of Mr. Bancroft’s, whose
verv existence some of his friends had come
to forget, went to France and took up his
residence. He married a French wife and
spent the last years of his life there. His
death was followed by that of his wife, and
there was left behind an orphan girl, half
French, half American, who has now come
to live with her American grandparents.
A very

bright and charming maiden she has
to be, and Miss Susanne Bancroft,
with her broken English speech, her graceful manners and iter bright interest in the
dew world she has come into, is quite the
most attractive young lady in all the west
end of Washington.
King Victor Emmanuel, on his road to
Venice which had just been given up to Italy by the Austrians, stopped at Milan,
where he was welcomed by the mayor and
proved

aldermen. He had been told that the mayor's name was Beretta, and his royal characteristic of an excellent memory enabled
him to address the mayor by name. Bat
he said, “Count Beretta, I am glad to shake
hands with you.” The mayor protested
against the title and said he came from a
family of simple bourgeois. The king
smiled and answered: “Yon know the old
adage that a king cannot err. I wish you
good morning, Count.” The royal party resumed their journey, aDd two days later the
mayor received a patent of nobility naming
him a count. That was Victor Emanuel’s
way of correcting mistakes.

Current Comment.
THE REASON WHY.

(Lowell Bell.)
State House Solomons
election day liquor bill.
election day themselves.

unwilling to decide

Apt to be around

on
on

THERE IS A BIO CHANCE FOE IT TOO.

(Waterbary American.)
The development of Mr. Cleveland is going
to be an interesting and, we hope, an agreeable
thing to watch.

Annual Meeting for the choice of Officers,
and such other business as may come before
it, will be held at Union Hall, Friday evening,
Feb. 13th, at 8 o’clock. Afnll attendance of the
F. H. CLOTES, Sec’y.
members is requested.
feb4
dtd

(New York Tribune.)
A faith that would move mountains! Why,
that is nothing.
Sam Randall has a faith
strong enough to toss two or three worlds from
one end of space to another.
Listen to this:
“Cleveland,” he Bays, "is going to have a cabthat
inet
will be acceptable to all Democrats,
but I don’t know the name of a single man
who is going in it.”
This is the moBt gigantic substance of thinga hoped for ever recorded.
IT COMES IN VERY

WELL

ABOUT

THIS

TIME*

(George William Curtis.)
“We are confronted with the Democratic
part), very hungry, and, as you may well believe, very thirsty; a party without a single
definite principle, a party without any distinct
national policy whioh it dareB to present to the
country, a party which fell from power as a
conspiracy against human rights, and now attempts to sneak back to power as a conspiracy
for plunder and spoils.”
THE OPENING SCENES.

(Boston Traveller.)
The demonstrations in London becanse of
the attempt to shoot Rossa show that the dyna-

mite outrages have had the anticipated and
natnral effect upon public sentiment in that
city. Bnt this assault of a crazy woman upon
a looney man is only a trifling incident in a
tragedy of which we have had only the openscenes.
NO

Some one

BOUQUETS.

(Boston Journal.)
has introduced in the New York

Legislature an act “for the suppression of sentimental gush and the glorification of felons,”

IN

PORTLAND,

THE

The Ladies of the Martha Wash-

II. R. VIRGIN of Portland, Me., and WM.
E. EARLE, Washington, D. C.,
Successors to Pickett & Earle, having suc-

will hold their Annual Fair and Entertain
ment. Thursday and Friday afternoons and evenings, Feb, Gtb and 6th at Reception room, City Hall.
A good assortment of useful and fancy articles
for sale.
Supper served each evening from 6 to 8 o’clock.
Refreshments solicited.
An attractive entertainment will be provided for

ceeded
dence

COMMENCING AT 9 O’CLOCK.

all the papers, records ami evi-

to

bearing

on

while attorney
associated as

for

UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
POBTLAND,

former price 75 cents
“

“

“

“

“

1.12

67 cents,

former price $1,00 1
“
“
1.12
“
“
1.25 I

cents,
“

former price $1,37

“

$1.00

$1.25,

former price

1.50,

“

$1.50

“

1.75

COLORED SILK RHADAUIAS.
The reasons why
should insure in this

other,

are

obvious.

you—a resident of Maine—
company, in preference to any

IT IS A MATNE INSTITUTION. Its business te
conducted and its policies are framed according to
the laws of Maine, to whioh you have access, and in
respect to which you are generally informed.
'I HE LAWS OF THE STATE REGARDING INSURANCE ARE, IN A GREAT MANY CASES,
INTRICATE AND UNINTELLIGIBLE, to the average man. If you insure in some other State company, YOU MAY FIND IT DIFFICULT TO AS-

STOCKS AID BONDS.
First National Bank Stock.
Merchants National Bank Stock.
Traders National Bank Stock.
Casco National Bank Stock.
Cumberland National Bank Stock.
Maine Central R. R. Stock.
Portland City C per cent Bonds.

—

forfeiture,

FOR SALE BY

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
jam 9
eodtf

Woodbury & Moulton
BANKERS,
Cor. Middle and Exchange St.
Choice Securities, suitable for Savings Banks and Trust Funds,

constantly

on

hand.

eodtf

Railway

many

inducements it

JAMES

All the Better

Agencies,

$3.50,

“

3.75

| $3.50,

$1.50,

“

former price $4,75
$3.00-$3.75,
We will state for the benefit of our customers that this is not an old shopworn
stock that has been accumulating for years, but the goods are all fresh and nearly
all new, bought for this special sale and are IMMENSE BARGAINS. Aw i special
favor we would request all those who can to call --early in the day as possible
and avoid the grand rush attendant upon this ir
t \le. Wemnbe this -tveeping
!> -iness beominp.
redaction in order to effect a quick sale and i
fwrj lady
intending to purchase a Silk or Velvet within the ext six months had better imas
cannot
a
be sold
tlie-e prices alter this sale.
prove the present opportunity
they
If stormy the sale will be postponed to the next pleasant days.

511

feb2

Improved 4

Foot

iarm ues m a

ratner

low

ana

—

Bitters to thank for it.

brother farmers would do as I have done.
Hoping you may long be spared to do
good, I thankfully remain.

C. L. JAMES.

Beltsyille, Prince George Co., Md., 1
May 20tb, 1883. J
GE^None genuine without
the white label.

stuff with “Hop**

AT

A

Fine

B,SWIFT

Glass

On and

Except by (State League Teams. A
first-class rink and only first-class attractions. The
management reserve the right to refuse admission or
skates to objectionable parties.
febSdtf
BEET C. WHITTIER. Manager.
Polo

Briggs,

GOOD TEMPLARS’ HALL,
FEBRUARY Oth,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

MONDAY,

—

American At Foreign Patents,

ARCANA LODGE,!. O. G. T.,
will give the drama entitled

relating to Patents promptly and

TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM.

<ul2dtf

STEPHEN

Miss. Ada

BERRY,

Book, Card and Job Printer

eodlm

—

AND

EAST LYNNE.

SPOLIATION CLAIMS.

Supported by
Prices 75

Portland, Me., Jan’y 16th.

feb4

$6.00

per

ariAND

LIBBY,
Counsellors at Law,

Promenade Concert

CENTENNIAL BLOCK,

ISxctmngo

08

Gm. in.

Neiders.

—

dim

under

BEST.

ST. LOU

or

“Hops’*

in their

name.

chine.”
S. M. O.—“Well,

ma-

Bell the

Domestic,”
Lady—“I thought yon said it was a Star?”
S. M. 0.—“So it is
the bright particular star
among sowing machines, that pleases all the ladles.”
Lady—"Why so?”
S. M. O.—“Because it does a greater variety of
work than any other.
If yon are coming down
town to-day just drop into comer Congress and
Bichange streets, and see the beautiful embroidery
and etchings on exhibition at their art reception.”
Lady—"What! does the Domestic do all that beautiful work that the ladies are raving over?”
S. M. O.—"Yes; that is why we call it tho Star
that leads them all.”
we

—

ma nn nnn

f lrnnn

44- mill ..u

what my friends say about it. How long does
the reception last?”
S. M. O.—All the week. Be sure and come, and
bring your friends with you.”

CITY

Good

bye.”

_feb5d3t

pwiincHERRYa

IS,

BtJMC

ST. LOUIS,
$5 50 and $5.25.

SOUR

LOOK AT SOME OF THE PRICES.

BALSAM,

and TABLE NO OTHER. For rapidity in relieving and certainty iu curing It Is incomparably
Superior to any other remedy.
Sold by all Dealers. Price, 35 Cents.
Donald. Brown <Ss Go.. Portland. Maine.
decl7
WFM&wlynrm

dale's Honey the great Cough cure,25c.,50c.4 $1
Glenn’s Sulphur Soap heals 4 boautlfies, 25c.
GermanCornRemover kills Corns 4 Bunions
Hill’s Hair and Whitker Dye—Black and Brown, 50c.
Plke’a Toothache Drops euro in 1 Ulnute,25c
Dean’s «h«mia»ta pjus us a sure cur?, Me.

eodidp&wlynm

PORTLAND

RINK

SKATING
Block, Biddle

EVERY

The

Hi.

EVENING.

ADMiSSiON

ISSISIS:

CENTS.
management reserve the right to

CHECKS,

10

re.

objectionable parties.
C.H.KNOWLTON, Manager.

Itrfcaac?

it

it

if

7fk

Ladies’ Slippers, 25c to 1.00,
Children’s Boots from 10c to 50c.
Men’s Slippers from 30c up.
Ladies’ Robbers 25c.
Men’s Rubbers 50c.

SHAW’S OWN FLOUR, $6 PER BBL.

TWITCHELL.CHAIPLIN & GO.
Sole Agents for Maine and New Hampshire

As the prices quoted are very low aud as there is a prospect of a still further
advance, we would urge customers to provide for their future wants at the
present figures.
We will deliver Flour at any station witfciu 50 miles or Portland at prices
quoted.

I
CAUTION 11
Many Hotels and Restaurants rcflll the
Lea & Perrins’ bottles with a spurious
mltttnre and serve it as the GENUINE
Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce.

DORMAN & BESSON,

PERRY’S
York

jan31

St.
dtf

Mrs. A B. POOLE,
OF

GARDINER, ME.,

Metaphysician,
see

patients every other week,

Commencing October 13th.

at the Old Stand and

see

Are the CHEAPEST
and BEST for CHILw
-,!<gi
■O DREN. None genuine without
mark and‘\JohnMundell
w/Xl trade
& Go.” on sole of each pair. FIT
Wf
m PERFECTLY, Look
Nice,

GiveCom fort. Out wear others
The 15200 Boys in tOrard
all WEAR THEM, and
College,
Philadelphia,
their Guardians wul have NO OTHER MAKE.
MTGIVE SOLAR TIP SHOES A TRIAL.
Sold by all reputable dealers.

CARD.

DR.

GAUBERT,

Magnetic and Electric
mYSIOIAN!
who has been in constant practice in this city the
past twelve years has had remarkable success in
treating all Nervous Diseases, Nervous Exhaustion,
Nervous Insanity, Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Paralysis and loss of use of Limbs.

OFFICE 303 MIDDLE ST.,
d&wtf
PORTLAND, ME,

jan!3

MWF&wly

Quartette,

Boston, and the different members of the Drum
Corps will appear in Solos, Ac.

RASTER NEDDIE THAYER,

FRAUD

The Wonderful Infant Drummer, (only 4 years old)
together with a Full ORCHESTRA and CHORUS.
Reserved seats 50 cts. General admission 35 cts
Tickets on sale at Stockbridge’s Musio Store on
Monday, Feb. Oth. Doors open at 7, to commence
at 8febSdlw
EDUCATIONAL.

Instruction in English and Class,
ieal Studies

J. W.

a LETTER from
MEDICAL GENTLEMAN at Madras, to his brother
a

COLCORD,

13 itoyd Street.
jan24*au

WORCESTER,

at

Engravings,Etchingsand

the

largest stock of

Pianos, Organs,

May, 1851.
“TeU LEAS PERRINS that their
sauce is highly esteemed in In 11a,
and is in my opinion, the most palatable, as well as
the most wholesome sauce that lsi
made.”

ALSO

FEW

F.

Cyrus

>

—

Samuel Thurston
S free St. Block, fOKTLANI).

anl2

iltt

PARtlESt PARTIES!!
added to

our extensive stock of
we are now prepared to handle
size on the most favorable terms.

HAVIIG
rla[es,
ties of any

—

UM nUUIAL INSURANCE BUILDING.
Take the elevator to the Directors’ Boom.
Open from 9 a. m. till 12.30; 2 to 6 p.
until

Feb-14tb-__feb4eodlw

HOOD IBM IN SLEIGHS,

We have

a

fe

w

SLEIGHS,

Hacking

EASTMAN & GOODWIN, PROP.
Robin sou’s Stable 35 & 37 Green St.
TELEPHONE NO. 437.
eodlm

IMPORTESU

One

AIN JJ

Traverse

—

Runner

Pung

To close them out, wo will make prices far below
cost. Parties in want of good serviceable
SLEIGHS will do well to call and

ITIARKETJGAROENERS,
Forest Home, Deering, To Let,
good House and Barns. Apply to
J. ?. BAXTER,
Office Portlaid Packing Co.
1«J>4

dim

SONS,

AGENTS FOB THE UNITED STATES.
NEW YORK.

dlawFlj

_

LAVINE

G1t« yoni orders early, as
time ahead.

Excels Everything For

Aug. P. Fuller & Co.,

432 Fore Street,
JaoZl

Portland,

Hie.

i**26m

HOUSE CLEANING.

HORSE OWNERS

cany work.

SHOULD US* THE

Lavine make, the hardest water seft.
Lavine does not injure the finest clothes.
or

NEVERSLIP

chap the hand.

HORSE S HOE'S.

USB LATHE
For Washing Clothes, Dishes, Paint,
Floors, &c. and Save Labor.
Grocers Sell Lavine,

dim

REMOVABLE

Chemical
HARTFORD, OONN.

FIRST

NATIONATBANKTCorning, Iowa

(Suocessor to G*o. W. Fbank t DakbowI)
Choice First Mortgagee in the best Farming
Districts in Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska
Interest paid at your own home in JV. Y. Exchanae

<pHwELVE

YEARS9

EXPERIENCE

In loaning for Private Investors and Trust Funds.
“NOT HOW MUCH, BUT lfOW WELL,’*
Motto in Loaning. Send for circular
ving full particulars as to loans, references, etc.

Sour

Oh as .0. No hton .Casb’r.
Lew F.DAuitow.Pres’t
Qu'“AN- 8o» * c<>m Bankers, N. Y. City,
Ufifov
neier m
to i
£ aUuu;ua*t» Nacmmui. Baba,

Chicago, I'fnnitM

BOTH

Xi'Sly

CALKS.

™ou2dse8,Pecially

Streets,

IT.

SAWYER, manufacturer’s

THE NEVERSLIP HORSE SHOE CO.,

Agent

20214 Commercial Street, Portland, Maine.

marl°__

deelB

d&wl,

HYDROGEN

Produces

POCKET

Wind

a

or

Flame
Rain

LIGHTER.

• cannot
extinguish.
Ignite anything combustible. Sells at sight:
price to agents, 25c each, or SI per dozen; exclusive
county or state given free.
rlgK
A°A^l^i,°L
WAGGLTT
& CO. 82 Washington st., Chicago, 11L
Will

jayio

—

An entire set can be
changed in five mlnntee,
Costs less than the old
style of shoeing. Send for
circulars and testimonials.
The N. S. Wbksch,
used for removing and inserting these Calks, will
weful for household and stable.
6 by Edwin
Morrill, corner of Cumberland
and Preble
Portland.

Company,

VOUK OKOC11K KEEPS
A. II.

JUTD

CALKS ALWAYS SHARP.

MAOTPACrCBID BT

Hartford

always engage

Congress

SCRUBBING,

I.aTine does not burn

are

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO,
493
St

WASHING,

Larine make,

we

some

—

for Men, Women aid Misses. These Overshoes are
will not draw the feet,
light, warm and confortable,
a sure prevention of told feet and chublains.

W. G. PALIttEH,
41 Congress Ml.

SAUCE

throughout the world.

examine.

Canadian Overshoes
anl7d3w

every bottle of GENUINE

DUNCANS

JOHN

made and handsomely
finished

—

on

WORCESTERSHIRE

new, well

car-

parAll

Signature la

Sold and need

Davis,

AT THE

—

rare

janZl

A

—FOE SALE BY—

Stools and

bargains still remain.
Tuning and repairing to order.

Some

—

CIIOICJE PAOTIWCtS

(lovers.

OFFICE IIOCKS from 9 to 13 jn., 3 to
li and tl,9P. OT. Conanltation FREE.
oolleodtf

SOLAR

Corps,

Photographs.

Call

PORTLAND,
Where she will

eod2w

BOSTQJST,

Has taken rooms at

NO. 58 BROWN STREET,

of

of

A Fine Collection of
,

Fite and Bugle

given to private pupils by the subtcrlb

Williams & Everett,

PIANO ?

12th,

—

ASSISTED BY THE

OF THE WORLD.

FROM

BUY THE BEST

BY THE

Drum,

Clarion

Imparts the most delicious taste and zest to
EXTRACT

585 & 587 CONGRESS ST.

WOULD YOU

First Beg’t.

S Chatham Bow, Bouton,

Wholesale and Retail Grocers.
1an3L

—

(30 BEBBEBS,)
Drum Major J. F. Clark, Director,

THE GREAfSAUCE

GEO. C. SHAW & CO

Feb.

Evening,

OF BOSTON.

and all Wholesale Grocers.

Jan26_

—

city'hall,
Thursday

We wish to call special attention to this popular brand as we believe it to be the finest St. Louis Flour in this country. It is adapted
alike for bread or pastry. Use one barrel of this Flour and you will
always buy it as it suits everybody.

Please remember that this stock must be
sold within the next 30 days, in order to repair my

233

AND

Instrumental Concert

FOB SALK BY

Men’s Kip Boots, 1.50; old price 2.75
“
“
“
<•
“
3.50
200; “
*4
“
1.25
Brogans,
50c;
Boys’ and Youths’ Kip Boots, only 1.00
Youths’ Button Boots 90c; old price 1.25
“
“
“
Lace
1.25
90c; “
Misses’ But. School Boots 75c;
old price 1.25
Children’s But. School Boots 65e;
old price 1.00
“
Misses’ Kid “ Boots 75c; “
1.25
Ladies’Rubber Boots, only
.85

GUARANTEED.
COUCH

feb4dtd

GRAND VOCAL

MILK.

Absolutely Pure and Healthful.
The first and only powder possessing the digestive
and wholesome properties of Sour Milk. Showing
a large
economy over Baking Powders, gatiafac*
tion guaranteed. Sold by all Grocers.
AVES7 LACTATS CO., 23 Court St., Boston, Mass.,7.S.A.

Many Good Bargains Left.

of Blood, Bronchitis, Influenza,

RODERIC’S

G BIBBER.

decSldtf

CONSUMPTION,

Remember this and bear in mind it Is Not a Quack
Medicine but a reliable family remedy. Ask tor

BIT

Admission—Gentlemen 50 cents, Ladies 25 cents.
Tickets for sale at McGowan & Young’s Book

fuse all

remedy known for Cough*. Cold*,

Whooping Cough, and all diseases of the
Lungs. <• Prepared from the Favorite Prescription of one of the late leading
Physicians of Portland, Maine, Famous
f on* his Skill in surgery, ami equally gofor his success
lu Curing Affections of the Throat and
Lungs, ana used by him in bis practice for over 80
years with a success unknown to any other preparation.

HALL.

Store, by the members and at the door.
Doors open at 7.

SKATE

kinds of teams furnished at short notice.
all its bramhes promptly attended to.

Throat and

PURPOSES.

CHOICE

P. S.

in

Asthma,

Paul

—

Wednesday Evening, Feb. 11th, 1885.

£52?&,

from

will.

De

-AT

OPEN

SHOE STORE,

S. M. O.—The Star that leads them all

Lady—"I wanted a sewing machine.”
S. M. O.—“Well, what style do you want?"
Lady—"I don’t want a star, I want a sewing

the auspices of the conferences of

St. Vincent

—

store.

Lady—“Hello!”
Sewing machine office—“Well?”
Lady—“Who are yon?”

—

GOFFEE PARTY

Gcorfe Libby.

jan7

AND

St,

$3.73.

barrel.

com'
dtd

SENDERS &

$6.50 per barrel.

very

Dramatic

and

janl7dtf

Old ground and very white

EXTRA

first-class

a

Company.

50. Gallery 35. Sale of seats
Saturday, Feb. 7.

mences

—

PILLSBURY’S

Cray

No. 37 Plum Street

Washburn’s Superlative

|

SPECIAL NOTICE.
after Monday, Feb. 0, music Every Af-

Evening. Admission: AfterEvening 90c, Polo and attraction
nights excepted, when admission will be 25c. No

and Warranted a Perfect
Match.
OPT I GAL GOODS REPAIRED. eodl»

OF

band.

ternoon and
noon lOc;

Eyes Inserted

—

military

BIJOU SKATING PARLOR.

OPTICIAN,
i 513 Congress Street.

abB

the

Tickets admitting Gent and Ladles 75c, to be had
mnsic store and of members of the band.
feb3
dlw

at

Mtorer Bros.’

Lady—“Can you give me some sewing machine
office.
C. O.—“Yes; there yon are, go ahead.”

ianiG

ROBERT

by

mnsic

THE

FLOUR-

Haxall Flour,
white.

Central Office—“Hello!”

Spitting

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL

bill to refer the claims for French Spoliations, to the chart of claims for adjustment,
become
a law, I am now prepared to proseharing
cute the same. I hare full lists of all claims which
hare been filed for loss of vessels, cargoes, Ac. Fees
Z. K. HARMON,
to be contingent.

CO, Furniture Manufacturers.

GERMAN PATENT.

bunch of green Hops
Shun all the vile, poisonous

Use of the Telephone.
Lady—“Hello! central office?’’

Most valuable

Grand Cancers by Full military Band
from 8 to 9.
Music for Dancing by full orchestra of 15 pieces.
The floor will be under the management of Mr.
P. R. Farrington. Between the dances promenade

specialty,

ONE NIGHT.—Monday, Feb. Oth.
The distinguished Emotional Actress

made.

a

jap23_FMW&&wlmnrm

Hoarseness,

a

~

During the past few weeks the price of Flour has adraneed from 75 cents to
$1 per bbl. Foreseeing a rise in the market we purchased several thousand
barrels when it was at the lowest point, thus enabling ns to sell at nearly our old
scale of prices.

|

DM Ml) M

“The dear creature just looked over my
shoulder, and says ‘I can flatter equal to the
days of our courtship,’ aud that reminds me
there might be more pretty wives if my

Lady—“I

Pina Portraits

Concert,

—

PORTLAND THEATRE.

eodtf

mias-

had
“Lost!”
“Her sallowness, and looked as fi esh as a
new blown daisy. Well the story is soon told.
My wife, today, has gained her old-timed
beauty with compound interest, and is now
as handsome a matron (if I do say it
myself)
as can be found in this county, which is
noted for pretty women. And I have only

T. iirlv—“S«nd

Photographer,

Walnut

83 to 91 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

$6.50 per bbl.

AT

CITY HALL,
Monday Evening, February Oth.

i;enTOirauu jsiock.

SUCCESS~

gire their

—

Anv

|

uiiiip

At the aloee of the drama snpper will be'served by
the ladies of the lodge. Tickets 25 cts.
febCdSt

REDUCED IN PRICE TO $45 OO.

-

mn

vuniivumv w

Auoual Promenade

>V*A11 business

DELIVERED FREE of Freight in any City or Tosvu IN NEW ENGLAND.
The curtain of thi9 de8k is lined with spring sheet brass instead of canvas, which iB more -urable than
any other lining used. It is more flexible and elastic, and cannot be cut open, and is absolutely DUST
AND VERMIN PROOF. The writing table is constructed of three or more pieces of wood
glued together with the grains crossing at right angles, thus avoiding all danger of warping, splitting or checking
and will withstand any change of temperature or olimate.
The desk is fully equal to any sixty dollar one
in the market to-day, and we offer them at above price, with the Free
Delivery, for the purpose of exoutside of Boston, into every city and town in New England,and as an advertisetending our rrrtAiia
acquaintance
mQnt of
and nrv/xaa

3an 21

nnunrwc
will

For the First Time

KEELER &

—

There will also be other athletic sports between tbe
bouts. Wrestling to commence at 8 o’clock. Admission 60 cents.
febddlw

Frye.

faltnfnlly executed.

dlw

“Hollow-eyed!”
“Withered and aged 1”
Before her time, from
“Malarial vapors, though she made no
particular complaint, not being of the grumpy kind, yet causing me great uneasiness.
A short time ago I purchased your remedy for one of the children, who had a very
severe attack of biliousness, and it occurred
to me that the remedy might
hj^p my wife,
as 1 found that our little girl, upon
recovery

on

THE

KEEL E R’S

ATTENDS THE SALE OF-

men.”

matic situation, and
“My wife I”
“Who?”
“Was a very pretty blonde!”
Twenty years ago, became
“Sallow!”

Hop

Spoliation Claims.

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

Congress Street.

BETWEEN

—

GKO. RHEBV, Biddeford, Champion of
Maine, and A. A.HAKKRiiL, Ponlood,
Lancashire rules, best two iu three, winner to take
entire gate money, at
Mechanic’s flail, Monday Evening, Feb. 9.

undersigned solicits correspondence in relation to ine management of these claims. He
has had many years experience in Commission
Court business. He refers by permission to Hon.

Herbert G.

J. 91. DYER & CO.,

dtf

WRESTLING MATCH

Portland Mo-

former price

•

Absolutely tlie very finest Flour

GREAT

former price $4.35
“
“
4.75
“
“
5.50

3.75,
4 50,

4.001
COLORED BROCADE VELVETS.
“

Evening.

admits Gentleman with Ladies.

dtf

*

‘‘Pretty Wives.
Lovely daughters and nohle
.my

“

3.37 1-3,

“Maryland, My Marylan’d.’
*

former price $3.50

3.90,

X. Y. Z.
eodtf

50 cents

feb3

Pro-

same

BLACK BROCADE VELVETS.

BY

jan26

GILBERT’S,

Colored Fancy Striped Dress Satins 50 cents, former price $3,00
Colored Moire Antique Dress Silks, $1.35, former price $3.00.
Colored Plain Satins 50 cents, former price $1,50.
The remainder of our Summer Silks 37 1-3 and 50 cents, former
price 63 1-3 and 75 cents.

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
*

Reduced in the

—

Thursday

Vo. 4 TOLJIAN PLACE.
Open from Feb. 0th to !i3d.

French

AT

—

L. DEANE, 515, 7th St., N. W„
d&w3\v
jan22
Washington, D. C.-

former price $1.37.

Qualities

Waltzing and The “German,”

OFFICE,
oaf 3

evenings.

Friday from 13 to 2 o’clock lunch will be
served. Supper and lunch 25 cts. each.
15 cts.
Admission—afternoons free, evenings
*
dtd
jeb2

Dr. MM'S

William P.

portion.

ad-

SINKINSON
for Maine

PORTLAND, ME.

&pr5

m

presents

dition to these considerations.

Manager

BONDS
SALK

and significance.
THE CONDITION OF THE UNION MUTUAL
AS TO ASSETS, LIABILITIES AND FINANCIAL
STANDING IS ANNUALLY INVESTIGATED BY
YOU It OWN COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE.
The results of his examination are stated in detail
in his annual report, which you oan easily consult.
You have, therefore, in this regard, the guaranty of
the endorsement of an official of whose character,
capaoity and fidelity you have personal knowledge.
If, therefore, the Union Mutual possessed no advantages peculiar to itself, as distinguished from
other companies, It would be to your advantage to
insure in it. It is certainly very much so when you
consider me

lame Central
FOB

after three premiums have been paid, by
of failure to pay any subsequent premium.
Such policies are continued in force for their full
amount until the policy-holders has received in
such continued insurance the value c the payment
he has made.
EVERY POLICY ISSUED BY THE UNION
MUTUAL IS SUBJECT TO THIS LAW. Its praotioal working is Bhown by this illustration;
If a
person, aged 35, pays three premiums on a 25 year
endowment policy, and tails to pay the fourth premium, the policy by virtue of this law and entirely
independent of any action or violation of the company, will continue in force five years and 342 days
longer. The extensions vary with the class of policy and number of premiums paid, but are fixed by
law for each and every case.
THE MANAGEMENT OP THE UNION MUTUAL IS BY A BOARD OF DIRECTORS ALMOST
WHOLLY COMPOSED OF WELL-KNOWN AND
PROMINENT CITIZENS OF YOUR OWN STATE.
Their names are a guaranty of an honest, faithful
and efficient conduct of its affairs.
The value of
your insurance depends entirely upon the certainty that a company will oarryout its contracts fairly,
reasonably and promptly; and, in this respect, your
personal knowledge of the character and standing
of the persons who control it is of great importance
reason

Swan & Barrett

jan23

CERTAIN YOUR EXACT RIGHTS UNDER YOUR
POLICY. Few lawyers, even, understand the general laws, and fewer still the insurance laws of
other States: and you may discover, when you come
to the test, that the actual position and results of
your insurance are quite different from what you
desired or anticipated.
THE INSURANCE LAWS OF MAINE ARE
FEW AND SIMPLE. You can easily obtain precise information respecting their meaning and effect. You maybe certain, therefore, if you insure
in the Union Mutual that you get exactly what
you want; that if any question arises, regarding the
disposition of your policy.ortyour rights under! it, it
can be
easily and speedily determined accordng to
laws and principles whioh yon understand instead
of being governed and controlled by laws and decisions of whioh you have no knowledge.
THE INSURANCE LAWS
OF YOUR OWN
STATE ARE MORE LIBERAL AND EQUITABLE
The
THAN THOSE OF ANY OTHER STATE.
Maine Nonforfeiture Law protects all policies from

$1.13,

both
On

are

Sin,
Inine.janlCd2m

BLACK SILK RHADA1AS.
85
95

claimants,

SOLICITORS

DRESS SILKS.

former price $1.00 | $1.12,

Spoliation

before the Court of Claim* iu the provocation of French Spoliation Claim*.
Addre.. all eorre.pondence to II. R. VirUnion mutual Building, Portland,

former price $1.25
“
“
1.50

COLORED ORO OR AIK

MAINE.

JOHN E. DeWITT. President.

$1.00,
1.25,

$1.00

French

snch

BLACK ORO ORA IK BRESS SILKS
cents,

ington Society

Claims, collected by JAMES II. CAUSTEN, duriug a period of over fifty years,

Wednesday and Thursday, Feb. 4th & 5th,
50
75
88

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Spoliation Claims.

French

SILKS & BROCADE VELVETS
EVER KNOWN

SAM EXPECTS TO BE THERE.

ing

The Greatest Sale of

Haydn Association,

congratulations.

Mrs. Grundy says in the New York Mail
and Express that Mrs. John Jacob Astor
has the reputation of giving the most elegant dinner parties in New York.
The Tichborne claimant does not draw in
England as a lectnrre, and Is thinking of
coming to America, where he is said to have
been

__

Ohio County and City Bonds.
No. Pacific K. R. 6s.

Sir Moses Montefiore continues well, but
has found the winter weather trying.
President Arthur has put his carriage and
horses at the service of Mr. Cleveland till he
can establish his own stable.
George Bancroft still accepts invitations
to dine out, but frequently drops
asleep
between the courses.
The marriage of Miss Mackay will be a
“family event” owing to the lack of space in
tho Nunciature chapel.
The queens of
and

BUHINERS CARDS.

on

is so very

Spain

raiSCHLIiANBOrS.

mESTIKClR.

Cin*

I
I
I

.10 India Wharf, Ho.ton.

OYSTERS^

eo<12m

OYSTER^!

H. FREEMAN & CO ,
and
Retail
Dealer,

Wholesale

REMOVED TO

401 & 403 COIVORLSS ST.,
near City
Building, Rooms formerly occupied by
Parker, as a Restaurant.
jan31
aiw
...

THE PRESS.
FRIDAY MORNINQ. FEBRUARY 6.
THE PRESS.
May be obtained at tne Periodical Depots of N. G
Fessenden, Marquis, Armstrong, Hodsdon, Itober
CoBtello, Gllpatrick, 47 Middle street and 221
Spring street, Jewett, McFarland, Merrill, Strange
Gonld, Lanagan, Boston & Maine Depot, ant
Cbisholm Bros., on all trains that ran out of tb<
*

Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co,
Bar Harbor. F. S. Jordan.

Bath, J. O.
Biddeford,
••

Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.

ONE LEACHED

O. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Tbomaston, S. Delano,
Vinalhaven, H. M. Roberts,
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth. A. H. Seabury.

Wit and Wisdom.
A wag being asked the name of the inventor
of batter stamps, replied that it was probably
Cadmus, as ho first brought letters into
Greece.
“Fizzled Out!”
This is what a once prosperous merchant
said of himself the other day. His business
had faded oat, credit was gone, and the sheriff
had sold bis goods. The trouble proceeded
from a prolonged attack of dyspepsia, which
prostrated and unsettled him so that he could
not attend to his affaire. Pity he hadn’t
thought of Brown’s Iron Bitters, which would
have saved him. Mr. A. J. Lawler, 172 S.
Broadway, Baltimore, says, “Malaria and dyrpepsia irouoieu me ior nine years.
Iron Bitters gave me relief.”

Brown's

Stockunbond—“What

they playing?” Enthusiast—“Siegfried’s
death, you know, by Wagner.” Miss S.—
are

It most

have been

ft^~Do It Yourself. With Diamond Dyes
as good
results as
any
lady can get
the best practical dyer. Every dye warranted
true to name and sampie. 10 c. at druggists.

of New York
83000 belonging to others.
nee is no longer peculiar.

Fine 6-4.15
Fine7-4.18
Fine 8-4.20
Fine 9-4.22%
Fine 10-4 ...25
TICKINGS,‘.ETC.
Drills. 8
@16% Corset Jeans.. 6%® 8%

Burlington,

Vt.

has absconded with
The Heathen Chi-

Scott's Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver Oil
Hyfofhosphites. Its use in lung troubles. Dr. Hiram Cadorrtto, of Jacksonville, Fla., says: “I have prescribed your
Emulsion to a number of patients with lung
troubles, and they have been greatly benefited
by it.”
with

The Lswiston Journal says that Mrs. Gaines
equals the fabled bird of the desert, for lawsuits rise from her very ashes. But the Lowell
Courier remarks that it cannot be a case of
fee-nix.

Best.14
Medium.. .10%@13% Satteens. @
Cambrics. 6@ 6%
Light. 7 @9

.Liverpool.... Feb
Ethiopa.New York..Glasgow.Feb
Germanic.New York.

It is Danoerous to tamper with irritating
liquids and exciting snuffs. Use Ely’s Cream
Balm, which is safe and pleasant and is easily
applied with the finger. It cures the worst
cases of Catarrh, Cold in the Head, and Hay

Fever, giving relief from the first application.
All druggists have it. Price 50 cents. By
mail 60 cents. Ely Bros., Owege, N. Y.
Chronic Catarrh. The result of 25 years’
Catarrh:—the bridge or division of my nose
about half gone. I obtained a bottle of
lily's Cream Balm; have used four bottles,
applying it to the affected parts with a swab,
which has about cured up the nostrils. I had
was

previously tried

all other remedies on the marpermanent relief.—J. A. Wood,

ket without
96 N. High Street, Columbus, Ohio.
I find Ely’s Cream Balm good for Catarrh
of long standing.—M. N. Lasiey, 1934 West

Louisville, Ky.

A great attraction—A magnet.
Caution to Dairymen.
Ask for Wells, Richardson & Co.’s Improved
Batter Color, and take no other. Beware of
all imitations, and of all other oil colors, for
ever; other one is liable to become rancid and

spoil the batter into which it is pat. If you
cannot get it, write to ns at Burlington, Vt.. to
know where and how to get it without extra
expense.
and they

Thousands of tests have been made,

always

prove it the best.

“Sir, can’t you give a poor man a quarter?”
“Why are you asking alms, my man?”
“I hare just come from Spain, sir. I am an
earthquake sufferer.-”
“But you are not a Spaniard; you speak
good English.”
"Oh, as to that, I speak Spanish, but since
the earthquakes my Spanish is so broken that
I

am

...

M^RESTE

do
do

do
do

Lakei Shore.

St. Paul

in,.,,,,,,

...........

..

12%
01%

40

MEMORANDA.
A dispatch from London 4th inst states that the
ship Loretto Fish, Capt Hyler, from San Francisco
for Dublin, has put into Queenstown damaged and

leaking.

Essex.‘.115

72

St Paul & Omaha. 26
doj preferred. 87%
Union Paciflo 6s.111%
do L. ;G. 7s.108
do sink fund 8s.117 ys
(California

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
San Fbancisoo, Feb. 6.-Tbe following are the
closing official quotations of mining Btocks'to-day:
Bodie. 1%

Con. Paciflo. 1
Best & Belcher. 1%
Crown Point.
Eureka. 2»/i
Gould & Curry. iy8
Hale & Norcross.
3%
_

Mexican.
Savage. 1
Navajo.. 1%
Union Con..
Chollar... 2%
_

the taste,
pleasant
harmless and will surely cure you.

Nearly every

one

are

to

who tries the

for the first time is down

on

try, try again.

Bkating

rink

it, and yet they

Ten years before an; of the
of the present day were
gress Yeast Powder had
out New England.

FINANCIAL

1%

Union market.

at 1

diff. 138 <feys.
Sid 4th, barque Emma T Crowell, Pendleton, for
Falmouth, E.
Cld 4th, ships Wm H Smith, Bartlett, Liverpool;
John Rosenfteld, Baker, do.
ASTORIA, O—Sid Jan 28, ship McNear, Frost,
from Portland, O, for Copenhagen.
MOBILE—Off the bar 3d, sch White Sea, Lee,

PENSACOLA—Cld 3d, sch Carrie S Bailey, Blair,
Aspinwall; S P Hitchcock, Blair, do.
PENSACOLA—Cld 4tli, barque Freeda A Willey,
Willey, New York; sch Carrie A Buckman, Gray,
Philadelphia.
ST AUGUSTINE—Sid 4th, sch Jaa A Brown, San-

of

born,

baking powders
thought of, the Cona large sale through-

AND_COMMERCIAL

Portland Dully Wholesale market.
POBTLXND, Feb. 6.
The following are today’s c osing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.:
Grils.
Clour.
Buperfiue and
High Mtd Corn 66057
low grades. .3 0003 25
X Spring and
No2 do, oar lots. 165066
XX Spring .4 7506 00 Gorn, bag lots,
66059
Patent Spring
Oats, ear lots.
40041
Wheats.6 0006 37 Oats, bag lots.... 41042
Meal
Michigan Win.66057
ter stralght*4 7606 00 OottonSeed,ear lots 28 00
Do roller....6 2606 60|CcttonSeed,bag lotsSO 00
St. Louis WinSackedii ran car lot.
ter straight.6 00@6 2618 60019 60
Do roller. ..6 2606 601 do bsglotslb 00020 00
Winter Wheat
I Mlds.car lots. *20023 00
atents.6 7606 25, do bag lots 210*24 00
Produce.
I
Provisions.
Cranberries—
I PorkCape Codie 00017 001 Backs. .16 50017 00
Maine.. 12 00013 001 Clear.... 16 60016 00

Pea Beans... 1 7S®1 SSI Mb,.ISMiaUIS)
Mediums....1 65( 1 76lMess Beef..11 61
Kx Mo«s..ll 6i
Gorman modi
Yellow Kye*2
Plate.12 61
l£x Plate.14 01
Onion* pbbi. 4
Irish Potatoes
Hams. 10%
Hams,covered 13
Eggs p dos....

New York.

Cld 3d. barque Joaephiue, Perry, Rio Janeiro.
NEWPORT NEWS-Ar 3d, sch Yale, Hodgdon,
Boston
BALTIMORE—Ar 4th, sch Woodward Abrahams,
Snow, and Maud Sherwood, Kelley, Boston; Josiah
R Smith, Case, do,
Sid 4th, sch Elliot B Church.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d, sch Jos M Hayes, Laneil, Pascagoula.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 4th, sch Maud Snare,
Snare, Trinidad.
NEW YORK—Ar 4th, sch J Nickerson, Farr,
St Domingo; Louisa A Smith, Wood’s Holl; Lyra,
Low, Philadelphia for Boston.
Also ar 4th, schs Lewis A Hodgdon, Hodgdoa,
Miragoane 16 days; Linah C Kaminski, Woodbury,
Georgetown, SC.
Ar 6th, sch Thos W Hyde, Sherman, Cardenas.
Cld 4th, ships StFrancis, Scribner, Yokohama;
Emily F Whitey, Rollins, Melbourne; L T Campbell, Lord, Maranham; Ada L White,White, Matan-

@25c; held stock

(By Telegraph,
Chicago, Feb. 6.—Cattle—Receipts 5600 heal;
shipments 3000 head: best 10c higher ;exports 6 60
@6 26; oommon to good 4 20@* 60; butchers 2 26
@4 26; Stockers 3 3083 90; feeders at 4 0C@4 60;

Boston.
Ar 4th, schs

Edw Lameyer, Beal, Hoboken for
Rockland; Ctyyof Angasta, Moady, Wiscassetfor

Norfolk.
Passed by 4th, ach Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon, fm
Boston for Baltimore.
In port, brigs Fannie B Tucker, Teloa; schs Allie
Oakes, Grace Webster, Lyndon, Red Jacket, Clio
Cbillcott Juliet, Mary F Pike, Chas A Ropes, H T

Texans at 3

90@6 00.
Hogs—Receipts 19,000 head; shipments 9700 hd;
heavy grades 10@15c higher; light and oommon 6@
10c higher; rough packing at4 35@4 60; packing
ana shipping 4 6685 10; light 4 3084 70; skips at
3 20@4 20T
Sheep—receipts 2500 head; shipments 600; very
steady; inferior at 2 60@2 76; medium 3 00®3 50;
good at 3 60@3 86; choioe 3 90@4 60.

Townsend, Dolly Varden, Aldine, Reporter, Helen
Montague, Etta E Stlmpson, Cumberland, and
Sammy Ford.
EDGABTOWN—Ar 3d, schs Edward Lameyer,
Beal, Hoboken for for Vinalhaven; Geo Bird, Gray,
Ambovfor Portland.

Domestic markets.
(By Telegraph.)
view York, Feb. 6.—Flour market—receipts
13,788 bbls; exports 7336 bbls; without decided
change, ruling barely steady and irather more doing
for export, mainli in City Mill extras, with a light
home trade demand, sales 16,160 bbls.
Flour, No 2 at 2 25@2 76; Sup.Westem and State
at 2 50@3 00; common to good extra Western and
State 3 00@3 60; good to choice do at 3 60@5 60;
common to choiae White Wheat Western extra at
6 00@5 60; fancy do 6 40@5 60; common to"good
extra Ohio at 3 00@5 60; common to choice extra
St. Louis at 3 0055 60: Patent Minnesota extra
good to prime 6 00 ft5 60: choice to double extra
do at 6 60®6 76, including 7000 bbls City Mill
extra at 4 60@4 70;E00 bblsflne at 2 25@2 75;350
bbls Superfine at 2 60@3 00; 1300 bbls extra No 2
at 3 00@3 30; 2800 bbls Winter Wheat extra 3 00
@5 65; 3200 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 0056 76;
Southern flour easy. Rye flour firm at 3 4083 80.
Wheitt—receipts31,600 bnsh;exportsl7,000 hush;
spot lots a trifle stronger; Winter on spot without
quotable change; export demand light; sales 96,000 bush on spot; No 2 Spring at 93Vac; No 1 hard
9 9@ 9914c; No 3 Red at 86%c; No 2 Red at 92Yae
elev; No 1 Red State 1 00; No 1 White 92e. Rye
is quiet. Barley is Arm. Cara Ya@lc higher with a
fair export demand and moderately [active; receipts
119,900 bush; exports 28,116 bush; sales 235,000
hush on spot; No 3 at 61@61%e;No 2 at 51851 V4;
No 2 at 61@61Yac in elev. Oat* Vs@14c higher;
bush: sales 98,000
receipts 63,200 bush; exports
bu on spot: No 3 at 36Vac;do White 3714c; No 2 at
do
White
at
3853814c: Mixed Western
37537140;
nuito UU ttt

PROVINCETOWN—In port, schs E H llerriman,
Wood, St John, NB, for New York; Sarah Potter,

Sumner, Charleston
BOSTON—Cld

for Boston.
4th, barquo Chas

rup, Aspinwall.
Ar 5th, schs Ella M

WANTED,

"WANTED—By
TT
and

young lady

Loring,

PORTSMOCTH-Ar 3d, sch Frances Arey, Ginn,
South Amboy.
Below 4th,| schs Minnie C Taylor, Doughty, from
Portland for Weymouth ; Maggie J Chadwick, do
Charlie Banloy, Stearns, Rockfor Baltimore;
land for BoBten; Karslie, McDonough, St John, NB
for New York.

BOOTHBAY—Sid 3d, sch Chas L Mitchell, Frost,
for Washington.
In port, sobs Charles H Morse, Haskell, for New
York; Belle Higgins,fcfor Baltimore; Lottie, Creighton, New York lor Portland: Herald, Smith, Rockland for Portsmouth; Elbe J Simmons, Thomaston
for New York.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Sydney, NSW, Dec 4, ship Wm A Campbell, Hathorn, Wilmington, Cal.
At Bombay Jan 2, barque Francis B Fay, Pettigrovo, nnc.
Ar at Havre Feb 1st, barque John
ser, New (Orleans.
Ar at Tarragona prev to 2d inst, sch
Balano, New Orleans.
Jl (mbcu

uaujijowdugic

170c

o,

Watt, SweetJ K Souther,

uoiijuu

uauuw

yy

Dudley, Dudley, from Djeuna for English Channel.
Dragor—Took pilot Jan 16, barque i'udel, Parlow
from Plllau lor Boston.
Sid fm Lisbon Jan 1G, barque Stephen G Hart,
Pearson, St Thomas.
Ar at Bahia Dec 28, sch Anna W Barker, Snowman, New York.
Sid Deo 26, brig A J Pettengtll, Powers, (from
Montevideo) for Boston.
At Laguayra Jan 21, schs Orrie V Drisko, Drisko,
from New York, ar 19th; Clifford, Crabtree, from
Brunswick, ar 19th.
At Minatitlan Jan 12, sob Carrie Ware, Fielde,
for Boston, ready.
Ar at Laguayra Jan 17Jb, schs Orrie V Drisko,
Drisko, New York; lUtffrclili'oid, Crabtree, Bruns-

wick,

Ga.

atCienfuegos Jan. 23, brig Sullivan, Guptill,
Barbadoes.)
Ar at Sagua Jan 23, schs Clara E Colcord, Colcord
Ar

New York: Wm H Boardman, Richardson, luagua.
At Port de Palx Jan 18, seb Seventy-Six, for New
York or Choster. Pa, ldg;
Sid fm Kingston, Ja, Jan 21, sch Sarah Eaton,
Crowley, Salt Rivor.
Ar at St John, NB, 4th Inst, seb Julia S, French,
and Annie W Akers, McIntyre, Portland.
SPOKEN.

Dee 31, lat 4, Ion 35 30, seh Kebeeca M Walls,
from Philadelphia lor Rosario.
Jan 31, off Alligator Reef, sch Alice Montgomery
Lavender, from New Orleans for Boston.
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[
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COLLARS!

^

# CUFFS

TO

™*

KNOWN'™

BEST THING

WASHINO’BLEACHmG
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE Is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
Uways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

OXFOR D

l\"/| lv
I

|

dly

®

^5?

FINEST.GOODa.
EVER

^

"’^p
^

THE'

BEING

MADE,'

All Linen, DOTH
and Exterior*.

Linings
*

Askfbr

35>-’

them.

atmaris m

Saco, Biddeford,
Kennebunk,
North and South Berwick, Conway Junction, (connecting for all stations

IV
A MTV
n by KENSINGTON
•
1 Ll"
A-l

ART CO. immediately. Ladies to work for

at their homes, it is light and pleasant and sent
by mail, distance from Boston;no objection, any industrious person can earn from 87 to $10 per week,
no canvassing, for fall information address KENSINGTON ART ROOMS, 35 Congress St., Boston,
Mass,, P. O, Box 5078.1jan28eod!2t
ns

Canvasser Wanted.
Solicit subscriptions for a daily and weekly
newspaper. Address with references,
0Ct24dtf
A. B. Box 1557, Portland. Me.

TO

RYE

WHISKEY.
On July 1,1883, we introduced to the trade generally, onr now celebrated brand of B year old Whiskey, widely known as

WANTED for the most
popular Sc easiest selling
TWENTY YEARS OP

PWTQ
I
Ei

FNt

ever

published,

•'

Conway Division), Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester, Koch-

on

port,

at

SSSEfes James G.
Blaine.
Va.,

Hon. J. S. Wise, M. C., from
Whosays:
ever takes it up no matter whether he be Mr.Blaine's
or enemy, will never put it down until he
us read the whole.” Agents make from $200
to 91,000 per month. Over0,000 agents already
employed. Send for out very liberal terms. Address,
THE HENRY BILL PUB. CO., Norwich, Conn,
eod3w
an! 9

Soh. na pps.
Asa general berorage and necessary

fytITOfiHm g\9

xxrafnp p/tnHnpail

imnnva

vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation.
A public

trial of over 80 years duration in every
section of osr aonntry of Udolpho Wolfe”B
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale nneqmded
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON &'C0.
18 BEATER STREET,

iriend

liVDU,

LUCIKU UUU

_air

FOR SATE.

the signal success attending our venture in
these particular goods loads us to call th^ttention
more forcibly to cousnmers who havo^ot tried
and

OXFORD, that In order toappreciate a
good, pure article, either for medicinal purpos-

THE

really
otherwise, should lose

time,

spend any

Cow and Calf.

FOR

SATE.—Two

cow

Established 1863.

SATE.—$500 down,
easy,
FOR
bny excellent lodging house
Washington
must he sold
fall and

sayer, writes

or

follows:

as

halanco

and

Analytical

BABCOCK.

Consulting

Chemist,

(State Assayer and Inspector of Lio uors: late
xrroiessor oi

ty and

in xsoston

9.30 p.

unemieiry
Massachusetts

Pharmacy.)

universiCollege of

4 state: street,

WOOD, POLLARD & CO..

Boston, June 16,

1883.

Gentlemen:—I have made a chemical analysis of
a sample of “TIIE OXFORD RYE WHISKEY” and
find the same to be of excellent quality and free
from any adulteration. It is of full proof strength,
contains no artificial flavor or coloring, and is in
all respects pure.
JAMES F. BABCOCK.
Respectfully,
THE OXFORD is put up in cases only, contwelve good size bottles, each bottle bearing
a fac-simile of onr signature, together with the certificate of our State Assayer, which warrants its
contents.
We have caused our brand "THE OXFORD”
to be registered in the Patent Office at Washington,
and propose to protect it if used by unscrupulous
dealers.
Be sure von get THE OXFORD when you
ask your Grocer or Druggist for it—TAKE NO
OTHER—Put up in bottles only.

taining

WOOD, POLLARD

&

CO.,

GraMBesiilt!
An Invaluable remedy for all Fains and

Aches, In any part
of the body.

IJlTlEIl’S
mil
OIL
IS A

CURE

FOR

SPINE
CONTAINS

AND

LIMBS.

NEITHER TURPENTINE
ALCOHOL.

NOR

WILL NOT EXPLODE OR TAKE FIRE.
CIRCULAR, FULL OF HOME TESTIMON'
IALS, SENT FREE. ADDRESS,

BOSTON

VITAL OIL
BOSTON, MASS.

CO.,

RUPTURE
PERMANENTLY CURED IN FROM 60 TO
150

DAYS, WITHOUT DETENTION

FROM BUSINESS. ADDRESS,

J.

H.

PORTER,

M. D.,

ai CROSS ST., CHARLESTOWN DISTRICT

aug20

BOSTON, MASS.
MWF&wlynrm

HEALTH!
Swift’s Specific cured me of rheumatism three
months ago, after my physicians had exhausted
their remedies without givinn relief.
C. P. Goodyear, Att’y at Law, Brunswick, Ga.
1 have been afflicted with rheumatism nearly forty
years, and a few bottlw of Swift’s Specific cured
me.
It is a God-send to the suffering.
J. B. Waller, Thomson, Ga.
I have been ent.irelv relieved nf Revere rbenma.
tism in my right arm by the use of Swift’s Specific,
and passed through last winter without a relapse.

Sidney Herbert, Ed. S<>. Cultivator, Atlanta, Ga.

TWENTY YEARS.—I had been a saiferer from
rheumatism twenty years: was reduced to a skeleton; could hardly get about, even on crutches.
Swift’s Specific has oared me sound and well.
Mrs. Ezra. J^ershon, Macon, Ga.
Swift’s Specific has relieve! me of rheumatism
which at oue time threatened to stop my ministerial
work.
Rev. W. A. Kiri, Cross Plains, Ala.
Swift’s Specific is entirely vegetable. Treatise on
Blood and Skin Diseases rnaiUd free.
The Swift SpecificCo., Atlanta, Ga.
janl
d&wnrm

MAINS

Benefit Association,
OF AUBUBN, MAINE.

FOB.

FOB^ALE.

S. IHlUl V U"LLU!V1WIf H_1

7.30,0.00 a. m., 12.30 and 7.00 p.m.,
week days, and 7.00 p. m. Sundays.
PARLOR AND PULLMAN SLEEPING
CAR SERVICE
WESTERN DIV.: Parlor car on 1.00 p. m.
train Portland to Boston; 9.00 a. m., Boston to
Portland.
EASTERN DIV.; Portland to Boston, Pnllman
sleeping car, (through car from the East,) 2.00 a.
m. daily.
Parlor cars on 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p.
m.; Boston to Portland, parlor cars on 9.00 a. m.,
and 12.30 p. m. week days, 7.00 p. m. daily.
Pullman sleeping car 7.00 p. m. daily.
Through tickets to all points Sonth and West, at
Portlamd depot ticket offices, and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., Portland.
|JAS. T. FUKBElt, Gen’l Manager.

GRADED

ASSESSMENTS.

This looiety furnishes insuranco at cost, plus a
For circulars and
small snnual fee for expenses.
full information, address

f

AT""RED€CED

KATES

—TO—

Denver, San Fraachco
and all nai.ea la ika

Northwest, West nnd southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
EDGAR, G. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON, Bajerlntendent.

eepS

mb .10

U

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO
TO CALIFORNIA,
JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
AND

STOCK

; ing; capital required $2000; a capable man can
make all it costs him in the ne?ft two months.
Call

Wu-

address

Eg&fflMKgf

*

^

inlli

^mSmUoNSUMPTION
^y-zWwBMRr**

d2w*

Agents.

ern

C. I., BARTLETT & CO.,
115 (Stale Street, Car. Bread St., Hasten.
febS
dtf

Eastport, Me. Calais, Me., St. John, N.
B., Halifax, N. S. Ac.
EALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Commencing, Nev. 3, IN84.

3

TRIPS

h'l

.are

<laMfigl AHpCKiiraiEl

a

THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Drawing Boom Can on all day trains
Sleeping Cars on night trains.

He

head

one

Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand Msnan,
Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Windsor, Halifax, Moncton. Newcastle, Amherst. Piotou,
Shediao, Bathurst, Dalhonsle, Charlottetown, Fori

Fairfield,

Grand Falls and other stations on the
New Brunswick and
Inter-colonial, Windand Annapolis, Western Counties, Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets issued and Baggage cheeked to

Freight received up to 4 p. m. and any information regarding the same may be bad at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Kxeurslon Routes,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, First National Bank
corner Middle and Exchange Sts.
T. G. KERSEY, President and Manager
no3
dtf

Ticket*,

Building,

-AD-

PHILA DELPHI A
From BOSTON

Every Wednesday and Saturday
From PHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday and Friday.

mission.

Passage Tea Dollar*.
For

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

25 cents, paid ia

Richmond’s Island,

owner can

have the

an anchor
same by

CO^SyfVIPTION has been cured times without number by the timely use of Downs’ Elixir. It will cure

and

calling

on
TRCJNDY, Bowery Beach, proving proper5-1
ty and paying charges.

warded
LOST—A

Bancroft.

31-1

BOARD.
Gentlemen Boarders
at 709 CONGRESS ST.
feb4-l

WANTED.-One

sized,

furnished or unfurnished, bedroom for married couple, with
board; state lowest terms and accomodations. W.
27-1
N., Press Office.

WANTED—Good

BUSINESS CHANCE*.
*AJLE.—Just look at it and investigate
thoroughly and you will purchase for $1800,
one of the best Manufacturing businesses in the city
of Boston, established years, will pay from $25 to
$50 per week profit, employs from 10 to 20 hands,
orders ahead, fin© class of patronage, best of reasons for selling, safe, sure and reliable.
W. F.
CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.
febG-l

dec29

Diphtheria
READ THE

FOR

with capital to open
wholesale and retail store for sale of goods
for which I have an established trade; location,

WANTED—Right

man

Portland; good stable; profits good;

no

competition

as a specialty and novelty; best thing out when G.
A. R. is here in June. Address O. K., BUSINESS
Press Office, Portland, Me.
4-1

Room*

TO LET.

Brief advertinemeutg are inserted under
this head one week for 25 cents, paid in
advance
LET.-Three offices in Cahoon

Block,
TO
let, rent $4.00 and $4.50 per month. Apply
WM, H. JKRRIS.20-3

to be

to

mo LET-A largo square chamber suitable for
A one or two gentlemen. For particulars address (with real name) A. B., Press Office.
31-1

Also GOLDEN

M. W.

^OIL

BATCHELDER,

AND

S3

LET.-A first-class lower tenement of six

sebago, on SpriugSt., also
Inquire at 79 Franklin

two

rooms with gas and
rooms on Franklin St.

St.,

left

Forest

Bells; FERNALD
prepared to ohar-

are

rooms,
LET-Upper
derson street, including Sebago water and othTO
rent
modern
also

No. 62 An-

$10 per month;
conveniences;
one rent on Hanover street.
Inquire of ELIAS
2-1
THOMAS & CO., No. 114 Commercial St.

LIME.^

C.

To Let.
No, 126 Free St., formerly occupied by
Dr. Weeks.
F. N. DOW,
uov4dtf
No. 12 Market Square.

HOUSE

To Let,
the
No. 237 Commercial street,
STORE
of Union street,
occupied by A. E. Stevens
&
Dec.
on

Co., after

Importers

’Arrangement

m.

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Hpping at 7.3© a. m, and 13.33 p. iu.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, a
For

For

Rochester, Mpringvale, Alfred, Wat
crboro and Macs River, 7.3© a. n».,
Re13.35 p. m. and (mixed) at tt.3© p. m.
turning leave Rochester at (mixed) 3.46 a. m..
11.10 a. m. and 3.36 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 0.40 a. m.# 1.16 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
For Gorham, Maccarappn, Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford’s at
7.3© a. m., 13.35, 0.30 and (mixed) *©.30

All accounts fer
my old place of

A.

DONNELL.

We shall continue the business heretofore carried
by C. A. Donnell.
feb2dlw»
MEGQUIER & JONES.

on

p.

Stpringfleld, also with N. F. Ac N. E. R. R-,
Philadelphia,
(“Steamer Maryland Rente”) for
and

purchas ’d J. H. Hooper’s interest in
the firm of Walter Corey & Co., I shall continue the business in the same place and under the
same style as heretofore.
D. S. RICE.
Portland, Me., Eeb. 3,1885.
feb6d3t

HAVING

TO

EXCHANGE.—A

velocipede,

m.

The 13.35 p. m. from Portland connects at
Ayer Junct. with Hoo.sc Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New Fork via Norwich Line and all rail, via

NOTICE.

the South and
Baltimore, Washington,
Albany R. R. for the West.
Close connections mado at Westbrook June
tion with through train of Maine Central R. R., and
at Grand TrunkTransfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trank R. R.
Through Tifkcts to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Tioket. Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of
Rollins A Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
with Bostou A

scroll and

jig saw, will saw from y8 to 2V3 inches
thick, oost $25, for a Printing Press and outfit of
equal value, chase 4 x 0 or more. T. J. CARLE.
Hollis Centre, Me.
30-1

of Trains.

______Ou and after Monday, Dec. «,tk
Passenger Traiaa will leaye
at 7.3© a. m., and
(Egjj^^jjgPortlaud
13*35 p m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.46 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.16 p. m. and 6.40

corner

1, 1884. Also second story of
store No. 246 Middle street, comer of Cross street,
over Horatio Staples’.
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
noi2dtf
61% Exchange street.

Favorite Steamer

Elegant New Steamer
JOHN BROOKS and
TREMONT
will
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHaRF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m„ and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they
socure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and Inconvenience of arriving In Boston lato
at night. Through Tickets to Now York, via the
various Rail and
taken as usual.

Sound Lines for sale.

Freight
COYLE, Jr.,
General Agent.

J. B.

sep8dtf

CONTINENTAL STEAMER TICKETS
•

To

German, Belgian and Dutch porta. Outward
$10. Prepaid, $10. To Parle, France, $10.
—

J. I*.
jan21d2w

APPLY

TO

FARMER, Agent,
71
EXCHANUI

Winter Arrangements. 1885.

Liverpool

and

Liverpool!

|

Halifax.

Portland

ktfamb-m
STEAMER.

1
8

Sakdinuln
SARSiATiiN
Parisian

15

Glasgow
From

A:

|

Tuu
inuMwai,

Jan. 22
Feb. 6

_Jan.

29

Portland Fortnightly Service.
STEAMER.

II

yrom Portland
on or abont

IHahoveriak

i

Jan. 17
••
27

Glasgow.l

__"I
Jan.

Service.

I From Portland

-:--

Jan.

ST.

LfNE!

ALLAN
1881.
From
via.

—

IPrpsmab|

9

For passage apply to LEVE & ALDEN, General
Passenger Agents, 16 State St., Boston, and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; X. P. McGOWAN
422 Congress St., or for
passage or freight to H. a
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
nov20

dt

What is Catarrh?
disease of the
It is
-mFTLY'Srm
tWTDn
al VA^Bmurus membrane, gena

er

rilO LET.-Two sunny convenient rents in a
X new house, eaoh rent $17.00 per mouth and
have eight rooms, bath room, gas and sebago.
In21-4
quire at 40 Oxford St., M, Y. KNIGHT.

sale nt

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

NOTICE.

business.

FARE $1.00
The

Portland and Worcester Lino. CataprH

sold out my stock and business to Messrs.
I HAVE
Megquier * Jones, who will continue the busiand

Steamers.

16.1804._

FROM U AKRIMOiV, MAINE.

formerly carried on by me.
against me will be settled at

all

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen 1. Para. A Ticket Age
Portland Oct.
jan21dtf

Spring Water,

af

via

class, for

Also, General Managers for New England,
FOR THE CELEBRATED

ness

xuiunuu

Limited Tickets, first and second
all points in the
Province* on
reduced rates.

all kinds, in ibe

Mineral

xux

landings.

NO. 410 FORE STREET,
Portland, Me,

Summit

cvcxjr xuwuiiy xTAvixiixjg

xcxxv

LIQUORS

R. STANLEY & SON,

band bell.feb4-l

City
LET-Barge
& SAWYER, Proprietors,
TO
ter for

STEAREB
CITY OF RICHJIOND
leaves Portland every THURSDAY at 11.00 p. m.
after arrival of night
train from Boston, for
Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
South West Harbor, Bar Harbor and Mt*
Desert Ferry, and leaves Mt. Desert * erry every
SATURDAY at 10.00 a. m., after arrival of trains
leaving Portland Fridays at 11.15 p. m., for Millbridge, Jonespoit, Machiasport and Eastport; or parties for these points desiring to do so
can take the steamer at Portland.
KETITKIVUVO: Leaves Eastport every Monday Morning for Mt. Desert Ferry, and loaves the

-»OR 9 ALB BT

LET.

are

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Machias Steamboat Company.

f>«I«INAE PACKAGES,

Brief advertisements are inserted under
this head one week for 2S cents, paid in
advance.

TO

N

IMPORTED

of

TO

due in Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. m.; Lew8.40
a. m.; the day trains from Bangor, and
iston,
all intermediate stations and connecting roads at
12.40 and 12.45 p. m.: the afternoon trains from
Waterville, Augusta, Bath, Rookland and Lewiston at 6.40 n. m.; the night PuLman Express
train at 1.50 a. m.

by all druggists.jan2tieod&wlm

WINES &

BOtSTOl

beyond Bangor, on Sunday Mornings.

Trains

Wilbor’s Cod Liver Oil and Lime.—The
great popularity of this safe and efficacious preparation is alone attributable to its intrinsie worth. Tn
the cure of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis,
Whooping Cough, Scrofulous Humors, and all Consumptive Symptoms, it has no superior, if equal.
Let no one neglect the early
symptoms of disease,
when an agent is at hand which will cure all complaints of the Chest, Lungs, or Threat. Manufaoturedonly by A. B. Wilbor, Chemist, Boston. Sold

ROOM*

ORES in the Thompson blook, Nos. 117. lib
121 and 128 Middle street, a few dc ors below
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail
business, with light, finished, airy basements. Rent
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164
1anl4dtf
Brackett street Portland, Me.

bottle at once.

PUEE GOD LIVED

TO EET-At 72 FEDERAL ST.; bath
20-4
room, hot and cold water.

TO LET.

Aroostook County, 1.25 p. in., via Lewiston, and 1.30 and $11.15 p. m., via Angiintu;
for Bangor Sc Piscataquis B. R., $11.15 p.
m
for Skowhegan, Belfast and Dexter,
l. 26,1.30, $11.15 p. m.; Waterville, 7.00 a.
m. 1.25,1.30, 5.15, $11.15 p.m.; for Augusta,
Hallowell. Gardiner nnd
Brunswick,
7.00 a. m., 1.30, 6.15, $11.15 p. m.; Bath, 7.00
a. m., 1.30, 5.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only at
11.16 p. m.; Rockland, and Knox Sc LinccIn K. R., 7.00 a. in., 1.30 p. m.; Auburn
and Lewiston at 8.15 a. in., 1.25, 5.05, p. m.:
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.00 a. in., $11.15
p. m.; Farmington, Phillips, Monmouth,
Winthrop, Oakland and North Anson,
1.25 p. m.; Farmington via Brunswick,
7.00 a. m.
$The 11.16 p. m. train is tlie night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or

SALVE for PILES.

WXLBOIl’S compouhd of

dtf

sep21

Liberty Street, New
noT26dtf

Portland as follows:
ISaagor, £1 In worth. Bar Harbor,
Vanceboro, Si. John, Halifax, and the
Province*, St. Andrew*, St. Stephen,

T. J. STEVENS, Cor. North and CongresB Sts.
H. H. HAY, Junction Free and Middle Sts.
anl
d3m

*

Wharf,

For

Turner 8t., Portland, Proprietor and Manufact’r
For Sale to Portland by

4G

For New Fork.
Steamers leave Franklin
on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 0 p. m.. Returning leave Pies 88
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Satur
J. B. COYLE, JB., Oon’l Ag’t.
days at 4pun

MONDAY, Oct. 20,
1884, Passenger Trains leave

FOLLOWING TESTIMONIAL.

a

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.

and Sore Throat

Every family should secure

Ageal,
Loag Wharf, Boston

On and after

Portland, Jan. 0,1885.
Mr. Batchelder-Dear Sir: I have used yomr
Scotch Liniment for ten years, and for sore throat
its equal cannot be found, and I firmly believe ft
has kept Diphtheria out of my family, and will cure
the worst cases if taken in season.
Mrs. John Soule, 71 Wilmot St.

one-half interest in an old
established produce and commission business,
near Quincy market;
deals in poultry and small
meats; remaining partner has been engaged in the
business at same place 8 years: one of the best openings in Boston. W. F. CARRUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row.
26-1

70

MIME CENTRAL RAILROAD

LINIMENT

Trip 918.

Bound

Meals and Boom Included.
freight or passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON,

HTP. BALDWIN,

110

York.

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

*ATiE—$800;

SALE-$1300; reduced from $2600; best
stove, tinware, kitchen furnishing and plumbing business in Boston; fine location, right in centre
of business; too much business and poor health compels owner to sacrifice; old established business,
rent low, always paid in work; fine chance for one
or two live men.
JOHN SMITH, Jr., & CO., 242
2-1
Washington street, Boston, Mass.

Gen. Eastern Past. Agt.,

WF weowl y

SCOTCH

Washington Street, Boston.

J. E. WOOTTKN, Gen. Manager.
0. G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Pace. A Tick. Agt.. Philadelphia.

I''>t "*• b-r «n
other remedies fail.
HEHB7, J0HN30H t LOSS, Prop’s, Buillagton, Vt.

FOR

FOR

ail

N

two

I One Way, 84.30.
York and Philadelphia, | Bic.rii.i, 4.00.
NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

Croup, Bronchitis, Asthma,
Pleurisy,
Whooping-Cough^
Lung Fever, and all diseases of the
Throat, Chest and Lungs, when

Seal Muff. The tinder will he reby leaving it at Eastman Bros. &

or

New

Long Wharf, Boston, 3

From Pine Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
_’sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. ,B. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

Sldtf

advance.

FOUND—Off
chain; the
H. C.

Canada,

destination.

la bay ticket* (at any railroad or (teamboat office in New England) Tin

ingerted under

arc

week fer

I’HBtflsS

RAILROAD WHARF,
foot ef State Street, every Monday and Thursday at 6 p. m.. for Eastport and St. John, with
connections for Calais, Kobbinston, St. Andrew*,

TOST AND FOUND.
Brief advertisements

WEEK.

PER

STEAMERS OF THIS
*•***■ will
leave

n—

_

Philadelphia,

and

rBBUi

and

Zealand

Steamers sail from New York tor Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly or
Japan, China, and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General East-

From
p, m.

Express Trains Double Track. Slone Ballast

w

Islands, New
Australia,

nirprt Kt*»nnisliin l.inp.

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

1PUZZLE.

|

From Portland:
TORONTO.16th Jan.
DOMINION.22nd Jan.
MONTREAL.29th Jan.
OREGON.6th Feb.
BROOKLYN.12th Feb.
CABIN—*60.00, *50.00.
IN RETURN—*90.00, *110.00.
Prepaid Steerage Tiekete issued for *15.00.
For passage or freight apply to DAVID TORRANCE, General Agents, Grand Trunk R. ft.
Freight Offices, Foot of India St.
dtf
dec9

HEADING 11

eod&wly

SERVICE.

■Vim H. Mm

sor

Stations in Philadelphia
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

now

S, F. STBOUT, General Agent,
SO Exchange St., Portland, Me.
du
iaai

Depot

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, fit. Looii, Omaha, Saginaw, fit. PanljSalt Lake City,

AND FIXTURES of a good paying and
well established business; good reasons for sell-

rent of Blx

$5.00.

DIRECT

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Canada.

FORjSAEsE.

PROTECT THE HOME.
but

TICKETS SOLD

*

1886.

Liverpool and Portlandc

TIME,

——BETWEEN-

PORTLAND SAVINGS BANK,
febSdlw83 Exchange Street.

parties day arenlng; arrangements made
3-1
for suppers at Saooarappa or Ooalkiln Corner.

Memberfbip in this society costs

OF

Exchange Street, and
Foot of India Street.

74

LINE.

ARRANGEMENTS.

AT

THE

thin

WINTER

Sound Brook Route.

elegant Brick House, No. 84 Free street, recently put In thorough repair, la ott'erde for
sale at a great sacrifice; price S3,000. The moat of
the purchase money can remain on mortgage.
Inquire of

or

HON. GEO. C. WING, President.
WALLACE H. WHITE, Vice Pres.
NATHAN V. HARRIS, Treasurer.
S. A. LOWELL, Secretary.
S. OAKES, M. D., Medical Director.
M. F. KICKER, General Manager, Auburn, Me,
Directors: Tbe above and S. C. Stront, Portland.

DOMINION

LAND

TICKET OPPICES

uqrrooi: mif,

8ALE.-A safe, a desk and two show
cases.
Apply to TENNEY & DUNHAM, 12
24-4
Exchange St.

FOB

RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, SCIATICA,
DIPHTHERIA, LUNG AND CIIEST
DISEASE, LITER AND KIDNEY COMPLAINT, WEAKNESS OF TIIE

most

harmless in dll cases.
tirIt cleanses the Blood and Strengthens and
gives New Ufe to all the important organs of
the body. The natural action of the Kidneys is
restored. The Liver is cleansed of all disease,
and the Bowels move freely and healthfully.
In this way the worst diseases are eradicated
from the system.
a
raicE, *1.00
sold by druggists.
Dry cam be sent by mail.
WELLS, lUCHABPBOTt A CO. Burlington Vt.

SATE—If yon want to come to Boston to
keep a boarding or lodging house, store, bakery, dimng saloon, Hotel, or any Dimness, write to
us and we will give you any information you desire
JOHN W. S. RAYi n our line, by return mail.
MOND, 277 Washington St., Real Estate and AucJos
MasB,jan24-4
tioneers,
ton,

37, Kilby :street,[Boston.

from Continental ports, $17 to $26. Scandinavian
and Sterling sight obecks at lowest rates. Apply to
J. L. FARMER. 22 Exchange street.
Jeludtf

TBAINS LEAVE BOSTON;FOR PORT-

treal.

successful

remedy
-*-• Dr. P. C. Ballou, Monkton, Vt.
“Kidney-Wort is always reliable.”.
Dr. B. N. Clark, So. Hero, Vt.
“Kidney-Wort has cured my wife after two years
suffering,” Dr. C. M. Summerlin, Sun win, Ga.
IN THOUSANDS OF CASES
it has cured where all else had foiled. It is mild,
but efficient, CERTAIN IN. ITS ACTION, but

__27-2

feb2

BY

Express for BosStations, arriving in

Sleeping Cars on night train am
Parlor Oars cn day train between Portland and Mon-

I ever used.**

131 Devonshire Street, Room 5,
BOSTON, MASS.

SOLE PROPRIETORS.

POSITIVE

“Kidney-Wort is the

reason

or

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
the largest, fastest and beet passenger and
maU steamers between America and Europe.
Ratee: First cabin $80 to $100; second cabin $40
to $80; intermediate $36 to 40; steerage ontward
and prepaid, to and from British ports, $16, ronnd
trip $30; steerage, ontward and prepaid, to and

m.

and principal Way
Boston at 5.30 p. m.
ton

12.35 p.m.
Pnllman Palaoe

[PHYSICIANS ENDORSE IT HEARTILY. |

will

SATE—A first class fish market; good
Address FISH MARKET

FOROffice. for selling.

iFORSjP*.

AND BLOOD DISEASES.

on
paying well;
St., Boston;
account of sickness. Call or write for particulars to
JOHN W. S. RAYMOND,'277 Washington St.,
Boston, Mass.
_19-4

Press

CURE

CONSTIPATION^PILESi

on

JAMES F.

STEAMERS.

SUNDAYS AT 2.00 P. M.i

On and after MONDAY, Sept. 8th, 1884,
Trains will ran as follows
DEPARTURES:
POT Anbnrn and Lewiston, 7.15 a. m., 1.15
and 5.20 p. m.
Por Gorham, 7.35 a. m. and 4.00 p. m. mixed.
Por Gorham, Montreal, Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. in.
ARRIVALS:
Prom Lewiston and Anbnrn, 8.35 a. m.,
3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
Prom Gorham, 9.45 a. m. and 8.30 p.m. mixed.
Prom Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,

KIDNEY^DISEASES,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,

single sleighs, trimmed

new

in green cloth and finely finished; 3 second
hand single Sleighs, trimmed plush; 1 light sleigh,
At stahack ana several second-hand harnesses.
bles of FERNALD Sc SAWYER, 697 Congress St.
3-1

no

SURE

•*»»...«-*v

SATE—Jersey
Jersey
6 years old. and calf for sale.
FOR
Inquire of
FLETCHER Sc 00.5-1

money, until satisfied by their own personal
experience by giving THE OXFORD one trial,
to prove whac we say is absolutely true in every
particular. Prof. Jas. F. Babcock, onr State As-

es or
more

THE

advance.

Ulliv

d«o!9__dtf
Grand Trank ilailway of Canada.

NEW YORK.

Rrief advertisements are inserted under
this head nne week for 25 cents, paid in

UUNIVU,

ing at 1.15 p. m.
AT 1.00 P. M.i For Saco, Biddeford. Henuebuuk, Conway Jnuctiou, Kittery,
Portsmouth,
Newbnryporr,
Salem,
Lynn and Boston, arriving at 6.00 p. m.
AT 0.00 P. M.i (Express) for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at

CHANGE

OXFORD
RYE

Oct. 11,1884.oolStf

1884.

Wells,

or

your own homes; you can make 82 to $6 a day; no
canvassing, no misrepresentation; we have a good
demand for our work, and furnish steady employment. Address, with stamp, J, FOWLER Sc CO.
Boston, Mass., Box 6117.
8-6

book

BEARING THI8 MARK
ARE

men

Lawrence,

boro.

21-4

we

Kxeter,

PORTLAND.

ARRIVALS IN

Lowell and Boston, arriving at Boston,
8 p.
AT 5.SO P- HI—Way Train for Kennebunk,
Kennebunkport, and all intermediate stations.
TRAINS LEAVE BOSTON FOR PORTE
LAND
0.00 a. m., 111.30 and 3.30 p. m.
Morning
trains leave Kennebank for Portland
7.05 a. m. and Dorer for Portland 8.00

sickness, accident
ASSOCIATION of
P. O. Box

Congress St., Portland,

in city
young
WANTED—Ladies
conntry;
furnish, light, simple work

OFFICERS:

~

385

Junction.)

fcr all stations as

m.,

a. m. from Bartlett and Intermediate etaons.
6.60 p. m. from Burlington and Swansea, and
all stations on through line.
CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.

Dover, Great Falls, Rochester, Alton
Bay, .Manchester and Concord, (via. New

Market

n.

10.60

deford, Kennebunk, Kennebunkport,

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
AT 17.00 A. HI.i Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Saco, Biddeford, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, l.ynn and Boston, aviving at 6.30 a. m.
AT 8.45 A. HI.: For Cape Elizabeth, Scar-

nouse
at

1573._

Thest-

sett. Baltimore.

for

PEOPLE’S BENEFIT

Leases Portland 3.00
far as Bartlett.

Bay, Kxetvr, Lawrence, Lowell nud
Boston, arrivingat Boston 5.00 p. in.
AT .'1.30 P. HI.—Way Train for Naco, Bid-

an

paying weekly

Leases Portland 8.95 a. m., for all stations on
through Una as far as Burlington and Swanton,
connecting at Wing Road for Littleton,Wella Riser, Plymouth, MontpeUer, and at St. Johnabury
for all points on Passumpaic R. R.

Eastern Division.

men

MAINE,

Commencing Monday, Oct. 13, 1884.

Saco, Bid-

SUNDAY TRAINS

a

CONGRESS ST.31-1

&c.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

m.

AT 8.45 A. HI.—Way Trains for Old Orchard.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebank, Keane,
buukport, Dover, Brent Falls, Rochester, Altou Buy, Exeter, Lawrence,
.Manchester and Concord, (via. Lawrence,)
Lowell and Bsston, arriving at Boston,

Leave Portland for Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 n. in. Leave Boston for
Portland at 0.00 p. m. Leave Portland
for D •ver and Way Station* 1.00 and
3.00 p. in.

position to
write
copy where she can learn bookkeeping; pay no object. Address F. G. P., 274V4
Congress street, Portland, Me.2-1
a

throughout the
WANTED.—Reliable
associaState, to solicit membership In
tion
benetits

Storer, Wade, Mobile; Sarah
Potter. Sumner, Charleston; Wm T Donnell, Bas-

ITU1W .Jiaoo OOiU.'

40c. Coffee is steady. Nugar firm; refined closed
lirni; C.4% hoc; Extra C at 6Vs@5%c; Wldte do
at 68/s@5%cc; Yellow at 4%@4%c; off A 6%c;
i21|Lard—
Turkeys
Mould A 6%o; standard A 6%c; Conlectioners A
Geese,
6 16-16@6c; powdered 6%c;granulated at 6 3-16c;
Tub, p lb.. 77/«
Tleroes..
Chickens,
77/s
Cubes at 6s/sc; cut loaf and crushed 6%c. PetroFowl.140160 Pall.
8%09
leum-united at 69ysc. Tnllow firm. Pork is
Matter.
Need*.
stronger;me8s spot at 13 37%@13 60. Beef steady.
Creamery.28030 Bed Top.2 00®2 25
I.ortl opened 2@4 points higher, closing weak with
GUt EdgoIYer....260280 Timothy. 1 0601 76
advance lost and less doing; Western steam spot at
Choice.20022c Clover.
9% @10%
7 27%; refined at 7 60 for continent; S. A. at 7 7b.
Kaisau*.
Good.16016c
Butter is firm; Western at 10@36c. Cheese weak;
Store.10012c Muscatel.2 75 3 26 Eastern 9@12%c, Western flat at8@ll%.
Cheese.
London Lay’r.2 76@716
steam 4d.
Freights to Liverpool weak;Wheat
Vermont.... 10%@14
Ondura. 10012%.
Chicago, Feb. 6.—'The market for Flour is quiet;
N Y Faot’y. .10%@14
Valencia.6%®10
choice to fancy White Winter Wheat at 4 25@4 76;
Nugar.
Orange*.
Michigan Winter Wheat at 3 60@4 26; low Igrades
Granulated p lb ....6% Valenoia
6 0005 60
Winter at 2 26@3 00; fancy Western Spring extra
Extra 0.6%> « Ex large es6 0007 00
at 3 25@3 76; good to ehoioe Spring extras at 3 00
Fish.
i Florida..3 60®,4 00
60; Minn, bakers 3 25g3 76; common to good
Cod. per qtu.
j Messina.2 5003 00 @3
Minn. 3 00@3 40; low to choice Spring Superfine at
L’ge Shore.. .3 2603 60 Palermo.2 6003 00
2 00@2 76; good to fancy Minn, patent at 4 60g
Leasoi.
L’geBanknew2 6003 00
6 26. Rye flour at 3 00a3 25. Wheat lower; Febsmall.2 2002 76 1
na.3 6004 00
ruary at 77%@78%c; No 2 Spring 77%@78yac;
English Cod, 4 6006 001 Palermo.3 0003 60 No
Sat 67@68%o; No 2 Eed at SUgblc; No 3 at
PoUook.1 7603 OOl
Apples
69@70c. Corn is steady at 36%@37c. Oats weak,
I 75022 6|Gre«n, pbbl 1 7602 00
Haddock...
No 2 White 30%@30yac; No 2 at 29@29yae.
ero;
Hase...
1 7602 25] Evaporated p tb
8@11
Eye easier; No 2 at 01 % g63c. Barley is nominal;
Herring,
@6
I Dried Apples.... 4
No 2 at 64®65c. Pork higher 12 45@12 60. Lard
"
Soal pbox
glioed
4%@6
Arm at 6 96. Boxed Meats are steady; shoulders at
No. 1.
Oil.
4 70@4 80; short rib at 0 30@« 36; short dear at
Maokerel, pbbi.
Kerosene.....
0
6 70@0 76.
Port. Kef.P’tr
Bay No. 1.18 OC
06%
Receipts—Flonr 22,000 bbls. wheat 73,000 bu,
2.10
0(
Water White
Bay ''o.
8%
com 274,000 bush, oategl37,000 bush, rye 8,000
DeyoeBrill’t.
Shore N 1.18 O"
@12%
bu,
barley 32,000 bush.
Pratt’Astral.
No. S.... lOOi
@13
Shipments—Flour 26.000 bble, wheat 30,000 bu,
Large 3.... 8
9%
Llgonia.
corn
206,000 biisb, oats 92,000 bush,rye 4,000 bu,
3 00,
Silver White 011
Medium
8%
barley 14,000 bush.
Centenial.
9%
Small. 2 60:
ST. Lons, Feb. 6.—Flour unchanged. Wheat lower:INo 2 Eed at 80%@86%c. Corn lower at 38®
Stock market.
36yac. Oats lower at 29$fe@30e.
The following quotations of stocks are received
Beoeipte—Flour 3,000 bbls, whea. 03,000 busb,
corn 14b,000 bush,oats 16,000 bush, barley
dally bv telegraph:
8,000,
bush, rye 1,000 bush.
BOSTON STOCKS.
(Shipments—Flour 9,000 bbls, wheat 4,000 bush,
A. T.» S.rt. 74%
corn 105,000
bush,oats 6000 bush, rye 4000 bush,
Boston A Maine.168
barley 1,000.
Flint A Pere Marquette preferred.84
15
P^Eorr, Feb. 5.—Wheat is firm, No l Wldte at
do common
88c;No2Red87c.
New York A New Eng. 16%
Whjat—Receipts 7,000 bu; shipments 00000 bu.
Mexioan Central 7s. 41%
Nkw Oe leaks, Feb, 6.—Cotton steady; Middling
NEW VOKK STOCKS.
uplands 10 9-160,
96
Missouri Pet.
Feb. 6.—Cotton Is steady; Middling upNorthern Pacdo profaned... 38
Omaha common.... 26%

DRUG CLERK-In a firstclass retail store, to learn the business.
BChool
boy preferred. Reference required. P.
High
Q. Box 1176.3-1

tor

NEW HAVEN—Sid 3d, soh Nathan Esterbrook,
Jr, South Amboy, to load for Havana.
NEW BEDFORD— Sid 3d, sch M A Wiley, Wiley,
for Savannah.
WOOD’S HOLL-Sid 4th, sch Joshua Baker, Kelley, Portsmouth, Va.
VINEVARD-HAVEN-Ar 2d, schs Helen, Bryant,
Minatitlan for Boston; Etta E Stimpeon, Bunker,
Port Royal, SC, for Boston; Red Jacket, Shute,
New York for Boothbay.
Ar 3d, schs Helon Montague, from Perth Amboy
for Portland; Cumberland, Webber, fm Mobile for

Potatoes—Northern Rose at E5e; Eastern do 68c;
bush at the roads; Northern proHoulton at «0o
lifles 55c; Eastern ao 65@58c.

ouw-coc,

Perry’s Shoe Store,
St., and have them
neatly and promptly attended to; good stock, good
work, and low prices.3-1

capaDie girt
general
Wanted—A
work in very small family.
Enquire

zas.

12c.

O.L

Bucks ville.

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 3d, sch B F Farnham,
Conklin, New York; E H Cornell, Crocker, New
Haven; Ringdove, Haskell, New York.
FERN ANDINA—Ar 4th, sell Nellie F Sawyer,
Arey, Guadeloupe.
BRUNS WICK—Cld 3d, sch Jas R Talbot. Crocker

tern fresh-made creamery at 32@34c: June creameries at 24@25c; Western dairy at 17®18c; ladle
packed at 18@20c; do fair to’good 12816c; Imitation creamery, choice, at 22@24c.
Jobbing prices
range higher than these quotations.
Cheese—Choice Northern at 12V4@12V4c, fancy
18c; lower grades according to quality;West 11%@
at

purity

of

A:- marvel

varies.

irum waives butt.

9Ya@10%c; good heavy fores 6Vi@6yac; seo quality 6@Gc; rattles at 4 Mi 5)514c; ribs at 6(5)8c:rumps
12%@16c; rounds 7%@9o; rump loiua 32@16y2e;
loins at 15813c; light 12815c.
oeans—choice large hand picked pea at 1 60@
1 05 (1 bush; choice New York small hand-picked
do atl 05:41 70; small hand-picked pea. Vermont,
at 1 75@1 SO; common to good at $1 40@1 60;
choice screoned [do
@1 40; hand-picked met!
1 £081 66, and oholcescreened do 1 35:5)1 40;common no 1 25@1 30; choiae improved yeiiow-ey6s at
2 20@2 26; old-faBhioned yellow-eyes
82 16;
red kidneys 2 30@2 40.
Apples—We quote good Greenings 1 75(5)
;Pippins and Sweet Apples at 1 60(5)2 00; (common (do
£1(25; Baldwins 2 00@2 26 ^? Sbl. Evaporated Apples at 6@8e i>' B).
Hay—Choioe prime hay quoted 18@$18 601? ton;
fancy $19; medium to good hay $16 00@$17 00;
choioe Eastern fine $16 00@$17 00; poor at $13
@$15; Eastern swale 10@$11. Eye straw, choice,
$18@$19; oat straw $9@$il [? ton.
nutter—We quote Northern creamery at 28829c;
New York and Vermont dairy
at 24@26o;
Franklin County at—@26o; fair togood 22@24c;
long dairies at 15@20c, fancy higher; extra Wes-

Eggs—All strictly fresh stock
15@20c;limed 16%@17Ya.

never

arrived at

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar Jan 24th, ships Sterling.
Goodwin, New York, 162 days; Robert L Belknap,
Staples, do 142 days; E M Sawyer, Dinsmore, Car-

Boston, Feb. 6,—The following wore to-day's
quotations
Butter, Cheese, Eggs, &c;
Fork—Long cuts, 15 00@16 60; short cuts 15 60
@16 00; backs $16 00@16 GO; light backs 16 60@
$16 00; lean ends 15 00@$16 60; prime mess 14 60
@$16 60; extra prime 12 60ffl$13; mess, 13 60®
14 00; pork tongues $16 00@16 60.
Lard at 7%@8c (> lb for tierces; 8%@8%c for
10-lb Spalls; 8%@8%o for 6-lb palls; 8%@9o
for 3-lb pails.
Fresh Beef—Fair steers at 8@8%c jp* lb; light
steers 7%@8c; choloe 9@9%c; ehoiee heavy hinds
sivknr onrtrt fin

This Powder

rength and wholesome ness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weigh alum or phosphate
8old only in cans.
powders.
Royal Baking Powdeb Co.. 100 Wall St., N. Y.
mar7
dlyr

Brooklyn,

14 days from Liverpool for
Halifax 4th inst badly iced up.
She has experienced terrible weather, and during
three consecutive days only made 100 miles. She
lost one boat, stove another, and a man frozen.
Brig Fannie B Tucker, Sylvester, from Port de
Paix Jan 18 for Boston, put into Vineyard-Haven
3d inst and reports rough weather on the passage
and was seven days North of Hatteras with heavy
NW gales. Lost one anchor.
Sch Abby Weld, Gardner, from Eastport for Portland, anchored off Eastern river Jan 28 and had
to slip her anchors next day on account of a heavy
sea.
She put back to Jonesport for safety.
Sch J Nickerson, Farr, at New York from Maceio
reports strong NW gales after passing Hatteras and
split sails.
Sch Anna Frye, Healy, recently ashore at St
John, NB, has been surveyed and ordered to discharge for examination.
Daring the NW gale Jan 22, schr Grace E Stevons. of Uouldsboro, was driven ashore at Bliss Harbor and enme oft' next day with loss of part of keel
and planking chafed. Temporary repairs were made
and she cleared for Boston 25th.
Sch Grace Webster, (of Portland) Young, from
Port de Paix for Boston, which put into VineyardHaven 2d, reporte heavy weather the entire passage
and was nine days North of Hatteras.
Jan 26, lat
29 15, Ion 72, in a heavy NW gale, carried away
jibboom, both headstays, and split sails.
Sch Gertie E Foster, Davis, from Bank Qaero with
halibut, put into Halifax 2d inst, with loss of foreboom, dories, and rail smashed.
Steamer

Portland,

Pittsburg..
Paoiflo Mail. 547/8
Pullman Car.110%
Richmond* Danville. 47%
Beading
16%

n

dec23d6w

persons having boots, shoes
rubbers that need repairing, to bring them to
WANTED—All
233 York

818

Friendship.
Sid 30th, barque J B Babel, for North of Hatteras; brig Mary C Marriner, do.
Ar at Cape Town, CGH, Jan 10, brig M E Leighton. Leighton, New York.
Sid fm Lisbon Jan 30, barque Rebecca J Moulton
Atwood, Pensacola,
Ar at Pernambuco prev to 4th inst, sch Harold B
Cousens, Davis, Baltimore.
Ar at Rio Grande do Sul Jan 30, ech Victor, Peters, Rio Janeiro.

New York Elevatod .120
Northern Pacitio common... 16
Oregon Nav. 64%
Pittsburg &Ft Y/ayne.123

at

Proprietors of the Bay View House,
Ferry Beach, Me., have taken the
above Florida Hotel, for the season
For rates, etc., address by mail or tel-

1884-85.

of

M ANSON A SON,

S. Shipping Commissioner, Rockland,

Ar at Sagua 29th, brig Henry B Cleaves, Charlson, New York.
Ar at Sagua 4th inst, brig Onolaeka, Griggs, from
Alexandria, Ya.
Ar at Cardenas 30th, brig Mary T Kimball, from

Ohio.
8%
Metropolitan Elevated. 96

Yellow Jaoket.

SANFORD, FLORIDA.

egraph.

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.

deford, Kenaebuuk, Kennebunkpert,
Dover, Brent Falls, Rochester, Alton

—

jsew *orx.

..

Elevated.

Pure.

Absolutely

LEAVE PORTLAND
6.15 A. HI.-Way Trains for Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk,
Kennebunkport, Brent Falls, Dover,
Kxeter, HInnchester and Concord, (via
Nevrmarket Junction,) Lawrence, Lowell
and Boston, arrivingat Boston 10,45 a.

1.15 p. in.
AT 1.00 P. HI.—Express Train for

HOTEL,

MRS. E.

S-,

Western Division.

sailors wanted in

Lfbom merchants’ exchange.!
Ar at Baracoa 22d, ech F D Hodgkins, New York;
24th, Mary E Webber, Charleston.
Cld at Havana 31st, barque Nellie E Rumbali, for

Union Paciflo Stock.
49
Western Union Tel...,.61
Adams is*. Co.182
American Ex. Co.
90
Alton & Terre Haute. 19
do preferred. 92
Boston Air Line. 90
Bur.* Cedar Kapids...
60
Uanaaa Southern. 30
CentrabPaciflc.
28yg
Del.* Hudson Canal Co. 71
Del. & Laokawanna. 92%
Denver &R.G.
8%
E. Tenn., Vir. & Ga.
8%
E. Tenn., VA., & Ga. pref. 6%
Kansas & Texas. 16s/s
Houston & Texas. 18
Hannibal* St. Js. 38%
do preferred.
88%
Hartford * Erie 7s. 11%
Lako Erie & West. 12%
Louis * Nash....
24%
Missouri Pacific. 92%

Manhattan

ST, CLOUD

Rockland for
WANTED—60
coasting. Apply to JOHN S. RANLETT, U.
2-1
Me.

San Francisco, Jan 26—Ship J B Walker oleared
for Liverpool 24th with 71,102 ctls wheat valued at
$96,988. Ship Carondelet also oleared for Liverpool with 43,910 ctls wheat valued at $57,080.
Ship Clara was towed np to Port Costa 24th to load
wheat and tbe ship John Ressntteld will be towed
up 26tb.

Chicago Live Slack market.

If yon have a Sore throat, a Cough or a
Cold, try B. H. Douglass & Sons’ CapBicum

perfectly

clerk or salesman in
WANTED—Situation
YY
or out of a store; best of references given.
Address A. U., 602 Congress St.
3-1

PORT CLYDE, Feb 4—In port, brig S N Collamore, Davis, from Yarmouth, NS, for Portland;
seh Mary Doane, from Grand Mauan for BoBton,
with herring; part of erew frostbitten. Both vessels in the ice, frozen in.

prof..'..... 106

Morns *
Mobile &

Accommodations for twe
Bay.
hundred. Passengers by notifying
___Jthe oondnetor will be lauded at the
door of the house.
G. T. B A coif .Cashier.
dec23d3m
II. E. Scranton, Prcp’r.

ex-

as

a

Michigan Central.. 55%
New; Jersey.Central.
34%
Northwestern.... 91%

oiuiaui..

Entirely new. Handsomely fitted
Oreriooking the great Tampa

call and see where
can
and easy working
Bells hung at the lowest price. Old Bells repaired
and put in good running order at short notice.
JOHN F. SUTHKRBURG, No. 17 Plum St.
3-1

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

21
...124

...

with

&JAINE

Summer Arrangement in Effect Sent. Vlh,
1884.
Commotions via Grand Trunk Rail.
!?£?j?!?lflway leaye Portland for Bnckfleld and
'wu-^Canton at 7.36 a. m„ 1.30 d. m.
Leaye Canton for Portland 4.16 a m.
and 9.46 a. m. Stage connections with p. m. train
for Tnmer. Chase Mills, We»t Sumner, Britton’s
Mills, Pern, Dlxfield, Mexico and Kuruford Falls.
L. L. LINCOLN. Snpt.
janZldtf

AT

up.

public to
WANTED—The
you
get nice fitting

H & A Allan.

Ohoago AlAlKnw....131%
Chicago & Alton pref.150
Chicago, Burr & Quincy.119%
Eriepref..,....

learn the

one

Rumford Falls and Bnckfleld Railroad.

R. R.

TRAINS

TAMPA, FLORIDA,

perience preferred.
Inquire of ALGERNON
STUBBS.4-1

Cleared.

4s, reg.122
do
do
do
4s, coup,,.,.,. .122
Paoifloes. ’96...126
The following are the closing quotations stocks:

Illinois Central...

NEWS.

Steamship Sarmatian, (Br) Ambury. Liverpool

4%s,coop.112%

•Erie.

to

man

none

THURSDAY, Feb. 6.

Government Seourities:
United States bonds, 3s..,,102
do
do
do
4y3s, reg.111%
do

Me.
41

smart young
WANTED—A
others need apply;
trade;

OF PORTLAND.

PORT

active and lower.
The transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggregated 262.444 shares.
Abe following are to-day’s closing quotations of

do

Amerloan

M.,

6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
10
11
11
11
12
12
12
14
14

MINIATURE ALMANAC.FEBRUARY 6.
8un rises....6.63 I
4,20 AM
water
Sunsets..
4.68 I
| 4 60 pM
Lengthof days....10.06 I
Oft2in
Moon rises.li-64 | night tide, }
sttein

New Fork Slock and money market.
(By Telegraph.)
New Yobs, Feb. 4.—Money easy at %@1% per
cent; prime mercantile paper at 4@6. Foreign Ex
change quiet at 4 83% for long and 4 86% for
short. Governments active and strong. State bonds
quiet. Railroad bonds generally lower. Stocks less

ashamed to converse in it.”

-jough Drops; they

an

RAILROADS.

FASSIGNGER SERVICE
In Effect Monday, December 15, 1884.

T. ANDERSON, Prop’r.

PALMETTO HOTEL,

4 rooms for light housekeeping; (above Market Square.) Address with
4-1
and
locality, BOX 1802, City.
description
woman
by
WANTED—Situation
housekeeper; reference given if
desired. Address L. A.
Cumberland Mills.

J.

or

_

Chobtuat Street,

.Glasgow.Feb

..

Northwestern pref.126%
York Central. 87%
Rock Island...109

Regulars!
One of the strongest proofs of the valno of
Kidney-Wort as a remtdy for all diseases of
the Kidneys, Liver and Bowels, is the fact
that it is used and prescribed by "regular”
physicians. Philip C. Ballou, M. D., of Monkton, Vt., says: “Take it all in all, it is the
most successful remedy I have ever used.”

Qnong

York.. Liverpool.... Feb

York.

..

Now

“So Jones had no physician?” “No. He
was his own doctor.
Committed suicide, as it
were.”

Wells, Bichardson & Co.,

ew

Georgia. ..New

State of

dec23d3m

or

as nurse or

.Feb
Rugia.New York..Hamburg
Helvetia.New York. Liverpool.... Feb
Circassia.New York..Glasgow.Feb
Rhein...New York. .Bremen.Feb
Alaska.New York.. Liverpool.... Feb
Servia.New York..Liverpool
.Feb
Fulda...New York.. Bremen.Feb
Labrador.New York..Havre.Feb
Brooklyn.Portland... Liverpool... .Feb
City of Chester.... New York..Liverpool... .Feb
Gellert.New York..Hamburg.. ..Feb

Jnst completed.
First-class In
every appointment.
Baggage and
carriage free. Location unecfualed. Rates $4.00 per day.

HOUSE

WANTED—3

BOSTON

TAMPA, FLORIDA.

a

WANTED—A small house with
stable connected, not over two miles from
city; price not to exceed twelve hundred dollars.
Address stating location, S. H. R., Press Offiee. 6-1

_

•

“What did he die oi?
fits!!’

City of Richmond..

n

wants

Hallelujah
St.,
shaves for $1.00; this shop strictly closed on Sunday. HAPPY JAS.H. MORRIS, The Saved BarC-l
ber.

FOR

Sarmatian.Portland...Liverpool....Feb
Oregon.Portland... Liverpool.... Feb

Denims,best.l3%@15% Silesias.10%@18
Ducks. 9 @13% Cotton Flam cls.Brown
7@14%
Fancy 11%@14
Bloachad, 8@16%
Batting.8@9glOgiO%@li%@12y2
Warps.17@25

Springvale,

At the concert: Miss

FROM

Beet 4-4.... 10%@12
Med.4-4.... 7%@10
Light 4-4. 6 @ 7

Tickings,

who

HOTEL,

H. B. PLANT

Everybody
good
WANTED
shave, hair-cut, and shampoo, to call at the
Barber Shop, No. B Chestnut
13

SAILING Da¥8 OP STEAMSHIPS.

COTTONS.

bleached cottons.

..

Brief advertisement* are inserted under
this head ene week far 25 cents, paid in
advance.

Eoropean Market*.
(By Telegraph.)
Liverpool, Feb. 6—12.30 P M.—Cotton market
steady; uplands at 6 16-16d; Orleans 6 l-16d; sales
10,000 bales; speeulation and export 1000 bales.
Liverpool, Feb. 6—Winter wheat at 7s@7s 6d;
spring wheat at 7s@7e 3d; California average at 6s
7d@6s lid; club at 7s@7s 4d; Corn at 4s lOd; peas
68 Id. Provisions, etc.,—Pork 63s; bacon 32s 9d
for short clear and 31s 9d for long clear;lard, prime
western 36s 3d ; cheese at 62s; tallow 33s.

BAIL ROADS.

WINTER RESORTS.

WANT*.

nncEixiKEOiii.

—

Fine 7-4.... 13%®18
Heavy 36 In. 7i @ 8
Med. SO in. 6%@ 7% Fine 8-4.18®21
Fine 9-4.22i
Light 36 in. 6%@ 6
Fine 40 In. 7 @ 8% Fine 10-4....25

Andrew*,

O. S.

Sahattus, E. H. Johnson.
Baccarappa, A. H. Adams.
Saeo, II. B. Kendrick & Co.,

Li

Hides and Tallow.
The following are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hides 90 ibs weight and over7 cpib
Ox and Steer Hides under 90 ibs.6
c £> lb
6
Cow Hides, all weights.
cp lb
Ball and Stag Hides, all weights. 4 ci> ib
Calfskins. 10 ol? ib
Sheep Skins. 76o@ each
Lamb Skins.
50c each
Light and Deacon Skins.26 to 36c each
Rendered Tallow.
tiop It
Dry Hoods Wholesale market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices of
Woolens and Faney Goods, corrected daily by Deering, MlUiken & Co., 158 Middle street:

Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verrifi,
Damartiscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowltos.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co,
Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chamber & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughe*.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas,
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellison.
Richmond,G.A. Beale.
Rockland,

Savannah, Feb. 6.—Cotton is firm; Middling up.
lands 10 9-16c.
Charleston, Feb. 6.—Cotton is firm; Middling
uplands 10%©.
Memphis, Feb. 6.—Cotton steady; Middling up’
lands 10 7-16o.

Mo. K. & Texas... 16%
Omaha preferred..
87%

(

yaetf

J.W. peters.

»I r>

■ri'nc AM

fifty*!:ri|erallv originating in the

£l^^ESS?|mMnViU?setro^

■
In the head. From
mW&'CrFH HFanf holdpoint
it sends forth
t^TSthis
VHAY FEVER
poisonous vlras along
membranous linings
r^Jr*
&S
gJM and through the diges/ 't£,§^Rtive organs, corrupting
^F
troublesome1 anS
WLmtCy//H0*her
dangerous symptoms.
Cream balm is
fflPKW
remedy based
rr

*

a

upon a
dia#no§igofthia
an Jean be deU AYaPEVP o
I MIURiiu * ■a..w.OM a a pended upon.
Clire is a trial.
V^_

correct
disease

__

Ely’s (’ream Balm Causes
Belief at once.

no

pain. Gives

A Thorough Treatment

will Cure. Not A Liquid.

Not

a

Snuff.

Apply into nostrils.

Price 60cts.at druggi*U;60
cm. by mail, registered. Sample bottle by mall 10c.
ELY BROTHERS, Druggists, Owego, N. Y.
1» “26
WFM&w

DIRIGO MINERAL WATER.
Ioed water mins digestion; Dlrigo Water Improve*
It; is always palatable, refreshing and healthful.
Delivered dally, cool and refreshing from the spring.
Our Improved cans will keep the water cool frera
36 to 48 hours; use of cans tree; water per gallon
10 cents,

RUNDEETT BROS.,

roprieters.
teas

413 Fare Street,
dtf

1"
BOARD OF TRADE.

PBESkS^

THE

The meeting of the Managers of the Board
of Trade was called to order yesterday morn*

CITY AND VICINITY.

i ig by President Joseph E. Blabon, and the
C rg »nization of the new board completed by
’ be .appointment of the following committees:

■

NEW ADTEKTINE.1IENTM TODAY.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Pine Tree Lodge No. 11, K of P.
Silk Sale-Hines brothers.

Arbitration—Francis

]
1

porationa, the

AUCTION SALES.

United States District Court.
JUDGE WEBB.
vs.

Soren

Borg.

This was an indictment for combicinz with
John McCormick to lefuse to do cuty on the
Rocky Glen. Verdict not guilty.
Woodman and Thompson for deft.

one

brig

The United States by ind. vs. John Harvor, one of
Indictment for recrew of barque Florence.
Verdict not
fusing to go to sea in the barque.

the

guilty*
George H TownBhend

for deft.

United States by ind. vs. Winthrop M. Swift.
Swift was a mail carrier at Waterville. Indictment
for deserting his mail.
Upon arraignment pleads
Recognized for his appearance at Jane
guilty.
The

term at

Bangor.

llrief

Jottings,
The thermometer registered 42° below zero
at Yarmouth Junction last Tuesday at 7 o'clock
the coldest it has been for 25 years.
Mr. M. 8. Gibson of the Preble Honse, has
sold his splendid dolt Lightfoot to western parties. Tho price paid was §1000.
Quite a crowd gathered at the Grand Trunk
wharves yesterday to witness the sailing of the

Sanitation.
The electric lights in the railroad yards shining through the smoke aDd mist yesterday gave
the appearance of a beautiful sunset.
At a special meeting of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen, held yesterday morning, an
Insane person was sent to the asylum.
It is reported that the snm of $26,000 has
been offered for the Loagfellow place, next to

the Preble House on Congress street.
The Vincent Chautauqua Circle will meet at
*1

__:

HUU
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Bar Mills.
tion
An enjoyable and well attended entertainment was given at the ve6try of the Willistou
at

church last evening.
The Bible Class of the Y. M. C. A. will be
held this afternoon, Rev. F. T. Bayley conducting the services.
The attention of members of Pine Tree
to a notice printed
in another column.
It is probable that H. M. Da fur, the wrestler
will referee the match between George Emery
of Saco, and A. Haskell of Portland, which
comes cff in this city Monday night.

Lodge, K. of F., is called

H.

Houghton

of

New

Haven,

Conn., will preach at the Deering Universalist church next Sunday morning at 11 o’clock.
The public are cordially invited.
The water company is shntting off all places
where the water is found running to watte.
They are forced to do this to supply takers on
the higher levels who are without water on account of unreasonable waste.
The city committee of the People’s Party
held a meeting last evening and discussed the
action of the party in tne coming mnnicipal
election. No decision was rtached in the matter.
The ladies of the Woman’s Christian Temperance UnioD, have opened a coffee room on
Commercial street, between Franklin aud
India, where for a moderate price, hot coffee
and good food can be obtained at any hour of

the day

or

evening.

Messrs. Malcolm Hammond and Fred Dow
have purchased the three-story wooden building

Congress street, just

above Blake’s

bakery,
aud will improve the property by raising the
buiidiDg aud putting a story of brick under it
on

for storer.
There was a meeting of the Loyal Legion at
the Falmouth hotel Wednesday evening with

large attendance. A committee was appointed to nominate officers for the coming year.
Mr. Sidney W. Thaxter was appointed to read
a

a paper at the next meeting.
A supper was
served after the business meeting.
The Star Match Company has bought some
75,000 of pine of Benj. Brown of Raymond,
and he is cutting and hauling it. The same
company has bought a large and valuable tim-

ber lotof Randall Welch, but wiil not operate
it any this winter.
They have also bought
another lot of Wm. Shaw.
The Horse Railroad

When payment is not made
in advance regular rates will be charged. The
large circulation of tbe Pre-:b makes it tbe beBt
advance.

medium for these advertisements.
Mr. Sisk’s horse, which ran away on Wednesday afternoon had a rather remarkable
journey. Tha animal ran at fall speed through
Congress, Middle and Hancock streets to Fore

street, where he turned around,

through
the streets to Martin Fennell's carriage factory on Elm Btreet and stopped, evidently to
ran

the

broken whifilstree mended.
the streets were crowded no one

though
injured.

Alwas

TBE REFORM SCHOOL.
Viiil of the Legislative Committee Yesterday.

Yesterday the committee of the Legislature
upon the Beform School made a visit to that
The day was spent in making a
institution.
thorough examination of the different departWith one exception, evments of the school.
ery member of the committee wag present and
ail expressed themselves as being highly pleasNext Moned with the condition of affairs.
day a bearing upon the coarse to be adopted in
the future of the school will be given
by the committee at Augusta, and Mr. Albion
Little, who accompanied the committee yesterday, will appear on behalf of tbe friends of
the institution.
to

Funeral of William F. Hafford.

The funeral of William F. Safford took place
from his late residence, on Park street, yesterday afternoon. There was a large attendance
of tbe business men of the city—especially
those of the elder generation—the Mechanics
Association, His Honor Mayor King, and
several of the members of the city government.
Eev. D. Bollos of Salem, Mass., a warm friend
and the former pastor of tbe deceased, officiated, and in tender and fitting terms expressThe reed his admiration for his character.
mains were deposited in the family tomb in
Western Cemetery.
Mrs.

valuable donation of books and reports to the library of the board.
All but two of the new board reported presa

ent at the meeting.

Chapman’s

Lecture.

They Secured Their Man.
Last evening Officers Warren and Eaton at*
rested a man who is employed on steamer
Lewiston, for disturbing the meetiog at the

Salvation Army barracks. As they were
taking the fellow to the station a crowd collected and pelted them with snow and ice.
The man was locked up, however, and the
officers escaped unhurt.

hud a half.

Judge Bonney first defined the different degrees of murder and explained the rales of
evidence applicable to the case.
He then rehearsed the nndisputed fact of the tragedy.
The first duty of the jury would be to ascertain what produced her death. If they found
that Libby fired the pistol which produced
death they were then to inquire: Was he responsible for the act? and if so was he guilty
of murder in the first or seoond degree?
Any form of insanity whether it resulted
from drink or other cause, provided it existed
to a sufficient extent to make the respondent
unable to appreciate correctly the moral nature
of the particular act in question was a sufficient legal defence. Drunkenness is not reo-

ogniaed by the law as a species of insanity
though delirium tremens resulting from drunkenness is.
The presumption of the law is in
favor of sanity, so that when a respondent sets
up the plea of insanity the harden of proof ie
upon him to prove it.
ceeded ob follows:

The

Judge

then

pro-

Now, gentlemen,

I think you are in positestimony in the case bearing on the condition of Libby’s mind on the
morning of Sept. 5, at the time when the fatal
tion to consider the

shots were fired.
Did he know that the act he was doing was
a wrong act, and a criminal act, and one that
he would he liable to punishment for doing?
Was he of sound mind, in possession of his
faculties? Was he in a condition of drunkenness? or was he in a state of delirium tremens?
The replies you make to the'se questions will

also record your answer to tlie first general
question submitted to your determination,
which is—was he responsible for the act?
Testimony has been offered as to facts and
incidents in the life of the respondent which
have a bearing, as his counsel claim, on his
mental condition, and his conduct, and actions
and words for several days immediatelv preceding the killing have been related by several

witnessses.
In addition to this testimony as to distinct
acts, certain witnesses have been on the stand
who have been allowed to give their opinions
as to mental soundness on the basis of certain
cases.

qualifications as the municipal officers shall
deem best, and while under this law intelligent
men are always found to fill the panel, still

The

Cumberland Bar Association held its
annual meeting at the Preble Honse last evenThere was an attendance of twenty-five,
among whom were Judges Webb and Haskell.
Tbe dinner was Berved in the usual excellent
style of tbe Preble. The menu was very handTbe Dames of
some, and of a unique design.

ing.

the dishes

printed in gilt upon a deep
chocolate-colored ground. The cover was old
gold satin, with the name of the association
were

and houBO in chocolate.
After the dinner
there were tbe usual remarks.
The

following

is a list of the officers for tbe

ensuing year:
President—S. C. Strout.
Vice President-^Wm. I,. Putnam.
Secretary and Treasurer—Franklin Cl Payson.
General Committee—H. B.Cleaves, G. F. Holmes,
C. F. Libby, Geo. Bird.
Committee on Festivities—W. M. Bradley, H. E.
Virgin, H. St. John Smith.
at
as

Tbe Greenleaf Law Library Association met
the same time and place, and elected officers
follows:

Bradbury.
Trustees—Nathan Cleaves, Geo. F. Holmes, Henry C. Peabody.
Treasurer and Clerk—Byron D. Verrlll.
President—Bion

Personal.
Peter C. Keegau, of Madawaska, was in tbe

city yesterday.
Major General J. C. Robinson, ex-Commander-in-Cbief G. A. R., will be the guest of
Mr. D. B. Ricker on the occasion of the meeting of tbe National Encampment in this city
next June.
Mr. R. G. Lindsey, who was foreman of the
Advortiser over thirty years ago, is making a
short visit in Portland. He left the Advertiser
in 1860, and has been on the New Bedford

Mercury

ever

since.

General George L. Beal, Norway; H. P.
Frond, New York; H. J. Wood, Hartford, Ct.;
Howard Haviland, Brooklyn, N. Y.; E. A.
Cummings, Bangor; Jno. Wilson, Baltimore,
were at the Falmouth Hotel last night.
R. W. Soule, Esq., retiring steward of the
Insane Hospital at Augusta, on, entering bis
parlor Tuesday evening found a large party of
iue orncers aoa

employes

oi

me institution as-

marble French clock, valsembled,
ued at seventy-five dollars, on the centre
table. Dr. Sanborn presented the timepiece to
Mr. Soule, who was completely taken by surand

a

fine

prise.
Steamer movements.
of Richmond arrived here yesterday afternoon, having had a rough passage.
She sailed on Monday bat was obliged to pat
into Jonesport on account of the dense vapor.
The

City

and

after

starting

out

as far as
from there

bad to pnt back again.
The steamer brought
a fall cargo and a large number of passen gers.
The Sarmatian of the Allan line sailed yesterday at 4 p. m. She carried seven cabin, six
intermediate and forty-one Bteerage passengers
and two thousand tons cargo.
The Oregon of the Dominion line will sail
this evening.
Beal Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:

Savings Bank to Eliza A,
$1.
Deering—J. Saunders to E. H. Houston, land.
$67.60.
Sosrboro—J. H. Tucker to J. B. Thurston, land
and bnildings. $676.
Oasco—Trustees of Murch Burial ground to Boyal
S. Watkins, land. $6.
Cape Elizabeth—A. E. Morrow to J. F. Proctor,
land and bnildings. $800.
Sebago—F. W. Fitch to J. F. Miller, land and
buildings. $860.
Bridgton—William Miller to J. O. Miller, land.
$1000.
H. S. Barker to S. Johnson, land and buildings.
Portland—Portland

Soule, land.

$600.

Johnson to J. O. Knapp, land. $100.
Baldwin—J. O. Miller to William Miller, land.
$1000.
F. F.

_

mystic bodge, Ne. 2, I. O. G. T.
At the regular meeting of Mystic Lodge, No.
2, last evening the following officers for the

ensuing quarter

installed by the Deputy
Chief Templar J. B. Thornwere

Grand Worthy
dike:
W. C. T.—Chas. L. Connor.
P. W. C. T.- J. F. Sheldon.
W. R. H. S.—Miss Bessie T. Stevens.
W. L. H. S.-Miss Clara E. White.
W. V. T.—Mrs. H. C. Munson.
W. C.—Mrs. S. E. Frye.
W. R. S.—Chas. R. Dyer,
W. A. S.—Miss R. W. Farr.
W. F. S.-E. Hopkins.
W. T.—T. W. Burnham.
W. M.-J. B. Drysdale.
W. D. M.—Miss S. H. Nicols.
W. I. G.—Mrs. E. W. Witham.
W.A.I. G.-F. E. Rounds.
W. O. G.—Geo. L Anderson.
J. B. Thorndike, A. 8. Davis and W. H.
Pearson were chosen trustees for the comiDg
year.

The marthn Washington Entertainment,
The entertainment given by the Martha

Washington Society in Reception Hall last
night was excellent. The programme was
printed in the Press yesterday. Miss Hovey’s
reading displayed her ability as an elocntionist
and she

received with applause. The Bale
has been good but many desirable articles remain. The following will be the programme
of this evening's entertainment:
was

Twilight Bells.Amphion Quartette
Reading..Mrs. T. P. Beals
Duet.Sammy Merrill, Justle Barbour
Reading.David Monlton
Duet.The Pilot

Company was held at Madison Wednesday.
The following officers were elected:
Directors-James P. Baxter, Portland: H. J.
Libby, Portland: A. P. Benjamin, Oakland; George
H. Biyant, Oakland; W. E. Snow Skowbegau;
Katlian Wood, Madison, and B. P. J. Weston,Madi-

will be repeated to-night.

There was a large crowd present yesterday
morning in the coart-room to listen to Jadge
Bonney’s charge. Judge Bonney commenced
his charge at ten o’clock occupying an hour

Dinner and Election of Officers nt
the Preble House East Night.

Annual

characteristics and depends in part upon the
density of the muscular and nervous tissue.
After the lecture examinations were made by
the lecturer.

few volunteer subjects, who were made
to perform acts tending to show that they were
in a state of trance and much under the w illThe entertainment
power of the lecturer.

Mur-

While the law requires that jurors shall
possess good moral character and such other

Mrs. T. P. Beals
Heading.
Beware.Amphion Quartette

over a

Thomas J, JLibby Found Guilty of
der in the Second Degree.

supposed

Mrs. May Chapman delivered her lecture on
Phrenology to a large andience at Mechanics’
Hall last evening. Mrs. Chapman shewed
that phrenologists are not dependent upon the
bumps on the skull for their information.
Mental ability is in Bccord with constitutional

Professor Cadwell.
A good sized audience listened to Professor
Cadwell’a description of mesmerism in ConAt the conclusion of
gress Hall last night.
the lecture, the professor excited his influence

END.

CUH1BERLANB BAR ASSOCIATION.

Leaviog Jonesport she proceeded

Board and Boohs and Lost and Found, not
exceeding forty words, will be inserted in the
Daily Press one week, for twenty-five cents, if

regard

Hale for

Boothbay

from 13 to 11 hours per day.
Advertisements appropriately coming under
the classification heads, Wants, Help Wanted, Situations Wanted, Foe Sale, To Let,

have

committee.
j
Rich,
A vote of thanks was passed to Hon. Eugene
M. N.

Company

fall-back seats. The company has reduced the
working hoars of the conductors and drivers

paid in

portance.
At the request of the superintendent of the Mercauts* Exchange in August last, the chief signal
officer at Washington has caused to be rent to this
exchange, daily since that time special weather
bulletins giving the temperature and weather at
thirteen stations throughout the United States,
with greater promptness than hitherto received, a
special service entitled to a favorable recognition
from this board.
Differences of opinion regarding the display of
signals here have been expressed, but as no plan to
improve or change the system is offered we have no
recommendations to suggest at this time.
Respectfully submitted,
William Senter, ) Meteorological

cars

has just purfor use;on the city
lines next summer. These cars have caDacitv
for 40 passengers each, and are famished with

chased four cross-seat

wither

_

street

Rev. M.

The display of signals and the posti.13! ot
bulletins at this station have been pi (W>*1
the past year, and the instruments and .tne office in
this city have at all times presented an o. 'ruerly appearance and the general public having im ercourse
with the office courteously treated.
Early in the year, Sergeant Eichelberger, f<>r *o
long the efficient and able observer in charge of
this station, was succeeded by Sergeant Liebma^u,
an intelligent and cautious officer, who discharges
bis duties to the public with much acceptance.
The only noteworthy change in the system of
signals at this office that has come to the knowledge
of your committee, is the proposed display of a
cold wave signal to indicate a decided fall of temperature in the succeeding twenty-four hoursr
same as
is now displayed at Boston and other
stations where it is regarded as of considerable im-

*<W|

this evening.
The PorLland & Rochester railroad company
will pat a new engine into their pnmpiug sta-

bar;

last y ear-

same as

Wm. Q. Souie, Esq., was p roposed for membership. The following report was presented
ind adopted:

Furniture, &e., by Auction.

BEFORE

ttn.

E.
Board of Manuiac tures—Joseph
Blabon,
iVoodbury S. Dbm». H. J. Libby, Charles E. Jose,
Charles
S.
William W, Thomar, Jr.,
Fobes.Wm.
!t. Wood.
The annual asse^etk’onts of the board were
ixed at S3 and to the Merchant*’ Exchange
&G for individuals andfi O for firms and cor-

M. Dyer A Co.

Thursday—The United States by ind.

Lewis,

ienry it. Howes, Daniel W. True, Joseph E. Bla-

Sentcr, M. N. Rich.

Housekeeper.

Wanted—Young Man,

Swan,

Russell

Woodbury.
Meteorological Ca.mmittee—C. If. Farley, Wm.

Cashmere Hose—Owen, Moore & Co*
2600 Yards Dress Velvets—Bines Brothers.
Notioe is Hereby Given,
Boston A Portland Clothing Co.
To Let—Tenement.
For Salo-Grocerv Business.
W. F. C'arruthers.
as

K.

Railroad* aim Steamboats—S. J. Anderson, John
t. Coyle Waste a F. Milliken, Frederick Smith,
•at son Tucker.
Merchants’ E**,nange—M. N.
Rlcb, Wm. W.
rhomas, Wm. AU«i, Jr., H. F. Furbish, Theodore

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Good Templars’* Hall- Monday.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,
Eastman Bros. A Bancroft.
Annual Statement—Homo Insurance Co.

Wanted—Situation

Standing Committees—
the meteorological

Annual Report of
Committee.

FRIDAY MORNING, FEBRUABY G,

F. 0. Bailey & Co.—3.
Silk ana Velvet Sale-J.

of

Appointment

THE

Moulton
Heading.David
Memorfe’s of Galilee.Amphion Quartette
madison Woden Company*
The annual meeting of the Madison Woolen

son.

Treasurer—James B. Libby, Portland.
Secretary—A. H. Small, Oakland.
The company declared a semi-annual diviAt the meeting of the
dend of i per cent.
board of directors James P. Baxter of Portland
was

chosen

president.

mechanics' Association.
At a stated meeting of the Mechanics’ Association last evening, Mr. M. A. Blanchard
presented a sketch of the life and character of
the late J. B. Coyle, who was a past president
of the association, closing with the following
resolution:

Resolved, That we deeply sympathize in the
loss sustained by his surviving family, and that
a copy of the foregoing minute, together with
this resolution, be forwarded to them by the
secretary.
The resolution was

unanimity

adopted.

and it is for you to say -whether his mind -was
under the immediate effects of intoxicating
liquor, or whether it was in a condition capable of deliberation, and of forming a design.
If his mind was capable of deliberation and
of forming a design, and if he did deliberate
and form a design to take the life of Lydia S.
Snow either before he left his house in Scarboro or at any other time before he did take
herj life,—and that is to for you to determine
from the evidence—and did take her life in
pursuance of that deliberation and design,
even though he may have been partially under
the influence of intoxicating liquors either
either immediately partaken of or not, then he
is guilty of murder of the first degree and you
should so find without hesitation.
I have already said to you that drunkenness,
which is the mental condition of one under
the immediate effects of intoxicating liquor, is
no excuse for crime, and does not relieve a man
from •riminal responsibility.
But when the degree of a crime is made by
the statute to depend upon the state or condition of the criminal’s mind, then intoxication,
which does affect the condition and state of the
mind becomes a proper subject of
inquiry by
the jury, for the purpose of ascertaining what
that state or condition of the mind was, and
for no other purpose.
If a person wilfully and voluntarily discharges a loaded revolver at the head of
another, and thereby causes death without
lawful excuse, the law as I have said, would
imply such malice as would make that act
murder, in the absence of any evidence to the
contrary, and drunkenness would not make it

any less murder.
But the statute says that when this act is
committed with a sedate mind and a specific
intention to take life, formed with deliberation, it shall be murder of the first degree.
Hence intoxication, or any other fact which
tends to show that the accused was not in a
state of mind, capable of deliberation and reflection, is always competent evidence for the
jury, the fact of intoxication being admissible
not to excuse the crime, but for the purpose of
ascertaining what the crime is which he has

committed.

This principle has recently been stated in a
decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States in the following language:
“At. common law, indeed as a general rule,
voluntary intoxication, affords no excuse,

justification
committed

extenuation

or

of

crime

a

its influence; but when
a statute
establishing different degrees of murder requires deliberate premeditation, in order
to constitute murder in the first degree, the
question whether the accused is in such a condition of mind by reason of intoxication or
otherwise, as to be incapable of deliberate premeditation, necessarily becomes a material subject for consideration by the jury.”
under

So, gentlemen, if you find the
fired the fatal shots, that he was

_A

i.1.

1

_

1

’__J

a.
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science a special study, to explain the processes and operations and give their opinions
upon certain conditions as an aid to the jury
in their difficult labors.
Witnesses ordinarily
are permitted to testify only as to facts within
their knowledge. But this class of witnesses,
known as experts, are allowed to give opinions
upon hypothetical cases submitted to them.

rests upon the state to prove what is set out
in the indictment beyond a reasonable doubt.
When that is proved, then [the respondent is
convicted and the verdict should be guilty of
murder of the first degree, or guilty of murder of the second degree, as the jury should
find,unless he interposes some defence other than
a sane denial of the allegations
against him. If
he puts in the plea of insanity, the plea that he
had not mind sufficient to comprehend the difference between right and wrong, as to the
particular act under investigation, and establishes the allegation by a preponderance of
evidence only, then he overcomes the conviction to which the State would be otherwise
entitled, and the jury should return a verdict of
“Not guilty by reason of insanity.”
Gentlemen of the jury, the trust imposed
upon you is one of the highest and most responsible that can be conferred by the conauthorities of
the
stituted
State.
It
is a sacred trust to be executed loyally and conscientiously, because upon
the due and proper observance and enforcement of the law depend the security and happiness of the citizen, and the welfare and pros-

Such testimony should be received and
with
and
caugreat care
tion. In the first place, the assumed state
offactsinthe question proposed to the expert may not in substance correspond with the
exact state of fact as found by the
jury to
exist, in which case the opinion of the expert
should not be considered at all.
In the next place the expert may exhibit on
the stand an undue interest in the result of
the controversy under investigation, in which
case the value of his opinion may be of very
little consequence. Or it may be that, in his
zeal to promote the success of the party who
calls him, he may state an opinion so utterly
absurd that even a man of ordinary informa’tion may see it. In the next place the experts themselves may differ in opinion upon
the same supposed ssate of facts, in which case
the force of such testimony is very much
weakened.

weighed

But in all cases you are

ultimately

to de-

termine the facts. It is your decision from all
the testimony that is to govern. Expert testimony may aid you in coming to a conclusion, but you are bound by the opinion of no
man.

In this connection there is one other class of
testimony to which I desire to call your attention. A dozen witnesses have testified that
during the vears of their acauaintance with the

respondent his character for peaceablesnes and
quietness has been good. The attorneys for the
accused have argued that such a man, with
such a character, would be less likely to inflict

violence upon another, than a person of quarrelsome disposition and nature; that the infliction of violence by such a man, without
special motive, would increase the probability
of the existence of an insane condition of mind.
It is true that a person, who has through a
series of years been able to curb his temper, is
less likely to commit a crime of the kind under
investigation. It it true generally, it is a matter of common knowledge that a man Of good
character, a man accustomed to obey the laws
enacted by society for its protection, is less
likely to commit crime than one who is of bad
character. It is upon this ground that evidence
of previous good character is admissable.

But, gentlemen, before you consider the
weight of this class of evidence, you should

look into the whole case and ascertain from it
the actual character of the respondent. There
is other testimony in this case bearing upon
his character than the testimony of the dozen
witnesses, respectable men as they are, as to
his reputation. Many a man of good reputation, who stands well in the community, does
have a wicked and corrupt Ijeart.
The respondent upon the stand has admitted, that through a period of years, he has
been habitually addicted to the excessive use
of intoxicating liquors.
He has admitted
upon the stand, that he has had repeated criminal connection with the deceased. He stands
before you a self confessed adulterer—a criminal liable to punishment in the State prison.
It is for you to say. after examining all the
facts of the case, whether the respondent is
entitled to any consideration whatever, on the
ground of good character. It is for you to
say whether, if bad character is proved, he
would not on that very ground, be more likely
to commit the crime as charged.
Now gentlemen, you will take into consideration all you know of the life of the respondent
from his boyhood until j,the fatal morning,—
his conduct, his habits, what he did upon the
day preceding, and how he did it, what he
said and how he said it, his appearance, his
tremulousness, his sleeplessness, so far as
proved, his transaction of business and how
far his conduct indicated intelligence or a want
of it; all that all the witnesses have related,
down to the moment of the killing; the opinions of the experts; the testimony of the respondent himself; whether the account he
gives of his periods of consciousness and unconsciousness taken in connection with what
he did and said, is reasonable or unreasonable,
I s true or false; whether or not any motive existed for the act, and if so what motive; and
the time when the

deadly shot was fired.
The respondent’s counsel claim that the act
was committed by the respondent if committed
at all

by him,

in

a

state of delirium tremens.

passion or sudden provocation, then
guilty of murder of the second degree.

to 3 o'clock pa the

morning of September 5,

Grand

hand.
The grave and serious responsibilities incident to this important issue have passed from
the counsel and are about to pass from me.
They are soon to press upon you with all their
power. Bear like true men the burden resting
upon you. Determine the questions of fact
involved in this case, as you have sworn to do,
according to the law and the evidence. The
aw

requires nothing

and

more,

your con-

sciences will be satisfied with nothing less.

verdict. Shortly before 2 o’clock the jury announced that they had agreed.
Considerable
time was wasted in trying to find the counsel
for the defence, who had gone out to dinner.
It was 2.20 o’clock when the jury appeared and
took their seats. Libby sat in his accustomed
place outside the rail, his son and daughter by
his side.
The roll of the jurors was called and all answered to their names. The clerk then asked
the jury if they had agreed on a verdict. The
foreman replied that they hid. The prisoner

The jury

verdict they bad

was

agreed

then

upon.

the

Libby took the verdict calmly and his children made no demonstration. Soon afterward
he was removed to the jafl ta await sentence.
Mr. Mouiton gave notice to the court that at
the proper time he should file a motion in arrest of judgment and exceptions.
It is reported that four ballots were taken
by the jury. The first was informal. The second stood 7 for murder in the second degree
and 5 for murder iu the first degree. The third
stood 9 for murder in the second, to 3 for murder in the first degree. On the fourth ballot
the jury was unanimous.
HABRIAGE8.
In Cumberland Mllle, Feb. 4, by Rev. E. M. Cousins, Levi E Wcscott ot Westbrook and Miss Ella H.
Jordan ot Deering.
In Gray, Jan. 31, by Rev. E. Bean, George W.
Quint of Gray and Mies Jennie Edwards of Lewis-

ton.
In Batb, Jan. 31, James W. Coombs and Miss Annie C. Cornish.
In Augusta, Fob. 4. Eugene S. Neal of Bismark.
Dakota, and Miss Nellie Frances Bigelow of Au-

gusta.

DEATHS.
In this
years.

city,

Feb.

6,

Elizabeth

Sylvester, aged 87

her late residence, No, 22 Paris street.
In this city, Feb. 6. Julia Murray, aged 60 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Standish, Feb. 7, Thomas Welch, aged 87 years
In Whitefield, Jan. 20, Polly Noyes, aged 81
years.
In F&rmingdale, Jan. 31, Jane H. Asplnwall,
aged 83 years.
In Pittston, Jan. 31, Geo V. Baker, aged 18 years
6 months.

DYSPEPSIA
Causes its victims to be miserable, hopeless,
contused, and depressed In mind, very irritaIt Is a diseasB
ble, languid, and drowsy.
which does not get well ot itself. It requires
careful, persistent attention, and a remedy to
throw off the causes and tone up the digestive organs till they perform their duties
willingly. Hood's Sarsaparilla has proven
of
just the required remedy in hundreds cases.
“Ihave taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla for dyspepsia, from which I have suffered two years.
I tried many other medleines, but none proved
Sarsaparilla.”
so satisfactory as Hood’s
Thomas Cook, Brush Electric Bight Co.,
New York City.

Sick Headache
“For the past two years I have been
afflicted with severe headaches and dyspepsia. I was induced to try Hood’s SarsapaI cheerrilla, and havo found great relief.
fully recommend it to all.” Mbs. E. F.
Aknable, New Haven, Conn.
Mrs. Mary C. Smith, Cambridgeport, Mass.,
headwas a sufferer from dyspepsia and sick
She took Hood’s Sarsaparilla and
ache.
found it the best remedy she ever used.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; sir for $5. Made
Mass.
only by C. L HOOD & CO., Lowell,

IOO?Doses -One, Dollar.1,.

LOTS!

The Semi-Annual Dividend to our patrons, on the business of the past Six
Months, is now being made up, and on TUESDAY, Feb. 10th, will be duly paid
to all who favor us with a call, by a reduction of 50 CENTS ON A DOLLAR on
all goods offered for saV that day

RED
Store

FIGURE

Opened

at

8 A. M.

EASTMAN

Sale

BROS.

DAY.

begins

&

at 8.30

Sharp.

BANCROFT.

feb6
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AISTN TTAE

STATEMENT

Home

insurance
OF NEW YORK.

As made to the Insurance

A PLEA TO

THE

OF

Company,

Csmmissioner of the State of Maine

JA.£3TTT.£L:E&3r,

on

THE PUBLIC

the First day of

1885.

...

.....
Cash Capital,
...
Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Reserve for Unpaid Losses and Claims,
-----Net Surplus

$3,000,000.00
2,847.565.00
405,798.64
1,141,726.91

$7,395,090.55

CASH ASSETS,

SUMMARY~OFrASSETS
Held in tlie United States available for the Payment of Losses by Fire and for the protection of Policy
Holders of Fire Insurance:

Cash in Banks..$
Bonds and

Mortgages, being first lien on

Real Estate

(worth $2,423,600).

261,736.41
1,006,400.00

United States Bonds, (market value). 2,846,636.00
Bank and Railroad Stocks and Bonds, (market value),... 1,699,400.00
State and Municipal Bonds, (market value).
222,000.00
Loans

on

Stocks, payable on demand, (market

value of Collaterals,

$411,434.76).

264,060.00
105,682.46
356,002.72
655,183.97

Interest due on 1st January, 1886.....
Premiums uncollected and m hands of Agents....
Real Estate......
TOTAL

.....

$1,395,090.55

BUSINESS IN MAINE DURING 1884.
Risks written......$4,742,949.00
Premiums received...........
57,392.65
Losses Paid.
35,704,07

Amount
“

DOW, COFFIN & LIBBY, Agents,
No. 42 Exchange St., Portland.

-llkigni

OTHER AGENTS IN CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
G, G. Wight, Bridgton.
I John C. Kendall, Freeport.
Thos. H, Biley, Brunswick.
I H. B. Millett, Gorham.

7'\ry itPleaje

Imperial Fire Insurance Co., of London.

And

ASSETS.
.$416,000.00
Estate, Unincumbered.,
United States Government Bonds. 891,346.00
West Virginia Deferred Certificates.

Suits,
Overcoats,
PANTS, REEFERS, &C.,

37.329.64

4,039.17

$1,478^58024
Reserve for Reinsurance .
AU other Liabilities.

SURPLUS

633,706.22
16,892.42
723,635.69

FOR

SI,478,582.24

MEN, BOYS AND CHILDREN

BUSINSSS DURING THE YEAR 1884.
EXPENDITURES.
INCOME.
From Fire Prem’s.$1,014,170.11 For Fire Losses.$679,009.17
Interest
30,017.30 " Commission. 162,162.66
Salaries etc
124,572.28
Rente.
28,375.40
Taxes.
24,898.83
Allother payments.......... 26,406.75
$1,072,562.81

DOW, COFFIN

AT THE

BOM & FORM'D MUM! CO,

$1,017,048.58

|

possess genuine merit, are unsurpassed in quality, and
We call attention to
the prices are unapproachable.

&~UBBY, Agents,

43 Exchange Street, Portland.

$8.00 and $10.00 each.
500 Men’s all Wool Suits only
500 Men’s all Wool Suits only $12.00,14.00 and 15.00; in Sack and Frock; latest
styles, all sizes, and first-class in every respect.
1 lot of 110 pure Worsted Whipcord Suits, in Sack and Frock pattern, only $12.00
and 15.00.
1 small lot of Black Worsted Coats and Tests, in sizes 34, 35, 36 and 37, only
$10.00 each; regular price 15.00.
50 Men’s heavy fine Biding Ulsters at $15.00, 18.00 and 20.00; a superior
&rticl6>
5000 pairs Men’s all Wool Pants at $1.25,1.50, 2.00, 2.50,3.00,8.50 and 4.00.
1000 Men’s all Wool Tests at $1.00,1.50 and 2.00; Great Bargains in Men’s Tests
for 1.00, in sizes 34, 35, 36 and 37.
1 small lot Youths’ Suits, sizes 33 to 36, at only $3.50 per suit; also elegant bar*
gains in Youths’ Suits at 8.00,10.00,12.00 and 15.00.
Bargains In Boys’ Knee Pant Suits at $2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00, 4.50, 5.00 and
6.00; also some of the best values we ever offered at 8-00,.9.00 and 10.00.
Large sizes in Knee Pant Suits (ages 11,12,13 and 14) at only $5.00, 6.00, 6.50,
7.00, 8.00, 9.00 and 10.00; extra Pants in large sizes (If, 12,13 and 14) at
only 2.00; all Wool.

eod3w

2500 YARDS DRESS SILKS
59
We

never

made

anywhere

CENTS.
near so

low prices before

on same

Grand Silk Sale for Four

qualities.

Days.

Beginning This Morning, we shall sell Colored Silks, Summer Silks,
Black Silks, also Black and Colored Rhadames at so much less prices
than we ever sold them that every one will be astonished.
We have an excellent assortment of colors and a much larger stock
than ever.
Excellent Summer Silks at 50 cents per yard.
Handsome Colored Silks at 59 cents per yard.
These last are the most astonishing bargain we can hope to offer this
year. Colors are excellent Blues, Browns, Drabs, Garnets and all the
most desirable shades in the market.
Beautiful shades of Summer Silks at 63 cents per yard.
These will not be sold so low again this season and they are so desirable that they may be soon entirely out of the market.
Colored Silks of excellent quality at 89 cents per yard.
Colored Rhadames of excellent quality at $1.19 per yard.
Black Silk and Rhadames at $1.19 per yard.
Other Black Silks and Black Rhadames also at much less than value.

BINES

We have got the
at

and

goods

are

exceedingly

S T RICTLY

low

We have secured another lot of 50 Dozen Fine English
Cashmere Hose, same as the lot sold by us about 10 days
since. The colors are Cardinal, Garnet, Seal, Navy and
Black. We shall offer the whole lot to-morrow at 50
cents per pair, which is just half the regular price. The
many ladies who were unable to secure any at our first
sale will do well t« call early as this will be the last oppor-

tunity this

season.

CLOTHING

W.t

C.

WARE,

.

,

FOR

_S

MANAGER.

AL.E.

On Acconnt of the Storm Thurs-

day,

FIRST-CLASS GROIERT BUSINESS
within 2M) miles of State street,Boston, eight
years established, good location, good store, good
trade, good reasons for selling, an excellent chance
for one or two enterprising men with (3000 capital
Address J. L.,
649 Main St,, Cambrldgeport, Mass.
eod2w
febG

A

|

will

511
ft be

&

F. O.

6—1

Agents

CO.’S OFFICE DESKS and
the best. F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
18 Exchange St.
6—1
74

Free

LET.-At
St., tenement of
with attio, cellar and garden, furnace,
TOrooms,

g*s «id eeljagc. 518,W per mouth.

six

febo-i

AUCTION*

trssees, mirrors, spring beds.dioing room furniture,
plated and crockery ware, kitchen goods, Ac., Ac
16 bags of salt.

learn job printas to habits,
recommendations,

are

St.
_d2t

Ou Saturday, February 7th at 10 o’clock a. m., at
salesroom on Exchange
street, we shall sell parlor
suits, black walnut aud mahogany, bedsteads, ash
chamber sets, marble top tables, carpets, hair mat-

to

Portland,

Congress

BY

feb(>

WE

Furniture
SMITH
for

the

FURNITURE, &C~

WANTED.—A

O.

through

AUCTION MALES

respectable American woman
desires a situation as working housekeeper
in a widower’s family, city or country, wages moderate. good reference, please call on or address 324
Cumberland St.feb6-l

F.

be continued
week.

J. M. DYER & CO.,

ECOND-HAND SCALES CIEAP.-4
large stock of Fairbanks’, Howe's, etc., second
hand Platform and Counter Scales. These scales
have been repaired and are just as good as new.
6—1
F. 0. BAILEY A CO., 18 Exchange St.

have the largest assortment of office chairs
and desk stools in the State. Lowest prioes.
BAILEY & CO., 18 Exchange street. 6—1

our

GREAT SILK and VELVET SALE

is hereby given, that the
subscriber has tbeen duly appointed Executor of the Will of
MARY T. BDCKNAM, late of Yarmouth,
in the County of Cumberland,deceased, and has taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same: and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
WILLIAM I. HUTCHINSON. Executor.
feb6dlawF3w*
Yarmouth, Feb. 3,1885.

etc., required.
JOB PRINTER, Press Office.

dlt

O O

255 Middle St., Portland, Me.

man

fobC

PRICE !

BOSTON & PORTLAND

young
WANTED.-A
ing. Good recommendations
Address with

Owen, Moore & Co.

prices.

PIE

Notice

LADIES’ FINE CASHMERE HOSE.

selling them rapidly

Our Store is Closed Until Farther Mice Every Evening at 6 O’elk

BBOS.

febG___._dlt

bargains in

that the

22,912.00
8,800.00
1,433,33

■

LIABILITIES.
Unpaid Losses..

•

Gouf^t

Unanimous Verdict

a

Real

Uncollected Premiums.
Cash in Office and Banks.
Rents Aeorued.

the

p*

COPYRIGHT 1883.

UNITED STATES BRANCH STATEMENT, JAN’Y. 1st, 1885.

fobO

in

Sale

FEBRUARY 10.

TUESOAY,

replied.
"Guilty.”
of what?” asked the c'erk.
The foreman replied: “Of murder
second degree.”

Gash

ODD

asked what
The foreman

“Gnilty

BANCROFT.

a uxr id

waB then told to stand up and look upon the
foreman and the foreman was commauded to
look npon the prisoner, according to the nsuai

form.

&

Semi-Annual

State Bonds.
Tennessee State Bonds

THE VERDICT.

legal

BEOS.

Virginia

Alter the jury retired at about 11.30 o’clock,
the large crowd of spectators, including forty
or fifty ladies, did not leave the court room
but remained in their seats waiting for the

j

ADVERTISEMENTS.

REMNANTS

perity of the nation.

It is no more your duty to acquit the innocent than it is to convict the guilty, and it is
no more your
duty to convict the guilty than
to acquit the innocent. It is your duty to do
both, if the law and the evidence, in any given
caBe, warrant it.
Sanctity of the law is the foundation upon
which civilized society rests.
When the law
loses its sanction, when private rights and
public enactments are violated with impunity,
the period of anarchy and barbarism is at

-■■■■—■■"■"'■LLgiEll"-

..

OP

The indictment presents that on the 5th day
of September the accused at Portland, in this
county, committed the crime of murder upon
the person of Lydia [S. Snow.
The burden

Witnesses have detailed the symptoms and
manifestations of the disease, and testimony
has been offered as to the condition and conduct of the respondent for several days prior
to the killing. Were the symptoms and manifestations exhibited by the respondent in harmony with the description of the typical case
by the medical experts ? Was he then as a
matter of fact in a state of delirium tremens?
AVas the delirium upon him? AVas he at that
time the victim of delusion and hallucination ?
Did he fire that shot in a delirious paroxysm,
without knowing what he was doing? If so,
then his act was the act of a madman, and no
legal responsibility attached to him for what
he did, and your verdict should be “Not guilty
by reason of insanity'," in which case there
would be no need of paying any attention
whatever to what I have said or shall say in
regard to the crime of murder.
If, however, you find either that he was in
a state of drunkenness, or that he was in his
right mind, then you must determine under
the rules of law laid down, that he was responsible, and if responsible, then you must
consider the question of what crime he is guilty,
Is he guilty of murder of the first degree,
or guilty of murder of the second degree?
I have said that murder of the first degree is
the unlawful killing of a human being with
“express malice aforethought,” and I have
stated to you that the unlawful killing of a
human being with express malice aforethought
is where it is done with a “sedate and deliberate mind and a formed design.”
If the
Now what are the facts in this case?
respondent killed Lydia S. Snow, and if he
was
legally responsible for the act, in what
state of mind was he when he did the killing ?
AVas he drunk, or was he sober?
You have heard the testimony of various
witnesses as to his drinking habits through life
and
the
down to the day preceding
You have heard the testioccurrence.
mony of .experts as to how long the immediate
effects of intoxicating liquors will
remain with the drinker. You have hear the
testimony of witnesses who saw him, who observed him and who conversed with him at
various times from his appearance in Portland
at 2 o’clock on the afternoon of September 4

he is

11

LiJLi-gggL-JlLgEi'L..1.1.

SIXTEENTH

a

of

_J

EASTMAN

JtJ

sedate mind, a mind capable of
deliberation, whether that want of capacity
was caused by intoxication or otherwise, in
the absence of all evidence showing any heat

not have

1

NEW

respondent
responsible

will be presented which possess features
impossible to be understood by a person of
general information. For instance in the
progress of a cause, it may be necessary that
the anatomy of the system, or the operations
and peculiarities of the mind should be investigated and understood. A proper knowledge
of these subjects is not possessed by a person
of general information.
The law, therefore,
allows men who have made these branches of
cases

i'JilJI™!!111"—"■■■
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HAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
d2t

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Aoctioneei s and Commission Merchant.
Hale.ro.ui IN Exchange Ml.
F. O. Bailey,
C. W. Allks.

Regular Sale of Furniture and General Morohandisc every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a
bi. Consignments solicited.
octSd

